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While technology is important,
it’s what we do with it that truly matters.

- Muhammad Yunus

After going from doctor to doctor,
I tried to think of how the doctors must have felt. . .

This is what I think: “This woman is presenting this odd disease
that no one knows how to treat, obviously no cure for, and she and

her husband are sitting here looking at me all moon-eyed
desperate for help with this dilemma they have been blind-sided with.

What am I to do? There simply are no set standards for this,
I’m as helpless as she is,

yet she has come to me asking for my help.”
- Nutt, 2007





Sommario

Le malattie rare pongono particolari sfide a pazienti, famiglie, caregiver,
medici e ricercatori. Attualmente, sono descritte più di 6000 MR (ma se ne
stimano fino a 7000) e oltre 350 milioni di persone convivono con esse (5% della
popolazione mondiale). A causa della scarsa disponibilità di informazioni e
della loro disgregazione, negli ultimi anni si sta assistendo a una forte crescita di
comunità di pazienti su piattaforme social quali Facebook. Il lavoro presentato
in questa tesi intende estrarre la conoscenza racchiusa nell’elevata quantità di
testo non strutturato generato dagli utenti nel tempo, al fine di rappresentarla
in una forma organizzata e abilitando un ragionamento logico deduttivo al
di sopra di essa. Partendo dalla consapevolezza della necessità di integrare
metodologie diverse in domini complessi, la ricerca mostra l’uso combinato di
tecniche di Text Mining e Web Semantico, prendendo l’Acalasia Esofagea come
caso di studio. In particolare, si propone la creazione di un’ontologia atta a
estendere ORDO e a introdurre una visione incentrata sul paziente nel mondo
dei Linked Data. L’importanza di questo studio è da ricercarsi nel fatto che
esso costituisca potenzialmente la base di un progetto capace di consentire un
rapido accesso a molte informazioni di alto valore (in categorie quali epide-
miologia, sintomatologia, diagnosi, trattamenti, farmaci, nutrizione, stile di
vita), rispondendo agli interrogativi dei pazienti e fornendo loro un ulteriore
strumento attraverso il quale prendere decisioni. Il tutto minimizzando i costi
grazie a un reperimento automatico di tali dati e aumentando la produttività
dei ricercatori.
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Abstract

Rare diseases pose particular challenges to patients, families, caregivers,
clinicians and researchers. Currently, more than 6000 rare diseases are described
(but up to 7000 are estimated) and more than 350 million people live with them
(5% of the world population). Due to the scarce availability of information
and their disintegration, in recent years we are witnessing strong growth of
patient communities on social platforms such as Facebook. The work presented
in this thesis is intended to extract knowledge from the large availability of
unstructured text generated by the users over time, in order to represent it
in an organized way and to make logical reasoning above. Starting from the
awareness of the need to integrate different methodologies in complex domains,
the research shows a combined use of Text Mining and Semantic Web techniques,
taking Esophageal Achalasia as a case study. In particular, an ontology is
created to extend ORDO and introduce a patient-centered vision into the
world of linked data. The significance of this development is that it potentially
constitutes the basis of a project that can allow rapid access to many high-
value information (in topics such as symptomatology, epidemiology, diagnosis,
treatments, drugs, nutrition, lifestyle), responding to patients’ questions and
providing them with an additional tool for decision making, minimizing costs
through the automatic retrieval of these data and increasing the productivity
of investigators.
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Introduzione

Motivazioni

Quando si riflette sul concetto di rarità in ambito sanitario, si tende a
pensare a un’eventualità remota e riservata a pochi individui. Nel momento
in cui questo fenomeno irrompe nella quotidianità di una persona, si realizza
come la parola “rara” sia in realtà usata frequentemente in maniera impropria.

Una malattia si definisce rara quando la sua prevalenza, intesa come il
numero di casi presenti su una data popolazione, non supera una soglia stabilita
(codificata dalla legislazione di ogni singolo paese).

Le malattie rare (abbreviate MR) pongono pertanto particolari sfide a
pazienti, famiglie, caregiver, medici e ricercatori. Dopo essere state trascurate
per molti anni (arrivando ad acquisire la denominazione “health orphans”), oggi
costituiscono un importante problema di salute pubblica.

Attualmente, più di 6000 malattie rare sono registrate su Orphanet [1] (ma
se ne stimano fino a 7000 [2]) e oltre 350 milioni di pazienti convivono con esse
(5% della popolazione mondiale) [2]. Di conseguenza, se la percentuale di vite
coinvolte da una singola MR è da considerarsi per definizione limitata, non
lo è il numero di disturbi rientranti in tale categoria: le indicazioni riportate
all’interno delle pubblicazioni scientifiche in merito alla numerosità di queste
patologie cresce regolarmente con l’avanzare della scienza medica e della ricerca.
L’assenza di dati epidemiologici per la maggior parte dei disturbi rende tuttavia
difficile la stima del loro reale impatto [3].

Inoltre, la quasi totalità delle malattie rare non ha cura e soltanto il 5% di
esse ha opzioni terapeutiche. L’80% è di origine genetica e il 50% delle persone
affette da MR si riferisce a bambini in età pediatrica (con un tasso di mortalità
nei primi cinque anni di vita pari al 35%) [4, 2, 5]. In aggiunta a questo,
tali patologie sono spesso non diagnosticate o diagnosticate erroneamente per
periodi prolungati, causando lunghi ritardi diagnostici (con una media globale
di 4,8 anni e 7,3 medici consultati, per singola MR) capaci di aumentare
significativamente il carico della malattia stessa [6, 7].

A causa della scarsa disponibilità di informazioni e della loro disgregazione,
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xvi Introduzione

negli ultimi anni si sta assistendo a una forte crescita di comunità di pazienti
sul web (in correlazione con l’incoraggiante risultato di una recente indagine
compiuta da EURORDIS, che vede i pazienti affetti da malattie rare più propensi
a condividere i propri dati sanitari rispetto alla popolazione generale [8]). Il
bisogno di dialogare con altre persone aventi la medesima problematica è spesso
una naturale conseguenza della volontà di abbattere le barriere di isolamento in
cui si è rinchiusi. I contesti social (quali i gruppi Facebook) divengono pertanto
il territorio attraverso cui si condividono esperienze, si richiedono pareri e si
scambiano informazioni di indubbia rilevanza durante tutto il percorso di un
malato raro (dalla sintomatologia alla diagnosi, dai trattamenti terapeutici ai
centri specializzati, dai medici di riferimento all’impatto sullo stile di vita).

Contributi

La condivisione dei dati sanitari per far avanzare la ricerca scientifica e
migliorare i benefici clinici è di particolare importanza nel campo delle malattie
rare, in cui le conoscenze e le competenze sono limitate e le popolazioni di
pazienti sono geograficamente disperse. Questa tesi nasce dalla comprensione
del valore di tali dati accumulati nel tempo e dalla volontà di renderli facilmente
disponibili. Nello specifico, si intende estrarre - con un approccio non supervi-
sionato - la conoscenza racchiusa nell’elevata quantità di testo non strutturato
generato dagli utenti attraverso interazioni social, al fine di rappresentarla in
una forma organizzata e abilitando un ragionamento logico deduttivo al di
sopra di essa.

Partendo dalla consapevolezza della necessità di integrare metodologie
diverse in domini complessi, la ricerca mostra l’uso combinato di tecniche di
Text Mining e Web Semantico, prendendo l’Acalasia Esofagea (ORPHA:930 )
come caso di studio.

La tesi propone una innovativa metodologia di text mining descrittivo, oltre
che la creazione di un knowledge graph atto a estendere la Orphanet Rare
Disease Ontology (ORDO) e a introdurre una visione incentrata sul paziente
nel mondo dei Linked Data. Combinando un approccio simbolico (per la
concettualizzazione della conoscenza degli utenti) con tecniche quantitative
all’avanguardia e di carattere originale, la tesi propone come ulteriore contributo
anche un nuovo approccio di Knowledge Graph Learning.

Impatto sociale

Il lavoro descritto in questo documento costituisce pertanto la base di un
progetto capace di consentire un rapido accesso a molte informazioni di alto
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valore (in categorie quali epidemiologia, sintomatologia, diagnosi, trattamenti,
farmaci, nutrizione), rispondendo agli interrogativi dei pazienti e fornendo
loro un ulteriore strumento attraverso il quale operare decisioni che richiedano
approfondimenti e molteplici punti di vista. Il tutto minimizzando i costi
grazie a un reperimento automatico dei dati e aumentando la produttività dei
ricercatori (che potrebbero sfruttare tale strumento per aver accesso istantaneo
a informazioni provenienti dai pareri diretti di una vasta popolazione di malati
e caregiver). La potenzialità dei dati raccolti dai singoli pazienti, aggregati in
forma anonima e discussi su così larga scala, creano infatti un’unica opportunità
di unire il contesto reale al mondo della ricerca scientifica, contribuendo alla
rivoluzione della digital health.

Organizzazione della tesi

Il lavoro di tesi è organizzato nei seguenti capitoli:

• Capitolo 1 - Presenta un quadro generale sui concetti di comprensione
e di conoscenza, giungendo a definire come questi vengano applicati
sul contenuto testuale. Inoltre, illustra la recente tendenza ad adottare
soluzioni di Intelligenza Artificiale che integrino approcci qualitativi e
quantitativi.

• Capitolo 2 - Discute brevemente il background teorico su cui si basa
il contributo di Text Mining, focalizzandosi in particolare sulla Latent
Semantic Analysis.

• Capitolo 3 - Affronta lo stato dell’arte legato alle tecniche di Web
Semantico trattate all’interno della tesi, approfondendo in particolare i
temi dei knowledge graph, delle ontologie probabilistiche e dei progetti
attualmente esistenti in ambito malattie rare.

• Capitolo 4 - Illustra il contributo di Text Mining. Nello specifico, analiz-
za le soluzioni già esistenti in letteratura ponendo particolare attenzione
sul concetto di explainability. Successivamente presenta un nuovo metodo
non supervisionato di analisi descrittiva.

• Capitolo 5 - Propone il contributo di Web Semantico. Partendo dalla
conoscenza estratta attraverso il metodo di text mining descrittivo, af-
fronta la problematica della sua rappresentazione automatica per mezzo
di una nuova metodologia di Knowledge Graph Learning.
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• Capitolo 6 - Entrambi i contributi vengono applicati a un caso di studio
in ambito medico focalizzato sull’Acalasia Esofagea. Si descrivono aspetti
implementativi e si valutano i risultati ottenuti.



Introduction

Motivation

When reflecting on the concept of rarity in the health sector, we tend
to think of a remote event reserved for a few individuals. The moment this
phenomenon breaks into a person’s daily life, it is realized how the word “rare”
is actually frequently used improperly.

A disease is defined as rare when its prevalence, understood as the number
of cases present in a given population, does not exceed a set threshold (codified
by the legislation of each individual country).

Rare diseases (shortened as RDs) therefore pose particular challenges to
patients, families, caregivers, clinicians and researchers. After being neglected
for many years (coming to be called “health orphans”), today they are an
important public-health issue.

Currently, more than 6000 rare diseases are registered on Orphanet [1]
(but up to 7000 are estimated [2]) and more than 350 million people live with
them (5% of the world population) [2]. Consequently, if the percentage of lives
involved by a single RD is to be considered limited by definition, the number of
disorders that fit this category is not: the indications reported in the scientific
publications regarding the number of these diseases grow regularly with the
advancement of medical science and research. The absence of epidemiological
data for most RDs, however, makes it difficult to estimate their real impact [3].

Moreover, there is no cure for the vast majority of rare diseases and only
5% of them have treatment options. 80% of RDs are of genetic origin and 50%
affect children (with a mortality rate in the first five years of life equal to 30%)
[4, 2, 5]. In addition to this, these disorders are often un- or misdiagnosed for
extended periods, resulting in a long diagnostic delay (with a global average of
4.8 years and 7.3 consulted physicians for RD) that may significantly add to
the burden of the disease itself [6, 7].

Due to the scarce availability of information and their disintegration, in
recent years we are witnessing a strong growth of patient communities on the
web (in correlation with the encouraging result of a recent survey carried out by
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EURORDIS, which sees rare disease patients more likely to share their health
data than the general population [8]). The need to communicate with other
people with the same problem is often a natural consequence of the desire to
break down the isolation barriers in which a patient is locked up. Social contexts
(such as Facebook groups) therefore become the environment through which
experiences are shared, opinions are requested and information of undoubted
relevance is exchanged throughout the whole rare patient path (from symptoms
to diagnosis, from therapeutic treatments to specialized centers, from reference
doctors to lifestyle impact).

Contribution

Sharing health data to advance scientific research and improve clinical
benefits are of particular importance in the field of rare diseases where knowledge
and expertise are limited and patient populations are geographically dispersed.
This thesis arises from an understanding of the value of such data accumulated
over time and from the desire to make them easily available. Specifically,
it is intended to extract - with a semi-supervised approach - the knowledge
contained in the high amount of unstructured text generated by users through
social interactions, in order to represent it in an organized way and enabling
deductive logical reasoning above it.

Starting from the awareness of the need to integrate different methodologies
in complex domains, the research shows the combined use of Text Mining and
Semantic Web techniques, taking the Esophageal Achalasia (ORPHA: 930 ) as
a case study.

The thesis proposes an innovative descriptive text mining method, as well as
the creation of a knowledge graph aimed at extending the Orphanet Rare Disease
Ontology (ORDO) and to introduce a patient-centered vision into the world of
Linked Data. Combining a symbolic approach (for the conceptualization of user
knowledge) with cutting-edge quantitative techniques of an original character,
the thesis proposes as a further contribution also a new approach of Knowledge
Graph Learning.

Social Impact

The work described in this document forms the basis of a project capable of
allowing rapid access to many high-value information (in topics such as epide-
miology, symptomatology, diagnosis, treatments, drugs, nutrition), responding
to patients’ questions and providing them with an additional tool for decision
making where insights and multiple points of view are required. All this by
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minimizing costs thanks to automatic data retrieval and increasing the pro-
ductivity of researchers (who could take advantage of this tool to have instant
access to knowledge coming from the direct opinions of a large population of
patients and caregivers). The potential of the data collected by individual
patients, aggregated anonymously and discussed on such large scale, create a
unique opportunity to combine the real context with the world of scientific
research, contributing to the digital health revolution.

Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized as follows.

• Chapter 1 - Presents a general framework on the concepts of under-
standing and knowledge, coming to define how these are applied to
textual content. Furthermore, it illustrates the recent trend to adopt
Artificial Intelligence solutions that integrate qualitative and quantitative
approaches.

• Chapter 2 - Briefly discusses the theoretical background on which the
contribution of Text Mining is based, focusing in particular on the Latent
Semantic Analysis.

• Chapter 3 - Describes the state-of-the-art linked to the Semantic Web
techniques dealt inside the thesis, focusing in particular on knowledge
graphs, probabilistic ontologies and projects currently existing in the field
of rare diseases.

• Chapter 4 - Illustrates the contribution of Text Mining. Specifically, it
analyzes the solutions already existing in the literature paying particu-
lar attention to the concept of explainability. He then presents a new
unsupervised method of descriptive analysis.

• Chapter 5 - It proposes the contribution of the Semantic Web. Starting
from the knowledge extracted through the descriptive text mining method,
it tackles the problem of its automatic representation by means of a new
method of Knowledge Graph Learning.

• Chapter 6 - Both contributions are applied to a medical case study
focused on Esophageal Achalasia. Implementation aspects are described
and the results obtained are evaluated.
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Chapter 1

Understanding and Knowledge

“And even in our wildest and most wandering reveries, nay in our very dreams,
we shall find, if we reflect, that the imagination ran not altogether at adventures,

but that there was still a connection upheld among the different ideas,
which succeeded each other. Were the loosest and freest conversation to be transcribed,

there would immediately be transcribed, there would immediately be observed
something which connected it in all its transitions.”

- David Hume, An enquiry concerning human understanding, 1748

Knowledge understanding and knowledge representation are the major
topics covered by this dissertation. To be able to explore the possibilities
related to them, it is important to understand the foundation of the underlying
concepts. This chapter presents an overview of the various topics behind the
importance of meaning, motivating some of the choices made in the thesis.

1.1 Basic concepts

This section illustrates the fundamental elements to understand the concept
of understanding, on which both text mining and the semantic web are built.
The logical flow adopted for the illustration of the concepts is inspired by the
“Information Service Engineering” course of Dr. Harald Sack and Dr. Maria
Koutraki.

1.1.1 Communication

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, “communication is a process by
which information is exchanged between individuals through a common system of

1



2 Chapter 1. Understanding and Knowledge

symbols, signs, or behavior”. In a similar way, Wikipedia defines communication
as “the act of conveying intended meanings from one entity or group to another
through the use of mutually understood signs and semiotic rules”. Therefore
symbols, signs and behaviors characterize a language, while semiotic rules tell
us how to interpret language’s items.

In a communication process usually there is some information that has to
be encoded in terms of language and passed from one sender to a receiver, who
has to decode the message from the language to obtain the meaning originally
intended by the sender. So, at the beginning of the communication the sender
forms a verbal utterance from a thought, following specific rules of shared
syntax and semantics to ensure that the recipient will be able to reconstruct the
content of the thought itself [9]. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic representation
of the communication process, based on the information theory.

Figure 1.1: Communication model seen from the information theory perspective
From “Digital Communication: Communication, Multimedia, Security”, 2014 [9]

1.1.2 Language

Language is defined by Encyclopaedia Britannica as “a system of conventio-
nal spoken, manual, or written symbols by means of which human beings, as
members of a social group and participants in its culture, express themselves.
The functions of language include communication, the expression of identity,
play, imaginative expression, and emotional release”.

In Natural Language Processing (NLP) we are obviously interested in natural
languages. A natural language (or ordinary language) is any language that
has evolved naturally in humans through use and repetition without conscious
planning or premeditation (unlike formal languages such as programming ones).
Textual messages belong to this category.
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1.1.3 Information

Many definitions of information have been proposed and each of these
focuses on a specific aspect, giving its own value to the total picture.
Overall, it can be said that information is that which informs, and is conveyed
as the content of a message that is expressed with the help of language.
Information can be encoded into various forms for transmission and interpreta-
tion. In a physical sense, information is any propagation of cause and effect
within a system (so it does not necessarily depend on natural language).
Another aspect is that information’s existence is not necessarily coupled to
an observer. However, from a statistical point of view, the most important
definition of information is that “information reduces uncertainty”.

1.1.4 Understanding

Understanding is the ability to grasp the meaning of information. So, to
understand the content of a message the receiver must be able to interpret it
correctly. In other words, understanding is always the correct interpretation of
the meaning of a message.

Correct interpretation depends on the following involved factors.

• Syntax
The most basic building block of information of languages.
Syntax is a word which stems from the Greek for arrangement or ordering.
In grammar syntax deals with the relations between words in sentence
structure.
In formal languages (not natural languages), syntax is just a set of rules,
by which well-formed expressions can be created from a fundamental
set of symbols (alphabet). So rules determine how the symbols of an
alphabet have to be put together to form something meaningful.
Syntax only tells what kind of arrangement of characters are allowed and
which not.

• Semantics
Semantics is a term which also come from Greek and it represents the
study of meaning. Semantics defines how the symbols created in the
syntax will be interpreted. So it is focused on sense and meaning of
language or symbols provided by language.
It is a fundamental concept for understanding. In summary, it is the study
of the interpretation of signs or symbols as used by agents or communities
within particular circumstances and contexts.
The semantics of a message depends on context and pragmatics.
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It is interesting to observe that semantics works with syntax, deriving
sometimes the meaning of complex concepts from the meaning of more
basic concepts precisely through syntactic rules.

• Context
Context come from Latin and means “interweaved”.
It denotes the surrounding of a symbol (concept) in an expression respect
its relationship with surrounding expressions (concepts) and further rela-
ted elements.
Context is important to disambiguate or to define the right semantics
or the right way to interpret a message. From a certain point of view,
it defines a time frame in which a specific semantics is valid. So, the
context is constituted by all the additional information that comes with
the message, defining which kind of semantics will be chosen.
A distinction is made between general contexts (i.e., place, time) and
personal or social contexts (i.e., relation between sender and receiver of a
message).

• Pragmatics
In Greek, pragmatics means action. Pragmatics reflects the intention
of the sender of a message, and so the language application in different
situations.

• Experience
A message is formulated based on the experience of the sender and the
recipient regarding the world knowledge. Indeed, one’s knowledge of the
world also determines how a message is interpreted.

In conclusion, there are lots of factors which influence the correct interpretation.
This is also one of the reasons why a computer’s understanding of natural
language is not a simple task. Natural languages are highly ambiguous and
usually take into account different possible contexts. Understanding formal
languages is much easier than natural ones simply because of the lack of
ambiguity.

1.1.5 Knowledge

Knowledge is the very focus of this thesis and its nature needs to be analysed.
Knowledge is a very powerful abstract concept without any reference to the
tangible world. However it does not yet have a clear definition. Identifying a
way to represent knowledge has been an important challenge since the dawn of
the human race. The creation of written and spoken languages is the foremost
example of the effort to represent knowledge in such a way as to preserve it
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and to guarantee that it can be transmitted to future generations.
Starting with the Greek philosophers, many attempts to define knowledge have
followed over time. Even today, due to the many aspects related to the know-
ledge itself, finding a universally accepted definition is not easy. Consequently,
there are many versions of it.
In a broad sense, knowledge is information possessed in the mind of an in-
dividual (personalized or subjective). It can be related to facts, procedures,
concepts, ideas, observations, interpretations and judgments (which may or not
be unique, useful, accurate, or structured).
Knowledge is defined by the lexicographers at Cambridge Dictionary as “under-
standing of or information about a subject that you get by experience or study,
either known by one person or by people generally”. Vice versa, the classic and
most widespread definition is that provided by the philosopher Plato, who sees
knowledge as “justified true belief”.
A good analysis of the problem is reported in [10].
The terms “data”, “information”, “knowledge” and “wisdom” are often confused
and overlapping, despite having different meanings. Clarifying this termi-
nological distinction is an effective way to better understand the concept of
knowledge itself. The Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy
or pyramid, depicted in Figure 1.2, is a widely used model within information
science and knowledge management. The main interpretation of the DIKW

Figure 1.2: A detailed illustration of the DIKW hierarchy
From “The Application of Visual Analytics to Financial Stability Monitoring”, 2014

hierarhcy is that large amounts of data (pure and simple raw facts obtained by
observation and without a particular organization) are distilled to a smaller
quantity of information (structured, linked and meaningful data). Then, a still
rather large amount of information is further processed to create a more limited
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knowledge (connected, organized, contextualized, understood and query-ready
information). Finally, wisdom (distilled knowledge and understanding which
can lead to decisions) is built on the top of the pyramid.

1.2 Understanding Textual Content
There is a precondition for enabling machines to understand natural lan-

guage: the textual content must be read and interpreted correctly by them. To
do this there are mainly two distinct approaches.

• Quantitative (Statistical AI)
Methods that try to understand or to learn the content, using statistical
models, machine learning, deep learning and other natural language
processing techniques, conveying the semantics in an implicit way. The
language is thus learned from its usage.

• Qualitative (Symbolic AI)
Methods that add explicit semantic information to documents.
The Semantic Web is the main example of this category. Specifically, the
Semantic Web annotate the natural language web content with semantic
metadata that encode the meaning of the content itself and allow the
correct interpretation by machines.
In this context, a simple class hierarchy with only “is_a” relations is
not sufficient for a complete understanding. For this reason, properties
(having a domain and a range) are also required in order to model how
concepts bind to other knowledge.
Implicit hidden knowledge can be deduced from the explicitly available
one with the help of logical inference.
The ontologies are standardized knowledge representations which explicit
the meaning of information (Semantics) in a formal and structured way,
making possible to:

– process it automatically;

– integrate heterogeneous data;

– deduce not evident new information.

1.2.1 Towards a mixed AI

Today most of the works fall into one of these two categories.
The consideration of mixed solutions has started to develop only recently.
One of the objectives of the research described in this document is precisely that
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of combining quantitative and qualitative techniques. In doing this, we want
to be careful to merge the advantages of both approaches, therefore making
wise use of the methodologies that characterize these two branches of Artificial
Intelligence (AI).

From the articles published in the literature, it is easy to deduce how the
union of Statistical AI and Symbolic AI constitutes a winning approach and
how one strengthens the other. In fact, research is currently being done in both
directions.

• Statistical AI → Symbolic AI
Statistical AI techniques can be used to extract knowledge from unstruc-
tured text, facilitating the construction and population of ontologies
capable of representing it (enabling Symbolic AI). This is the one on
which the thesis is focused.

• Statistical AI ← Symbolic AI
Integrated and linked data can be used as a more expressive semantic data
model to feed the ML algorithms (rather than single and isolated input
data, like CSV files). Recently a team of researchers at Free University
of Amsterdam has published a paper on this topic, where the Knowledge
Graph is used as default data model for Machine Learning [11].
Alternatively, as is best known, ontologies can be useful for overcoming
several natural language processing tasks [12].

Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis refer to the extraction and representation of
knowledge with a mixed approach.

To further justify this new AI trend, there are also the words of Andreas
Blumauer (CEO and co-founder of Semantic Web Company and SEMANTiCS)
released in an interview of 2018 [13]:
“The web as we know it has reached its limits due to a lack of semantics. It’s not
only about finding quickly something that is related to a search term, it’s about
getting informed and being able to learn from available resources efficiently.
Considering all topics that are currently at the focus of public attention (such
as Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Data Science, Natural Language
Processing, Semantic Web), in the immediate future, I cannot see anything on
top of that but rather a fusion of all of that”.





Chapter 2

Background on Text Mining

“Most people believe that language describes reality.
I argue that language brings forth reality.”

- Matthew Budd, M.D., 2000

This chapter presents the theoretical framework that supports the thesis
work in Text Mining and Natural Language Processing area.

2.1 Overview

2.1.1 Motivations

The exponential growth of the Web and its users over the past few years
have contributed to increasing the addition of new sources of knowledge, by
forming an enormous repository of data. Today the Internet has massive
amount of text in the form of news, reviews, blogs, forums, e-mails, digital
scientific libraries and especially social network documents. So, the Web can be
seen as a technological enabler which encourages the creation of a large amount
of text content.

The importance of Text Mining applications has consequently increased
because of the high number of web-enabled applications which lead to the
creation of such unstructured data (without pre-defined models that can describe
them).

Unstructured textual data is the easiest form of data which can be created
in any application scenario. As a result, there has been and still is a strong
need to design methods and algorithms capable of process it.

IDC and Seagate predict that the Global Datashpere will grow from 33
Zettabytes in 2018 to 175 Zettabytes by 2025 and the majority of that will

9
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be unstructured [14]. Additionally, the Computer World magazine states that
unstructured information might account for more than 70%–80% of all data in
organizations.

It is only in recent years that awareness of the value of data has spread
among companies (where only a small percentage of the information held is
expressed numerically). Manual analysis of this unstructured textual data is
increasingly impractical and Text Mining techniques are being developed to
automate the analysis process.

If Data Mining is a field that has gained more and more interest recently
[15], this is particularly true for the case of text data, where the developments
that have taken place in these last months have allowed the achievement of
goals deemed insurmountable until recently. So, we live in a unique time for
Natural Language Processing in general and Text Mining has turned into a
vital research zone.

Learning from text and natural language is one of the great challenges
of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning. Any substantial progress in
this domain has strong impact on many applications. One of the fundamental
problems is to learn the meaning and usage of words in a data-driven way
(possibly without further linguistic prior knowledge). The main problem a
Natural Language Processing system has to address roots in the distinction
between the lexical level of “what actually has been said or written” and the
semantic level of “what was intended” in a text.

According to a recent Gartner report [16], Natural Language Processing
and conversational analytics have a disruptive potential over the next three to
five years. For the healthcare field, these subjects promise to be revolutionary.

This enthusiasm is also expressed in [17], where the authors say that “in
special domains (e.g., biomedical domain) and for special mining tasks (e.g.,
extraction of knowledge from the Web), Natural Language Processing techniques,
especially information extraction, are playing an important role in obtaining a
semantically more meaningful representation of text”.

2.1.2 Definitions

As often happens for research areas at the time of their maximum expansion
(where new solutions are constantly proposed and combined with already
existing ones), there is a bit of confusion from a notional point of view and
clearly organizing the topics covered by the field is not immediate. This section
shows the vision of the best known authors in the scientific community, who
have distinguished themselves with their publications, or the definitions more
consolidated in the literature.
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Text Mining

Text Mining (also referred to as Text Analytics) is an Artificial Intelligence
(AI) discipline that studies methods and algorithms for extracting significant
knowledge or patterns from collections of unstructured textual data. So, its
definition is one-to-one with that of Data Mining. In other words, Text Mining
discloses new and already obscure data in a mechanized way.

Text Mining identifies facts, relationships and assertions that would other-
wise remain buried in the mass of textual big data. Once extracted, this
information is converted into a structured form that can be further analyzed,
presented in a graphical form or integrated into databases, data warehouses or
business intelligence dashboards.

Text Mining is not just about making statistics on text, but it includes tasks
like text classification, text clustering, document summarization, sentiment
analysis and any other technique that performs text processing to bring out
valuable information.

Text Mining techniques are continuously applied in industry, academia, web
applications, Internet and other fields [18].

In addition to having obvious intersections with Data Mining, an important
characteristic of this area is that it has been explored by multiple communities
such as Machine Learning, Information Retrieval, Big Data and Semantic Web
[17]. Deep Learning systems have also proven to be excellent and are offering
great results precisely because they work better on unstructured data such as
text. As represented in Figure 2.1, Text Mining draws upon contributions of
many text analytical components and knowledge input from many external
disciplines. In many cases, these communities tend to have some overlap,
but are largely disjoint and carry on their research independently. However,
bring together studies of different communities in order to maximize the cross-
disciplinary understanding of Text Mining is crucial, and one of the objectives
of the thesis is precisely this.

Furthermore, it is important to underline how a distinct set of researchers
have come to the fore in the field of Text Mining to face new aspects such as
data streams and social networks.

Natural Language Processing

Text Mining employs a variety of methodologies to process the text and
one of the most important is Natural Language Processing (NLP).

NLP is a field that covers computer understanding and manipulation of
human language in a smart and useful way. It is all about leveraging tools,
techniques and algorithms to process and understand natural language-based
data, which is usually unstructured like text, speech and so on.
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Figure 2.1: A Venn diagram of the subfields of Text Mining and how they
relate

From “Practical Text Mining and Statistical Analysis for Non-structured Text Data Applications”, 2012 [19]

It gives business people an easier way to ask questions about data and to
receive an explanation of the insights.

In general, the unstructured text is easy for people, but very complex for
machines. As stated in [20], difficulties with automated text comprehension
are caused by the fact that the human/natural language:

• has ambiguous terms and phrases;

• often strongly relies on the context and background knowledge for defining
and conveying meaning;

• gives many way to represent similar concepts;

• is based on commonsense knowledge and reasoning;

• is rarely precise;

• deals with complex social interactions.

Moreover, as evidenced by Charu C. Aggarwal and ChengXiang Zhai in [17],
the most important characteristic of text data is that it is sparse and highly
dimensional. Therefore, NLP and Text Mining don’t have a simple objective
and are characterized as difficult problems in Computer Science.

NLP is a very broad discipline where the “Semantic Web” could also be
included (if a symbolic rather than statistical approach is considered). It
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concerns a set of techniques where there is also “computational linguistics”
(related to professional figures halfway between computer scientists and linguists,
who work on computational models for text processing based on language
analysis).

2.1.3 Latent Semantic Analysis

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a fully automatic mathematical/statisti-
cal technique for recognizing latent similarities on data, proposed by Landauer
and Dumais in 1997 [21].

More specifically, it is a theory and method for extracting, inferring and
representing the contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical computations
applied to a large corpus of text. The underlying idea is that the aggregate
of all contexts in which a given word does and does not appear provides a set
of mutual constraints that largely determines the similarity between words
(and groups of words) based on their meaning. Essentially, LSA induces global
knowledge indirectly from local co-occurrence data (without using syntax,
linguistic, pragmatics or perceptual information about the physical world).
As stated by Landauer et al. [22], “another way to think of this is that LSA
represents the meaning of a word as a kind of average of the meaning of all the
passages in which it appears, and the meaning of a passage as a kind of average
of the meaning of all the words it contains”.

Obviously LSA is general and can be applied to terms (and not just words).
The method begins with the representation of the text as a traditional term-
document matrix, where each row stands for a unique term, each column stands
for a unique document, and each cell contains the frequency with which the
term of its row appears in the document of its column. Therefore, given a
collection of text documents D = d1, . . . , dN with terms forming a vocabulary
W = w1, . . . , wM , the data are summarized in a N ×M co-occurrence table
of counts C = (n(di, wj))ij, where n(d, w) ∈ N denotes how often the term w
occurred in the document d.

Next, the cell entries are subjected to a preliminary transformation consisting
in the application of a weighting function, with the aim of best representing
the importance of each term in each document (e.g., tf-idf). In fact, raw counts
do not work particularly well because they do not consider the significance a
term has in the document in which it appears.

LSA transforms the term-document matrix by bringing out latent semantic
associations (i.e. of a higher order and not based on lexical matching) between
terms and documents. In particular, it performs a mapping of the matrix
in a reduced vector space which approximates the original one, focusing on
the essence of the data. Vectors are mathematically well suited to drawing
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semantic comparisons. In the transformed space (also called “latent semantic
space” [23]),

• both terms and documents may be present;

• semantically similar or associated terms are in neighboring positions;

• the axes are no longer terms or documents, but latent variables;

• semantic similarity can be measured between any two points (terms and
terms, documents and documents, terms and documents);

• the measure of similarity computed is usually, but not always, the cosine
between vectors.

Figure 2.2 shows these concepts.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the transition from original vector space to latent
semantic space with new dimensions

Courtesy of Susan Dumais

The mapping is restricted to be linear and is based on a Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of the term-document matrix. SVD is a technique in
linear algebra that factorizes any matrix C into the product of three separate
matrices, as follows.

C
M×N

= U
M×M

Σ
M×N

V T

N×N
(2.1)

U and V are two orthogonal matrices, and Σ is a diagonal matrix containing
the singular values of C. Formally, Σ = diag(σ1, . . . , σp) where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥
σp ≥ 0 and p = min(M,N).
Starting from this definition, the CCT product is very interesting. CCT =
(UΣV T )(V ΣTUT ) = UΣV TV ΣTUT = UΣΣTUT = UΣ2UT → UΣ2UTU =
CCTU → UΣ2UTU = CCTU → CCTU = Σ2U . Considering how the scalar
product of two vectors is a measure of similarity, CCT represents a square
matrix where the cells contain the similarities between all terms. The columns
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of U contains the right eigenvectors of CCT , and Σ2 contains its eigenvalues
λ in descending order (consequently, σ =

√
λ). In the same way, CTC is the

square matrix of similarity between all documents, and the columns of V are
its eigenvectors.
The singular values in Σ are the components of the new dimensions, and each of
them indicates the importance of the relative dimension. Being in descending
order, the first of them capture the greatest variation of the data (i.e. contain
more information).
The reduction of dimensionality through SVM occurs by choosing the number
of axes to be kept in the new space. In other words, SVD reduces dimensionality
by selecting only the k largest singular values, and only keeping the first k
columns of U and the first k rows of V T . So, given a matrix C M × N and
a positive integer k, SVD finds the matrix Ck = UkΣkV

t
k of rank at most k

(between all matrices with k linearly independent vectors) that minimizes the
difference with the original matrix X = C − Ck, according to the Frobenius
norm (which is simply the traditional norm applied to a matrix).

‖X‖F =

√√√√ M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

X2
ij (2.2)

Figure 2.3 resumes this process. Obviously, the matrix Ck has the same
dimensions as the original one. The positions of all terms and documents in the
latent semantic space are obtained respectively from the products of matrices
Uk × Σk and Vk × Σk.

Figure 2.3: LSA dimensionality reduction through SVD
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Summing up, with the decomposition created by LSA, you can bring terms
and documents in a common space, whose dimensions are latent variables. This
operation is called latent semantic mapping.

Within the reconstructed term-documents matrix Ck, the similarity between
the pairs of terms or documents is measured with the cosine of the scalar
product resulting from the respective similarity matrices (CkC

T
k = UkΣ2

kU
T
k or

CT
k Ck = (VkΣk)(VkΣk)T ) and the specific instances of Uk or Vk. For example, the

similarity between two documents vi and vj is calculated as cos(viΣk, vjΣk) =
(viΣk)(vjΣk)T/(‖viΣk‖ ‖vjΣk‖).

One of the most interesting aspects of LSA is the ability to fold-in new
documents. In particular, for many tasks it can be useful to carry out the
transposition of queries in the latent semantic space. A query q is equivalent
to a set of terms in C. It must undergo the same preliminary transformations
that the cell entries of C received before the SVD application. Consequently, q
is first modeled in a vector form with the classic bag of words representation,
and then subjected to the same term weighting scheme. So, queries can be
represented as pseudo-document vectors from weighted combinations of terms.
Transforming a query vector q in a new document qk means transforming it
into a row of the matrix Vk (i.e., a column of V T

k ). So, it is useful to rewrite the
formula of the SVD factorization of C for V T . UTC = UTUΣV T → UTC =
ΣV T → Σ−1UTC = Σ−1ΣV T → Σ−1UTC = V T . Since V T = Σ−1UTC, then
V = CTUΣ−1. The formula of qk derives from this observation.

qk = qTUkΣ−1k (2.3)

On the other hand, to map the documents in the latent space, the matrix
V is multiplied by Σ. Therefore, to get row matrix corresponding to the
position of the query in the latent semantic space we perform the product
qTUΣ−1Σ = qTU .

The similarity between a query qk and a document vi is calculated as a
standard similarity between documents: cos(qkΣk, viΣk) = cos(qTUk, viΣk).
Each cij ∈ Ck is an association between a term ui and a document vj, where
xij = uiΣkvj = (uiΣ

1/2
k )(Σ

1/2
k vj). So, the similarity between a term ui and a

document vj is calculated as cos(uiΣ
1/2
k ,Σ

1/2
k vj).

Finally, the similarity between a term ui and a query q is calculated as
cos(uiΣ

1/2
k ,Σ

−1/2
k UT

k q).
k is a hyperparameter we can select and adjust to delete noise and unne-

cessary data, as well as better capture the mutual implications of terms and
documents. Hypothetically, the optimal space for the reconstruction has the
same dimensionality as the source that generates discourse, that is, the human
speaker or writer’s semantic space. If k is too small (the dimensionality has
been reduced too much), useful data are also eliminated; if k is too large (the
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dimensionality has been reduced too little), noise remains. The number of
dimensions retained in LSA is an empirical issue. In practice k is typically
between 100 and 500 [24], but is highly dependent on the goal of the individual
application. To date, there is still no way to establish it optimally (it is still
being studied). Some LSA implementations, however, make heuristics available.

From the mathematical method just described, it can be seen that the
similarity values estimated by LSA are not simply based on co-occurrence
frequencies. They depend on a deeper statistical analysis where the information
is compressed and projected on the desired space, bringing out latent semantic
relationships.

Term and document meaning representations derived by LSA have been
found capable of simulating a variety of human cognitive phenomena, ranging
from developmental acquisition of recognition vocabulary to word-categorization,
discourse comprehension, document coherence estimation, and judgments of
essay quality. The correlations demonstrate close resemblance between what
LSA extracts and several human abilities involving representation of meaning,
association or semantic similarity. As also highlighted in the title of the paper
with which LSA was presented, Laundauer and Dumais argue that its underlying
mechanism can address Plato’s Problem (the problem of explaining how we
can know so much given our limited experience). The results have shown that
the meaning similarities so derived closely match those of humans, LSA’s rate
of acquisition of such knowledge from text is a good approximation, and these
accomplishments depend strongly on the dimensionality of the latent space.
Although its representation of reality is basic, relatively simple, and surely
imperfect, LSA performs a powerful and, by the human-comparison standard,
correct induction of knowledge [22].

LSA applications are numerous: data clustering, document classification,
topic detection (deductible from the terms that most characterize each axis),
information retrieval (returning documents with supra-threshold cosine simila-
rity to a query), synonymy (terms with reduced cosine similarity in the latent
semantic space) and polysemy (terms halfway between multiple axes) handling,
opinion mining and sentiment analysis, natural language understanding, etc.
The main strength of LSA is to be based only on the raw text, working in an
unsupervised way and without requiring dictionaries, knowledge bases, semantic
networks, grammars, syntactic parsers, or morphologies.

However, LSA suffers from two main weaknesses:

• it has an expressiveness limited by the bag of words representation (it
does not take into account the order of words and therefore cannot handle
negations);

• provides a single semantic representation for the same term;
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The computational cost of LSA is the same as SVD (being based enti-
rely on it). The calculation of the exact SVD solution has a complexity a
little less than quadratic, and in some applications it may take some time:
O(min{MN2,M2N}). This performance aspect is also the reason why new
queries are folded in, instead of recalculating the latent space entirely. On the
other hand, the fact that LSA supports fold-ins (unlike t-SNE, for example)
is a great advantage. However, there are no-exact solutions for SVD with
significantly lower costs [25]. From this point of view, very efficient algorithms
have recently been developed, so as to reduce calculation times by orders of
magnitude compared to the exact version typically implemented in libraries. In
some circumstances, this allows to obtain a reduction in execution times from
a few hours to a few minutes.



Chapter 3

Background on Semantic Web

“The web of human-readable document is being merged with
a web of machine-understandable data.

The potential of the mixture of humans and machines working together and
communication through the web could be immense.”

- Tim Berners-Lee, May 1998

The subject of Knowledge Representation (KR) gained a new dimension
with the advent of the computer age. With the evolution of the Semantic
Web, KR techniques moved into the spotlight, aiming at bringing human
understanding of the meaning of data to the world of machines. This chapter
presents the current state-of-the-art in Semantic Web for the main purposes of
this thesis, giving a detailed overview of the reasons behind this science and
then detailing the concepts explored.

3.1 Overview

3.1.1 The limits of the traditional Web

The World Wide Web (WWW), commonly known as Web, has gone through
several changes.

In the first part of its history, from the 1960s to the late 1980s, there was
only the Internet and information access was difficult and for experts only.

The Web as we know it today has been developed back to 1989 by Tim
Berners-Lee at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland.
Called also Web of Documents, it is an information system where documents
and other web resources are interlinked each other and uniquely identified by
Uniform Resource Locators (abbreviated URL) that specify how they can be
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retrieved across the Internet from their remote location. So, while the Internet
is an infrastructure, the Web is a service on top of it.
The Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the standard markup language
used for creating web pages and web applications, which primarily contain
information in natural language, digital images and multimedia resources along
with the rendering instructions to be displayed for human consumption. WWW
resources are instead transferred via the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
Access to documents - which are the focus - is now simplified by the presence
of web browsers with a graphical user interface.

Since its appearance on the Internet, the World Wide Web has become
more and more mainstream and has grown into the world’s largest repository
of human knowledge. Currently, it offers a universal information sharing
environment to users. Today there are not only the documents provided by
some users and companies, but there is even more (especially considering social
media platforms and Internet of Things). The rapid and constant growth of the
amount of information on the Web has raised many research challenges such
as information overloading, poor retrieval and aggregation problems. With
the high amount of data available, making sense of them and finding useful
information for humans are difficult tasks even for search engines which rely
mostly on content-independent statistical algorithms. Syntactic variations or
misspellings of the search keywords in documents prevent a reliable statistical
score of document relevance.

These issues derive from the fact that the current Web is mainly designed
for human consumption and not for an automated machine processing. The
information stored on web pages cannot be understood by machines, while still
being easily understood by people. In fact, humans have a lot of experience
and contextual knowledge to determine what a web page content means. We
are used to dealing with information gathering, but for machines this is a hard
problem, even if we need their support to filter and to retrieve the information
we are really looking for. The main point is that search engines should be
able to understand the information content and to interpret it. Unfortunately
HTML does not describe what the information really means. So, one of the
biggest downsides of the traditional Web is that there is no explicit semantics.

3.1.2 Towards the Web of Data

The Semantic Web is an emerging research area that arises from the
awareness of the importance of meaning.

Tim Berners-Lee, the Web’s inventor, has coined the term Semantic Web
(despite having said on several occasions to prefer Data Web as denomination
[26, 27]) and in [28] provides a concise definition of it: “The Semantic Web is
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not a separate Web but an extension of the current one, in which information
is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in
cooperation”.

Therefore, the Semantic Web (or Web of Data) really represents the third
generation of the Web: an evolution of the existing Web of Documents (a
“Syntactic Web”) in which semantic is added to the resources, data are at the
center of the processing and machines are able to comprehend them, bringing
structure to the meaningful content of web pages. As a consequence, the
Semantic Web can be seen as an Internet plug-in that allows web content to be
understandable, interpretable, and usable not only in natural languages, but
also in related software.

For the semantic web to function, computers must have access to structured
collections of information and sets of inference rules that they can use to conduct
automated reasoning. To realize its full potential, knowledge representation
must be linked into a single global system. The challenge of the Semantic Web,
therefore, is to provide a language that express both data and rules for reasoning
about the data and that allow rules from any existing knowledge-representation
system to be exported onto the Web [28].

Always according to Berners-Lee [26], the Semantic Web is a bit like having
all databases out there as one big database (a universal network of semantic
propositions). So, one of the problems the Semantic Web can solve is also
helping unlock information in various silos, in different software applications,
and different places that currently cannot be connected easily.

Definitely, the Semantic Web at its heart is very simple. It’s just about the
relationships between things. Properly designed, it can assist the evolution of
human knowledge as a whole. Although the original vision dates back to 1998
[29], it is still difficult to imagine the power that comes from having so many
different sorts of computer-readable and computer-understandable data within
the web environment. The effectiveness of software agents based on Semantic
Web will increase exponentially as more machine-readable Web content and
automated services become available.

3.2 The Semantic Web Technology Stack

The Semantic Web encompasses a set of technologies with the aim of making
information understandable and elaborable by computers. The goal is to create
new knowledge by drawing conclusions that are implied by the initial knowledge
base.

The Semantic Web Technology Stack, as shown in Figure 3.1, follows a laye-
red approach. The stack is formed by the stratification of multiple components
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in which each level provides a set of specific functionalities and is the basis for
the standards defined at the higher levels.

Figure 3.1: The Semantic Web Technology Stack
From https://www.flickr.com/photos/_after8_/3702240268

The lowest layer consist of technologies already familiar for who knows
the Web platform. These concern encoding and representation of text (UNI-
CODE), transporting messages (HTTP), resource identification (URI) and
authentication mechanisms.

On top of that, there are formats and serialization languages (like XML
and Turtle).

The main building block is represented by the Resource Description Fra-
mework (abbreviated RDF), which is on the information exchange layer and
describes the information contained in a web resource providing unambiguous
methods to express semantics [30, 31]. RDF is the most preferred way to
represent Semantic Web, and acts as the primary base for it. As suggested by
the stack structure, everything encoded in RDF needs to be serialized in XML,
in Turtle or in any another format before being passed in a message to another
system.

Above the exchange layer there are models defined through knowledge repre-
sentations like RDF Schema (various abbreviated as RDFS, RDF-S, or RDF/S)
[32, 31] or Web Ontology Language (OWL) [33]. RDFS allows to define simple
vocabularies used in RDF descriptions. OWL is the most popular ontology
language: it is an extension of RDFS and therefore is more sophisticated and
expressive.
For these models it is also possible to create logical rules or apply logical

https://www.flickr.com/photos/_after8_/3702240268
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frameworks. In fact, rule languages allow writing inference rules in a standard
way which can be used for reasoning in a particular domain. Among several
standards of rule languages there are RuleML and the Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) [34]. The latter combines RuleML and OWL, and includes
a high-level abstract syntax for Horn-like rules.

Moreover there is a standardised query language for RDF data, called
SPARQL [35], that provides both a protocol and a language for querying RDF
graphs via pattern matching. Of course there are also a security and a trust
layer, which are needed to assure that the information content of resources is
of high quality and can be trusted.

3.3 Resource Description Framework

In Semantic Web, data on web pages are well-defined and tagged, such that
computers can directly understand, satisfy needs of users, interpret and reveal
implicit knowledge.

Knowledge is represented by directed and labelled graph, where nodes are
resources and edges are relationships between these resources. The Resource
Description Framework (abbreviated RDF) is a World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) data graph model [36].

RDF is mainly intended to be used when data need to be machine processable
rather than being only accessed by people. Furthermore, RDF provides a
standardised way to express information such that it can be exchanged between
different systems without loss of meaning [36].

RDF defines data in triple attributes, which are subjects (resources or blank
nodes), predicates (resources) and objects (any element). As a result, RDF
triples have the form (subject, predicate, object) and provide the way to
make statements about things. Resources can be Universal Resource Identifier
(URI), blank nodes and literals that are data values.
In RDF, a document makes assertions that particular things have properties
with certain values. This structure turns out to be a natural way to describe
the vast majority of the data processed by machines.
Subject and object are each identified by a Universal Resource Identifier (URI),
just used in a link on a Web page (URLs, Uniform Resource Locators, are the
most common type of URI). Predicates depict directed relationship between
subjects and objects, and are also identified by URIs. The URIs ensure that
concepts are not just words in a document but are tied to a unique definition
that everyone can find on the Web. The Semantic Web, in naming every
concept simply by URI, lets anyone express new concepts with minimal effort.
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Its unifying logical language will enable these concepts to be progressively
linked into a universal Web [28].

Over the past years, RDF datasets have increased and as a result have
drawn the attention of more researchers. SPARQL is the query language that is
used to return the necessary response from within a large RDF dataset [37]. In
order to reduce response times, it is specific for RDF data. It is very important
to query these data efficiently and there have been many studies related to
query optimization [38, 39, 40].

3.4 Linked Open Data

The idea behind Open Data (shortened as OD) is closely similar to the
concept of open source software [41]. According to the Open Definition the
essence of Open Data can be summed up in the statement: “Open means anyone
can freely access, use, modify, and share for any purpose (subject, at most, to
requirements that preserve provenance and openness)” [42].

Open Data refers to the publication of any collection of data in a machine-
readable format, with no licensing or patent restriction so that everyone is
free to use, reuse and redistribute for any purpose. Governments provide
transparency and increase increase public participation through Open Data.
Scientific institutions can benefit from Open Data for deriving new knowledge
and insights, as well as sharing it. Entrepreneurs can use the data to support
their business and decision making.

Strictly related to the concept of Open Data is the concept of Linked Data
(shortened as LD). Linked Data refers to “data published on the Web in such a
way that is machine-readable, its meaning is explicitly defined, it is linked to
other external datasets, and it can in turn be linked to from external datasets”
[43].

The merger of the movement of Open Data with the concept of Linked
Data gives raise to a powerful data organisation and knowledge distribution.
The Linked Open Data (abbreviated LOD) - as the combination of Open Data
and Linked Data - is the set of publicly available (RDF) data on the Web,
accessible via HTTP, identified via URI and linked to other data in the same
way. LOD constitutes a huge graph and is also an official W3C project.

An independent community page for Linked Data [44] describes it as “using
the Web to connect related data that wasn’t previously linked, or using the Web
to lower the barriers to linking data currently linked using other methods”.

In the Web of Data there are right now about 1.250 datasets and 16.000
links among each other, with DBpedia1 at the center of this cloud [44]. Figure

1The semantic version of Wikipedia. https://wiki.dbpedia.org/

https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
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3.2 offers a graphical representation of the actual LOD cloud diagram and the
differences with the Web of Documents.

(a)
From https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Semantic_Web_Compared_To_The_Traditional_Web.svg

(b)
From https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Semantic_Web_Compared_To_The_Traditional_Web.svg

Figure 3.2: The Linked Open Data Cloud (March 2019) and the comparison
with the traditional Web

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Semantic_Web_Compared_To_The_Traditional_Web.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Semantic_Web_Compared_To_The_Traditional_Web.svg
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Many projects (like BBC music) now use publicly available linked data
sources in order to avoid the costs and complexity of updating and maintaining
data. With LOD:

• information is dynamically aggregated from external, publicly available
data;

• usually there is no need of screen scraping;

• no specialized APIs are required;

• data access is via simple HTTP Request;

• data is always up-to-date without manual interaction.

However, it must also be said that some of the LOD datasets, despite being
publicly available, have poor quality, discouraging others from contributing to
and reusing them. Some emerging researches are therefore seeking to add value
to Linked Open Data [45].

3.5 Ontologies
A formal model is needed to represent knowledge (especially in a mechanised

way) and make it understandable by machines. One way to achieve that is to
use ontologies.

Ontology itself is a concept which was already known in antiquity. The
word Ontology comes from the Greek ontos (being) and logos (study) and
has its root in philosophy where it refers to the theories about the nature of
existence, the reality, as well as the basic categories of being and their relations
[46]. In other words, the term Ontology is used to mean “the study of categories
of things that exist or may exist in some domain” [47].

Even though there is no universal definition for ontology, one of the most
frequently cited in Computer Science literature comes from Thomas R. Gruber
[48]: “an ontology is an explicit, formal specification of a shared concep-
tualization. The term is borrowed from philosophy, where an Ontology is a
systematic account of Existence. For AI systems, what ’exists’ is that which can
be represented”. Here, conceptualization stands for an abstract model of the
world within the domain considered (identified relevant concepts and relations
among them). The conceptualization must be shared because it has to capture
consensual knowledge (i.e., accepted by a group and not only by an individual);
explicit in the sense that the meaning of all concepts must be defined (there
should be nothing left undefined) and formal to indicate that the ontology
must be machine readable and understandable.
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Ontologies provide a flexible and expressive tool for modelling high-level
concepts and relations among them, which allows both system and the user
to operate the same taxonomy [49]. So, an ontology is a formal description of
knowledge as a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships that hold
between them. To enable such a description, we need to formally specify com-
ponents like classes, individuals and relations as well as restrictions, rules and
axioms. Classes are abstract groups, sets, or collections of objects representing
ontology concepts. Classes are also characterised via attributes (name-value
pairs) and can be related to other classes. So, relations are special attributes,
whose values are objects of (other) classes. For relations and attributes, rules
(constraints) can be defined to determine allowed values. Classes, relations,
and constraints can be put together to form complex statements. Formal
axioms are a special case of statements and represent knowledge that can’t
be expressed simply with the help of other existing components. Ontologies
can be represented as a hierarchically structured set of concepts describing a
specific domain of knowledge. Therefore, one of the benefits of using them is to
be able to provide a common ground that can lead to a shared understanding
for the same concepts.

In a knowledge base, instances of classes describe individuals and usually
are distinguished by classes themselves: classes and relationship among them
form the so-called terminological knowledge (TBox), while instances constitutes
the assertional knowledge (ABox).

As a result, ontologies do not only introduce a sharable and reusable
knowledge representation but can also add new knowledge about the domain
[50].

Ontologies provide users with the necessary structure to link one piece of
information to other pieces of information on the Web of Open Linked Data.
Ontologies also enables database interoperability, cross-database search and
smooth knowledge management. They are particularly useful when you want
to reuse contents and features, supporting the idea that there is no need to
reinvent the wheel [51].

Ultimately it can be said that ontologies function like a “brain”. They “work
and reason” with concepts and relationships in ways that are close to the way
humans perceive interlinked concepts [50].

3.5.1 Differences from other knowledge descriptors

Ontologies are not the only method that use formal specifications for
knowledge representation. For example, there are also taxonomies and thesauri
(that always belong to the world of Semantic Web). However, unlike the latter,
ontologies express relationships and enable users to link multiple concepts to
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other concepts in a variety of ways. Moreover, in an ontology the types of
relationships are greater in number and more specific in their function. Even if
they don’t appear on the Semantic Web Technology Stack, this section offers a
brief distinction between the concepts of controlled vocabularies, taxonomies
and thesauri [52, 53].

Controlled Vocabularies

A Controlled Vocabulary (CV) [54] is an approach for the representation of
concepts, and not just words. It is an authoritative list of terms to be used in
indexing (human or automated). It does not necessarily have any structure or
relationships between terms within the list. It is “controlled” because only terms
from the list may be used for the covered subject area. Controlled vocabularies
often handle synonyms. They can be viewed as a broadest category which
includes taxonomies, thesauri and ontologies (that are consequentially specific
kinds of controlled vocabularies).

Taxonomies

A taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary with a hierarchical structure, where
terms have relations to other terms within the taxonomy itself but attributes
are not permitted. Taxonomies use generic father-son relationships in order to
enable the definition of different types of hierarchies. More specific relations
are, for example, part-of and cause-effect. Based on the above, taxonomies are
often displayed as a tree structure where terms are nodes.

Thesauri

A thesaurus is a more structured type of controlled vocabulary that provides
information about each term and its semantic relationships to other terms
within the same thesaurus. According to the standards, the types of thesauri
relationships fall into three categories: hierarchical, associative and equivalence.
If other relationships than those supported are required, one must resort to
more general ontologies. In addition, it is common in thesauri that some or all
terms have scope notes, short explanations of how the term should be used in
indexing.
A notable example of thesaurus is WordNet. WordNet is a large lexical database
of semantic relations between words in more than 200 languages [55], develo-
ped at the Princeton University under the direction of George A. Miller [56].
WordNet links include synonyms, hyponyms, and meronyms. Nouns, verbs,
adjectives, and adverbs are organised into set of synonyms (called synsets), each
representing a lexicalised concept with a short definition and usage examples.
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WordNet can thus be seen as a combination and extension of a dictionary and
thesaurus. While it is accessible to human users via a web browser, its primary
use is in automatic text analysis and artificial intelligence applications. It also
forms the basis of several other projects, such as - for example - MultiWordNet
[57] and SentiWordNet [58].

3.5.2 Ontologies Classification

In the literature, various different ontology classifications have been proposed
over time. As depicted in Figure 3.3, Guarino et al. proposed a classification
based on the degree of generalisation and conceptualization subject (scope)
[59]:

• Top Level Ontologies : describe very generic and abstract concepts such
as space, time, event, insubstantial or concrete objects, etc. Ontologies
of this kind are independent to the domain usage.

• Domain Ontologies: describe a given domain (e.g., medicine or univer-
sity) by specialising the concepts provided by the Top Level Ontology,
independently to the task.

• Task Ontologies: describe the vocabulary of terms needed to perform
generic tasks or activities (e.g., diagnosis) by specialising the concepts
provided by the Top Level Ontology.

• Application Ontologies: describe the terms of concepts depending both
on a particular domain and task. Ontologies of this kind are restricted
only to a specific application.

Modularization can be used at each level. For instance, Top Level Ontologies
could be imported by ontologies at lower levels and adding them specific
knowledge. Domain and Task Ontologies may be independent and are combined
to be used for Application Ontology.

There also different classifications suggested by other authors like the ones
in [60, 61].

3.5.3 Automatic Reasoning

Inference

Inferences are steps in reasoning, moving from premises to logical conse-
quences; etymologically, the word infer means to “carry forward”.

Inference is theoretically traditionally divided into deduction, induction and
abduction, a distinction that in Europe dates at least to Aristotle.
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Figure 3.3: Guarino’s Ontology classification where thick arrows represent
specialisation relationships

Image adapted from [59]

Deduction is inference deriving logical conclusions from premises known or as-
sumed to be true. Induction is inference from particular premises to a universal
conclusion. Abduction starts with an observation or a set of observations and
then seeks to find the simplest and most likely explanation for the observations.

Without inference, is required to pay the cost of finding, encoding, storing
and maintaining an explicit statement of every possible needed fact.

Inference can also be used to identify inconsistencies, and this is particularly
useful during data integration.

Reasoning

Reasoning is the process of extracting new knowledge (inferring facts that
have not been explicitly stated) from an ontology and its instance base. It is
one of the most powerful features of Semantic Web technologies.

A software agent without the ability to make inference would only be able
to answer questions related to syntax (and not semantics). So, semantics is a
prerequisite for reasoning support.

A Semantic Reasoner (also known as reasoner engine or simply reasoner) is
a software system whose primary goal is to infer knowledge which is implicitly
stated by reasoning upon the knowledge explicitly stated, according to the rules
that have been define. As anticipated, the reasoners are also used to validate
an ontology, making sure that it does not contain any inconsistencies among
its term definitions.
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Description Logics

A machine that uses a First Order Logic (shortened as FOL) for knowledge
representation and reasoning is based on a deductive process. However the
deduction mechanism is a semi-decision procedure: when the conclusion cannot
be deduced from the premises, the procedure may not end. So, FOL has
intractability and semi-decidability characteristics that do not make it adequate.
For this reason the logical formalism for ontologies is usually provided by
Description Logics (DLs).

DLs are a subset of the first-order predicate logic for which efficient reasoning
support is possible, and a family of formal knowledge representation languages
widespread in the field of artificial intelligence [62].

DLs sacrifice expressiveness in exchange for security regarding the decida-
bility of the reasoning. Therefore, a DL is a compromise between expressive
power and reasoning complexity, where the logic remains fairly expressive for
the applications, the deduction procedure ends in any case after a finite number
of steps and has an acceptable computational cost.

Ontologies formalized with Description Logics are a powerful tool for cap-
turing and reasoning on complex hierarchical dependencies between concepts
used in domain of interest [63].

A lot of research is currently being focused on investigating this compromise
as well as the discovery of efficient reasoning algorithms applicable to practical
situations [64].

There are different types of reasoners and each one is more or less suitable
depending on the characteristics that are considered. Three classical open
source reasoners available are: HermiT [65], Racer [66], Pellet [67] and FaCT++
[68]. Some surveys report an exhaustive comparison between them [69].

3.5.4 Ontology Languages

Ontology languages allow users to write explicit, formal conceptualizations
of domain models. The main requirement are:

• a well-defined syntax, that is a necessary condition for machine-processing
of information;

• a formal semantics, which describes the meaning of knowledge precisely
and allow people (and computers) to reason about the knowledge itself;

• an efficient reasoning support, in order to make derivations mechanically
(consistency, unintended relationships between classes, classification etc.);

• a sufficient expressive power.
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The richer the language is, the more difficult the reasoning support becomes.
Although complex language constructs allow to represent more knowledge,
computation becomes inefficient and eventually undecidable (sometimes crossing
the border of noncomputability). When it comes to choosing an ontology
language for the Semantic Web there is always a trade-off between expressive
power and efficient reasoning, depending on the kind of application to be
designed.

3.5.5 OWL

RDFS is deliberately intended to be a light ontological language for the
definition of simple vocabularies, but in many cases to address the demands
of the Semantic Web more expressiveness is needed. In different contexts it is
also necessary to model property constraints and their characteristics.

The Web Ontology Language (abbreviated OWL) [70] is the most popular
ontology language. It is so the de facto standard for publishing and sharing
ontologies in the Semantic Web, as well as a W3C Recommendation.

In other words, OWL is a semantic web computational logic-based language,
designed to represent rich and complex knowledge about things and the relations
between them. It extends RDFS to overcome its limitations and it also provides
detailed, consistent and meaningful distinctions between classes, properties and
relationships.

OWL enriches ontology modeling in semantic graph databases, also known
as RDF triplestores. Used together with an OWL reasoner in such triplestores,
it enables consistency and satisfiability checks.

OWL introduces many new language primitives which extend RDF and
RDFS, such as union, intersection and complement operators. Also, OWL
comes equipped with means for defining equivalence and difference between
instances, classes and properties. As a consequence, in OWL is possible to
state that two classes are disjoint or are the same (despite being identified
with different URIs). These relationships help users match concepts and ensure
the disambiguation between different instances that share the same names or
descriptions.

It is also possible to use restrictions on properties such as cardinality or
specify that a certain property is transitive, symmetric and reflexive.

Like RDF Schema, OWL can be serialised using RDF syntax. Furthermore,
it adopts the open world assumption (which means that missing information is
treated as unknown) and the not unique name assumption (different identifiers
may refer to same entities in the real world).
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The use of OWL for the explicit modeling of relationships between classes,
combined with inference through descriptive logical reasoning, enables the
management of a poly hierachy and the creation of powerful queries.

OWL consists of a family of three languages with different degrees of
expressivity and computational properties: OWL Full, OWL DL and OWL
Lite.
OWL Full is the most expressive OWL language and uses all the OWL language
primitives. This flexibility comes at the expense of decidability. In fact, all of
the typical reasoning tasks over an OWL Full ontology are undecidable.
OWL DL and OWL lite are two restricted forms of the OWL language, aimed
at ensuring decidability and at allowing an efficient reasoning support.

While ontologies provide a rich set of tools for modeling data, their usability
therefore comes with certain limitations. One such limitation concerns the
availability of property constructs. For example, while providing powerful class
constructs, the most recent version of the Web Ontology Language (OWL2)
has a somewhat limited set of property constructs.

3.6 Uncertainty and Ontologies

Today uncertainty is a fundamental issue. Being able to manage it is
becoming a prerogative of more and more contexts and applications.

The web content is, for the most part, subject to imperfection. But, as this
thesis wants to underline, it is necessary to adopt a broader point of view than
just the Semantic Web because this is indispensable in complex projects that
require the integration of different research areas (like the case study presented in
Chapter 6). In fact, also the knowledge extracted with Text Mining corresponds
to statistical theories. For example the truth value of the rules obtainable
from a decision tree is probabilistic and not deterministic. In the same way,
an increasing number of tasks addressed through Machine Learning and Deep
Learning techniques accompany their results with probabilistic values in terms
of accuracy and confidence. The same observation can be applied to many other
fields, also external to Computer Science. In complex open-world problems,
legislating unambiguous usage is often infeasible.

Ignoring this kind of data during knowledge representation is a mistake and
a serious approximation. To think still today that knowledge is exclusively
deterministic is anachronistic. Therefore, a statistical knowledge representation
model is needed.

Outside the Semantic Web, a recent work published in the literature concerns
the union of Probabilistic Logic Programming (abbreviated PLP) and neural
networks [71].
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Although ontologies have become the standard for representing knowledge
on the Semantic Web, they have a primary limitation: the inability to represent
vague and imprecise knowledge. The majority of ontology modeling formalisms
and tools are based on crisp logic and do not provide ways to represent uncer-
tainty. So, standard ontologies are crisp2. Classical ontology languages are not
appropriate to deal with uncertainty in knowledge, which is inherent in most of
the real world application domains. As a result, ontology description languages
become less suitable in all those domains in which the concepts that must be
represented have not a precise definition. If we take into account that we have
to deal with the example scenarios mentioned above, then it is easily verified
that this problem is, unfortunately, likely the rule rather than an exception.
Even more so if we consider the representation of knowledge extracted directly
from unstructured text.

The need to deal with vague information in Semantic Web languages is
rising in importance and, thus, calls for a standard way to represent such
information. Much research has been undertaken to extend ontologies with the
means to overcome this limit and has resulted in numerous extensions from
crisp ontologies to fuzzy ontologies (that can allow user question answering
with probabilistic values). As stated in [73], “it is necessary and desirable to do
the best we can with the knowledge we have. To pretend certainty when we are
uncertain is not doing the best we can. To do this in a sound and principled
manner requires a sound and principled way to represent, communicate, and
reason with uncertainty”. In 2011 a W3C standard for a fuzzy OWL extension
was not expected in the near future [74] and today the situation has not
changed.

The original web ontology language and tools were not designed to handle
fuzzy and probabilistic information. The lack of support for uncertainty in
OWL is a serious limitation for a language expected to support applications in
uncertainty-laden domains such as biogenetics or medicine.

Augmenting an ontology to carry numerical and/or structural information
about fuzzy/probabilistic relationships is not enough to deem it a fuzzy/pro-
babilistic ontology [73]. In general, people faced with the complex challenge
of representing uncertainty in languages like OWL tend to begin by writing
probabilities as annotations (e.g. marked-up text describing some details related
to a specific object or property). This is a palliative solution that addresses
only part of the information that needs to be represented for the lack of a good
representational scheme that captures structural constraints and dependencies
among probabilities. A true probabilistic ontology must be capable of properly
representing those nuances.

2A crisp ontology is a precise (i.e., binary) specification of a conceptualization [72]
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Therefore, additional research has focused on two different approaches. In
fact, this issue can be addressed extending current Semantic Web languages to
cope with vagueness, or by providing a procedure to represent such information
within current solutions (for example, using a concrete methodology based
on OWL 2 annotation properties). Regarding this second choice, several
fuzzy extensions have been proposed over time in the literature [75, 76, 77]
(sometimes considered insufficiently expressive [74]) and a recent review of the
state-of-the-art can be find in [78].

In general, there is a widespread opinion that for adequate representation
of uncertainty in OWL some language extension is necessary, be it at the level
of language syntax or of higher level patterns [79]. An example of the first is
Fuzzy RDF [80], which transforms the RDF model from the standard triple to
the couple (value, triple), adding to the triple a certainty value indication.

As asserted in [72], “the problem to deal with imprecise concepts has been
addressed several decades ago by Zadeh [81], who gave bird in the meanwhile
to the so-called fuzzy set and fuzzy logic theory. Unfortunately, despite the
popularity of fuzzy set theory, relative little work has been carried out in ex-
tending ontology description languages towards the representation of imprecise
concepts”.

Some of the proposed models lack formal semantics and are sometimes
unclear [82, 83]. Others discuss the development of a Fuzzy OWL and a Fuzzy
DL, while originally relying on classic logics based knowledge representation
[84, 85]. Still others try to reduce a fuzzy ontology to a crisp one [86, 87], or
are based on different paradigms but are prototypical and or not adequately
supported by tools.

In the next sections the two major detected solutions (equipped with a
tool) for fuzzy and probabilistic ontologies representation and reasoning are
presented. Both have been considered suitable for the objectives of the thesis.

3.6.1 Fuzzy OWL 2

As can be deduced from the name, Fuzzy OWL 2 [74] is a fuzzy extension for
OWL 2 where fuzzy syntactic elements (like fuzzy ABox, datatypes, modifiers
and weighted sum concepts) are encoded using annotation properties in order
to allow the use of existing OWL 2 editors and reasoners (which automatically
discard, where possible, the fuzzy part of a fuzzy ontology and producing the
same results as if it would not exist). Therefore, it is based on fuzzy description
logics and a simple syntactic extension to OWL. It defines a framework -
designed to be easily extensible - that represent fuzzy ontologies using current
languages and resources.
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The authors have implemented a Protégé plug-in [88] to edit fuzzy ontologies
according to their extensional approach and some parsers that translate them
into the languages supported by fuzzy DL reasoners.

The suggested methodology is the following:

• creation of the core part of the standard ontology (also supporting
standard reasoners) by using any OWL 2 ontology editor;

• introduction of the fuzzy part of the ontology by using annotation pro-
perties (eventually with the help of the available Protégé plug-in and its
graphical interface);

• parser-based translation from OWL 2 with annotations into languages
supported by some fuzzy DL reasoners (such as fuzzyDL [89] and DeLorean
[90]).

3.6.2 PR-OWL 2

PR-OWL [73, 91] is a probabilistic extension to OWL. It belongs to a
different family of approaches focused on modeling probability and provides
a consistent framework for building probabilistic ontologies. So, probabilistic
ontologies provide a means to represent and reason with uncertainty. They are
used for the purpose of comprehensively describing knowledge about a domain
and the uncertainty associated with that knowledge in a principled, structured
and shareable way, ideally in a format that can be read and processed by a
computer.

The team behind PR-OWL argue that the ontology layer is the appro-
priate place in the Semantic Web architecture (described in Section 3.2) for
representing declarative knowledge about likelihood.

PR-OWL is based on Multi-Entity Bayesian Networks (MEBN), a first-
order Bayesian logic that integrates classical first-order logic with probability
theory (chosen as best trade-off between flexibility and expressiveness among
the candidate probabilistic logics).
Classical first-order logic (FOL) is by far the most commonly used, studied
and implemented logical system, serving as the logical basis for most current
generation AI systems and ontology languages. MEBN logic provides the basis
for extending the capability of these systems by introducing a logically coherent
representation for uncertainty. Because a MEBN theory represents a coherent
probability distribution, Bayes Theorem provides a mathematical foundation
for learning and inference, that reduces to classical logic in the case of certain
knowledge (i.e., all probabilities are zero or one).
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The OWL compatibility has been significantly improved with the release of
the second version of PR-OWL from Carvalho: PR-OWL 2 [92].

The key principle of PR-OWL 2 to representing fuzzy information is the
separation of crisp ontology from fuzzy information ontology. While an ontology
can be built from scratch using standard tools, it is also possible to extend an
existing crisp ontology (base ontology) to represent fuzzy information.

The suggested methodology is similar to that of Fuzzy OWL 2 and is the
following:

• creation of the core part of the standard ontology (also supporting
standard reasoners) by using any OWL editor;

• loading of the OWL file inside UnBBayes tool with PR-OWL plug-in [93];

• import of the set of classes, subclasses and properties provided by PR-
OWL;

• definition of the upper probabilistic ontology using PR-OWL definitions
to represent uncertainty about their attributes and relationships.

From that definition it is possible to realize that nothing prevents a probabi-
listic ontology from being “partially probabilistic”. It is the knowledge engineer
who chooses which concepts to insert in the “probabilistic part” of the ontology,
while writing the others in standard OWL.

3.7 Knowledge Graphs

Given the thesis topics, the concept of Knowledge Graph (KG) plays a very
important role. In this section, this technology is presented with reference
to the available scientific literature and the differences with ontologies are
illustrated.

3.7.1 Google Knowledge Graph

Starting in 2012, Google began developing a so-called Knowledge Graph
[94, 95] with the aim of providing more meaningful answers within automated
dialogue systems. In the original post with which Google’s Amit Singhal
introduced this technology, the Knowledge Graph is described as “a system that
collects information about real world objects and their connections: a critical
first step towards building the next generation of search”. The blog post, now
become famous, therefore announces a radical change in the methodology
behind Google’s long-stand mission to organize the world’s information and
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make it universally accessible and useful. In fact, Knowledge Graph represents
a totally different approach than the Google’s original PageRank algorithm
where links and other contextual signals were used to determine the relevancy
of a webpage. Google’s attention shifts for the first time from “strings” to
“things”, potentially realizing Tim Berners-Lee’s early notion of a Semantic Web
(described in Chapter 3) where all content is linked according to its meaning.
Since then a kind of hype has arisen around the term “Knowledge Graph”.
However, there are very few technical details about Google Knowledge Graph
(GKG) organization, coverage and size (of which it is only known that at the
time of the announcement it contained 500 million objects and more than 3.5
billion facts about relationships). There are also very limited means for using
this resource outside Google’s own projects. Users and software agents can
interact with it, but its API returns only individual matching entities rather
than graphs of interconnected entities. In its early days, the Knowledge Graph
was partially based on Freebase3, a famous general-purpose knowledge base that
Google acquired in 2010. Today, the Knowledge Graph still uses schema.org,
a collaborative effort between multiple tech giants to develop a schema for
tagging content online [96]. On the surface, information from the Knowledge
Graph is used to augment search results and to enhance its AI when answering
direct spoken questions in Google Assistant and Google Home voice queries.
Behind the scenes and in return, Google uses its KG to improve its machine
learning.

3.7.2 Current Definition

Knowledge Graph does not yet have a well-established definition.
It represents a collect of interlinked descriptions of entities, where descriptions
have a formal structure and each entity represents part of the description of
the entities related to it (forming a network).
As stated in [97], knowledge graphs combine characteristics of several data
management paradigms and can be understood as database (for structured
queries support), graph (for network data structure) and knowledge base (for
formal semantics representation). However, a knowledge graph is not like any
other database; it is supposed to provide new insights, which can be used to
infer new things about the world.
Knowledge Graph technology means being able to connect different types
of data in meaningful ways. So, a knowledge graph is necessarily built on
semantics. Knowledge graphs have the ability to project information into a
multidimensional conceptual space where similarity measures along different
dimensions can be used to group together related concepts. This allows for an

3https://developers.google.com/freebase

https://developers.google.com/freebase
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integrated solution that not only identifies the meanings of entities, clustering
them into a unified knowledge layer, but also correlates concepts to allow for
inference generation and insights [98].

3.7.3 Differences with ontologies

As stated in [96], “it’s unlikely that a consensus will emerge anytime soon
on what a knowledge graph is or how it is different from an ontology”. From
a terminological point of view, there is still a strong debate in the literature
[99, 100, 101, 102] and a consensus on how exactly this technology differs
from ontologies has not yet been achieved. Many agree that knowledge graphs
resemble ontologies but they are not exactly the same thing.

They are both represented by nodes and customized semantic relationships,
appearing potentially the same in visualizations. Moreover, they are both based
on RDF triples (comprising subject-predicate-object), and are usually also
built on the Semantic Web standard OWL. A knowledge graph may comprise
multiple domain ontologies, vocabularies or knowledge information system, as
well as an ontology can import other resources.

According to the authors of [103], a knowledge graph can be considered
ontologies and more. It can be said that a knowledge graph is a way an ontology
could be represented. In the community many claim that the real divide between
ontology and knowledge graph has nothing to do with size or semantics, but
rather the very nature of the data. The real point is that knowledge graphs are
fact-oriented, while ontologies are schema-oriented. Unlike knowledge graphs, in
domain ontologies the focus is not on data (or facts), but on a highly expressive
description (disjointness, cardinality, restrictions) of the concepts, the relations
between them and useful annotations (synonyms, definitions, comments, design
choices, etc.). An ontology is metadata/schema, whereas the knowledge graph
is the data itself. An ontology usually deals with concepts, not instances of
concepts. So, not every RDF graph is a knowledge graph.
The commonly accepted difference is therefore subtle. In the world of Linked
Open Data, for this reason they are often used interchangeably (just think of
DBPedia). By supporting both the definition of classes and instances (as well
as properties), OWL can be used to represent both ontologies and knowledge
graphs. Ontologies are generally regarded as smaller collections of assertions
that are hand-curated, usually for solving a domain-specific problem. By
comparison, knowledge graphs can include literally billions of assertions, just
as often domain-specific as they are cross-domain.

Apart from disagreements on size, role and separation of classes from
instance data, the two approaches are fundamentally the same. In summary,
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they are generally larger or smaller versions of each other, with more or less
sophisticated knowledge encoding techniques.

3.7.4 Applications and famous examples

Knowledge graphs are all around. Today Google, Facebook and Microsoft
use them as part of their infrastructure.

Enterprises use knowledge graphs in order to combine disparate data silos,
bring together structured and unstructured data, provide a unified view of
varied unconnected data sources, answer complex queries, and make better
decisions by finding things faster.

Knowledge graph-based solutions are generally used to improve dialog-based
access to information. More generally, knowledge graphs can serve various roles
and provide many benefits. They support search, recommendation engines, e-
commerce, and enterprise knowledge management. From a point of view related
to Text Analysis (central for this thesis), knowledge graphs provide background
knowledge to enable a more accurate interpretation of text. Furthermore, they
also enable the return of results accompanied by semantic tags. Facts extracted
from the text can be added to enrich the knowledge graph.

Those graphs are often constructed from semi-structured knowledge, such
as Wikipedia, or harvested from the web with a combination of statistical and
linguistic methods. The result are large-scale knowledge graphs that try to
make a good trade-off between completeness and correctness.

In addition to Google Knowledge Graph, the most famous examples of
knowledge graphs are Freebase [104], DBpedia [105], YAGO [106], GeoNames
and Wordnet [107].

3.7.5 Trend

As shown in Figure 3.4, the Gartner4 Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies
(2019) [108] considers Knowledge Graphs as one of the Innovation Trigger with
the highest expectations, preventing a peak in this sense between 5 and 10
years.

Always Gartner, the previous year affirmed “the rising role of content and
context for delivering insights with AI technologies, as well as recent knowledge
graph offerings for AI applications have pulled knowledge graphs to the surface”.

4The world’s leading research and advisory company
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Figure 3.4: Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2019
From [108]

3.8 Semantic Web for Health

Since the birth of this research area, many Semantic Web applications have
been destined for the healthcare sector.

It is interesting to note how the use of the Semantic Web to facilitate the
discovery of treatments for diseases was already discussed in the Q&A by Tim
Berners-Lee in 2007 [26].

Now that we have ontologies from an expert user view for genomics data,
proteomics data, epidemiological data, phenotypes and so on (overcoming the
problems related to keeping data in different departments and different pieces
of software), we have reached the time to introduce the patients view (main
objective of this thesis).

The enormous and always increasing amount of social data is the ideal key to
achieve that purpose. The Semantic Web is a technology designed to specifically
do that, to open up the boundaries between the silos, to allow scientists to
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explore hypothesis, to look at how things connect in new combinations that
have never before dreamt of.

3.8.1 Rare Disease Ontologies and Resources

This section lists the main resources available today for the representation
of rare diseases (and diseases in general) in health information systems. Many
ontologies that have been done on diseases can be found in BioPortal web page.

Disease Ontology

The Disease Ontology (DO) [109] represents a comprehensive knowledge
base of human diseases. It is hosted at the Institute for Genome Sciences at
the University of Maryland School Of Medicine.

The project was initially developed in 2003 at Northwestern University.
Today has the purpose of providing the biomedical community with consi-

stent, reusable and sustainable descriptions of human disease terms, phenotype
characteristics and related medical vocabulary disease concepts. So, it has a
nosology use.

The Disease Ontology semantically integrates disease and medical voca-
bularies through extensive cross mapping of DO terms to MeSH, ICD, NCI’s
thesaurus, SNOMED and OMIM [110, 111].

Medical Subject Headings

The Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [112] is a biomedical vocabulary
used to index MEDLINE and other databases. It contains subject headings
(canonical terms) organized into an eleven-level hierarchy and 83 subheadings.
It is typically used to label documents or to classify medical content in general.
For example, the psychiatric disorder schizophrenia is assigned the MeSH term
“Schizophrenia” and organized into the hierarchy “Psychiatry and Psychology
→ Mental Disorders → Schizophrenia and Disorders with Psychotic Features
→ Schizophrenia”.

The MeSH vocabulary also includes a vast number of entry terms, which
are intended to be synonyms of the canonical heading terms. It also supports
other features like conceptual relations.

MeSH is used to annotate articles on PubMed.
Finally, MeSH descriptors are divided into 16 categories, and the titles

within each category can be more or less specific.
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Orphanet

Orphanet [1, 113] it is considered one of the most important references for
rare diseases domain and is so used by various applications.

Born in France, it is the result of a European project (with a network of 40
countries worldwide) and represents a qualified reference source for high quality
information on rare diseases and orphan drugs, with the aim of ensuring equal
access to knowledge for all stakeholders. In more detail, it serves as a reference
portal since 1997 for RDs populated by literature curation and validated by
international experts. In other words, Orphanet responds to one of the major
needs in health information systems and for research: share and/or integrate
data coming from heterogeneous sources with diverse reference terminologies.

Orphanet information system is supported by a multilingual relational
database designed around the concept of “disorder” (unlike OMIM which
instead defines entries on their genetic basis). Moreover, Orphanet offers
services adapted to the needs of patients and their families, health professionals,
and researchers.

The database integrates the nosology (or classification) of rare diseases,
their relationship with genes and epidemiological data, cross-references to other
terminologies, expert centres, diagnostic tests and professionals. To date more
than 6.000 disorders are registered and new data is added regularly.

It also develops a nomenclature for rare diseases (called “ORPHA Number”),
which is essential to increase the visibility of these disorders in health and
research information systems.

Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology

After the launch of the multi-hierarchical classification in 2008 on the
occasion of the fourth version of Orphanet, researchers (both academics and
industry) showed a strong interest in the use of this dataset and pushed the
authors of Orphanet itself to move on to an ontological approach for knowledge
representation (seeing in the Semantic Web a powerful means for their work).

The Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology (shortened as ORDO) [114, 115] is
an open-access OWL ontology derived from the Orphanet information system
and updated twice a year with periodic extractions from it (starting from
XML files related to the partial exports of the Orphanet database itself). It
was jointly developed in 2013 by Orphanet and the European Bioinformatics
Institute (EMBL-EBI) in order to allow for the association of new content and
the establishment of new research hypothesis.

ORDO is recommended as the primary “disease nomenclature” ontology in
many projects, often playing a central role (similarly to DBpedia in the LOD
graph).
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It also provides disease cross references to the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD-10), SNOMED Clinical Terms (SNOMEDCT), Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH), Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA),
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) and Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS) and genes are cross-referenced to HUGO Gene Nomencla-
ture Committee (HGNC), Universal Protein Resource (UniProt), Ensembl,
Reactome and Genatlas.

ORDO enables complex queries about rare diseases, their epidemiological
data (age of onset, prevalence, mode of inheritance) and gene-disorder functional
relationships.

ORDO 2.9 (the latest version at the time of writing) consists of 14.559 classes
and 205.428 annotation assertion axioms. Each concept from the Orphanet
database forms a distinct OWL class and is associated with other classes
using a set of defined object properties. The ontology contains an hierarchical
clinical classification of rare disorders, each described by its preferred name
and synonyms. In addition, each rare disorder entry is assigned to a unique
phenome type (such as “disease”, “malformation syndrome”, “clinical syndrome”
and “morphological anomaly”). In ORDO a clinical entity is either a group of
rare disorders, a rare disorder or a subtype of disorder.

ORDO also represents the relationship between the disorders and their
genetic cause (if known), and not just the nosology such as that captured in
the Disease Ontology.

The main OWL classes modeled by ORDO are shown in the Figure 3.5.
The use of class descriptions in OWL enable more complex querying which

was difficult or impossible using the existing relational database.

Human Phenotype Ontology

The Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) provides a structured and control-
led vocabulary for the phenotypic features (e.g. disease symptoms) encountered
in human hereditary and other diseases. HPO itself does not describe individual
disease entities but, rather, the phenotypic abnormalities associated with them
[115].

It provides comprehensive bioinformatic resources for the analysis of human
diseases and phenotypes.

HPO was initially published in 2008 with the goal of enabling the integration
of phenotype information across scientific fields and databases. Since then, the
project has grown in terms of coverage and has also become part of the core
Orphanet rare disease database content. In fact, the Orphanet inventory of
rare disorders is enriched with annotations about HPO.
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Figure 3.5: ORDO main class hierarchy
Obtained with OntoGraph Class View tool in Protégé

The “computable” descriptions of human disease using HPO phenotypic
profiles have become a key element in a number of algorithms being used to
support genomic discovery and diagnostics. Phenotype ontologies allow to
standardize signs, symptoms, classifications and complete clinical phenotypes.
They are also helpful resources for checking associations between symptoms
and laboratory data. In addition, phenotype ontologies allow interoperability
between registries and other resources, such as biobanks or omics databases.

Considering the general framework of this thesis, it is interesting to observe
how many HPO annotations have been deduced by carrying out analyzes with
Text Mining techniques on a PubMed corpus dated 2014. These annotations
were validated against a manually curated subset of disorders and experimental
results showed an overall precision of 67%. The motivation related to this
process is that the overwhelming majority of clinical descriptions in the medical
literature are available only as natural language text. HPO authors themselves
say that collecting phenotypic patient data from text is not trivial but necessary
[116].
Always with this in mind, it is interesting to underline how the authors also
remember that clinical terminology is often unfamiliar to patients. The HPO
consortium has therefore increased the usability of the HPO by patients, as
well as scientists and clinicians, by systematically adding new, plain language
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terms, either as synonyms to existing classes or by tagging existing HPO class
labels as “layperson”.

HPO & ORDO Ontological Module

The Orphanet Rare Disease Ontology (ORDO) and the Human Phenotype
Ontology (HPO) are considered the most relevant ontologies in the rare disease
research. While ORDO is mainly used for naming diseases (e.g., “idiopatich
achalasia”), HPO is used for describing the clinical phenotype observed in a
patient (e.g., “muscle weakness”).

The combination of HPO together with Orphanet has always been considered
a promising resource for automated rare disease classification. The ORDO and
HPO developers have recently worked on the integration of both ontologies,
annotating Orphanet’s phenome types with appropriate HPO terms. The result
of this effort for interoperability is called HPO & ORDO Ontological Module
(HOOM) [117] and its first version was released on March 8, 2018.

The “Clinical Entity” branch of ORDO has been refactored as a logical
import of HPO, and the HPO-ORDO phenotype disease-annotations have been
provided in a series of triples in OBAN format5.

HOOM is provided as an OWL file and offers extra possibilities for resear-
chers, pharmaceutical companies and others wishing to co-analyse rare and
common disease phenotype associations.

Others

As we have been able to guess from the previous sections, the number
of ontologies, vocabularies and databases in the health sector is really very
high. Even if we have limited ourselves to highlighting the main resources
for rare diseases and those most commonly used within projects (more than
300 biomedical ontologies embrace basic, translational and clinical science), it
is important to also mention the following (some already anticipated in the
description of others for obvious reasons of interoperability). These are not
closely related to the world of the Semantic Web but it is important to know
them to better appreciate the content of the ontologies available today.

• Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
OMIM [118] is a comprehensive, authoritative compendium of human
genes and genetic phenotypes that is freely available and updated daily.

5Model used to express the frequency and the provenance of associations, in an ontological
design context
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• SNOMED CT
Is a systematically organized computer processable collection of medical
terms providing codes, terms, synonyms and definitions used in clinical
documentation and reporting. SNOMED CT is considered to be the most
comprehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology in the world.

• International Classification of Diseases
The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is is a classification
system (recognized as international standard) in which diseases are sorted
into groups on the basis of defined criteria. The major difference with
SNOMED CT is that ICD is a classification which is limited to disease.

• Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities
MedDRA Is a clinically validated international medical terminology dictio-
nary (and thesaurus) used by regulatory authorities in the pharmaceutical
industry.

• Unified Medical Language System
The UMLS is mainly a metathesaurus to enable interoperability between
computer systems.

3.8.2 Interesting Applications

When one wonders how such ontologies can be used, numerous application
examples can be found in the literature. Some of the most representative
applications are briefly described below.

In [119] is described the use of HPO for the semantic unification of common
rare diseases. A graph is constructed for modeling phenotypic similarities
between diseases. The synonyms available in HPO are used to make Con-
cept Recognition within PubMed abstracts. TF-IDF is used to identify the
phenotypes of greatest interest for each disease.

In [120] HPO is used for a differential diagnosis process with semantic
similarity searches. The p-value calculation is used for the construction of a
ranking of candidate diseases, starting from the specification of a patient’s
symptoms.

In [121] ORDO is integrated with the Radiology Gamuts Ontology (RGO).
In [12] an ontology containing words considered to be of epidemiological

relevance is used for disease name extraction from Twitter messages in order to
boost a neural architecture.
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3.8.3 Considerations

As stated in a recent survey about the state-of-the-art of Semantic Web for
Healthcare [122], there are certain limitations and challenges on the current
use of Semantic Web technologies in this sector (which continues to produce
large volumes of heterogeneous data).

The efforts to ontology development in this domain are quite fragmented
and non-standardized.

If it is true that a single ontology is not enough to describe the various data,
it is equally true that several competitive ontologies exist to describe thing
from the same domain. So, there is also an overlapping problem that does not
facilitate the Linked Data objective.

Mappings from proprietary formats to ontology concepts are difficult and
intensive task. Maintenance of ontologies and datasets is another challenge and
there are not enough tools sufficiently advanced to facilitate the overcoming of
these problems.

Moreover, despite the large number of ontologies for modeling medical data,
there is still lack of resources considering also a non-clinician perspective. To the
best of the research carried out for this work, there are no ontologies modeled
directly from the direct opinions of patients. Considering the incredible impact
that such a solution could have on those who live with a rare disease (and
not only), the investigation of an approach patient-centered and the making
available of a first solution to the problem is one of the main contributions of
this thesis.



Chapter 4

A novel Knowledge
Explanation-based Method
for Descriptive Text Mining

“Knowledge has to be improved, challenged, and increased constantly, or it vanishes.”
- Peter F. Drucker, Management consultant, educator and author

“Some men see things as they are and say why.
I dream things that never where and say why not.”

- Robert Francis Kennedy, American politician, New York Senator

Though the knowledge extracted from mass of data can improve human
capabilities in developing intelligent systems, it is still very difficult to un-
derstand and explain the knowledge models generated by the most powerful
modern learning approaches, such as deep neural networks. Explaining the
learned knowledge is essential to gain trust from experts who need to valida-
te before using it, particularly in the medical sector. Recent accidents with
self-driving car and adversarial attacks that can make neural networks look
stupid have highlighted the urgent need of new methods for understanding the
learned knowledge. Existing solutions are still preliminary, often based on very
partial explanations, highly supervised and with several limitations, such as
the frequent need for large labelled datasets to achieve satisfactory results. In
this chapter, we propose a novel method of descriptive text mining capable of
offering accurate probabilistic explanations in unsupervised settings.

49
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4.1 Introduction

The amount of textual data is continuously growing. This leads to a
demand for newer and more efficient data analytics procedures, also able to
better capture semantics. At the research level, text mining sees the presence
of numerous contributions on predictive analysis methods, while much less
exists in literature for descriptive ones. Predictive analytics and descriptive
analytics are the two major classes with which text mining techniques can be
divided according to their objectives, exactly as it happens in data mining [123].
Together they are often called “Knowledge Discovery in Data” or KDD, although
the name is more suitable for descriptive analytics only. Predictive analytics is
centered around statistical models and it is used to estimate the likelihood of a
future outcome based on the available data. It includes text classification and
sentiment analysis tasks, employing also machine learning approaches. A typical
example that fall into this category is the training of algorithms for the opinion
classification of reviews as positive, negative or neutral. Descriptive analytics
is instead focused on the explanation of interesting phenomena from historical
data, discovering the precious reasons behind a success or a failure in the past.
An example in this case is understanding why people have made positive or
negative judgments. So the role of descriptive analytics is often traced back to
dashboards or simpler tasks (such as word frequencies, strongest correlations
among words and topic extraction), when in reality it refers to a larger and more
complex problem. Another aspect that typically distinguishes predictive from
descriptive analyzes is the fact that predictive ones usually require supervision
and large labeled datasets, whereas for descriptive investigations this is not
always necessary.

Making descriptive text mining therefore means explaining knowledge,
and explainability today is a very important and requested property. Highly
advanced methods such as deep neural networks (DNNs) are not yet able to
explain what they have learned in a human-understandable form, limiting
the effectiveness of these systems. Deep learning algorithms have achieved
considerable performance among many NLP tasks like POS tagging [124],
sentiment analysis [125, 126], syntactic analysis [127], and machine translation
[128]. However, these successful models are usually applied in a black-box
manner because no information is provided about what exactly leads them to
arrive at their predictions [129]. Recent works demonstrate how simple it is
to deceive such networks with adversary inputs, and all this further increases
the need to investigate the thought process behind them and their reliability
[130, 131, 132, 133]. As autonomous machines and black-box algorithms begin
making decisions previously entrusted to humans (increasing in complexity and
demonstrating spoofability in certain cases), it becomes necessary for these
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mechanisms to explain themselves. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)
[134, 135, 136] aims to solve this lack of transparency, but only recently we are
witnessing embryonic and prototype early works. Furthermore, understanding
a model’s classification decision represents an even greater challenge and an
interesting research opportunity in text mining, due to the high dimensionality
in the feature space [137]. In medicine, above all, where wrong decisions by a
system can be harmful, the development of explainable models is considered
essential [136].

As stated in [138], there is not much work about how to generate model-
unaware explanations globally in a model-agnostic way. Most of the existing
solutions are therefore based on local explanations and have several limitations.
Moreover, approaches that lead to the best results often require a large amount
of training data (difficult or expensive to produce in many domains).

In this thesis we propose a novel method of descriptive text mining, capable
of offering explanations about whole behaviors (and not just on individual
instances). Furthermore, the general approach of the contribution is completely
based on unlabeled data and works so with unsupervised settings.

The presented method allows to explain the learned knowledge and con-
sequently it can be applied to a multitude of various tasks. For instance, it
can be used to understand the reasons behind an average hotel review score,
similarly to the aspect-based sentiment analysis (which can be seen as a specific
case of descriptive text mining) but without the need of establish anything a
priori. It can also be used to understand the main causes of fatal plane crashes
directly from their reports. It can be employed to comprehend the factors that
led to the success of some social posts. As an additional example, it can be
adopted in the field of rare diseases to understand what are the aspects that
lead patients to speak ill of a certain experimental medical treatment.

4.2 Related Work

4.2.1 Descriptive Text Mining

Descriptive text mining is a topic that is poorly covered in literature. The
description of phenomena from past data is often treated as a set of sub-tasks,
each aimed at highlighting a certain type of useful information and exploring
a particular aspect. The same vision is shared by many online tools, such as
IBM Watson Analytics [139]. Given the explosion of health care data in the
last decade and the need for data analytical expertise, the medical domain is
often taken as a reference to verify the potential of these techniques [140].
The focus of descriptive analytics is frequently placed on pattern discovery.
Consequently, some works also apply general data mining methods to text (as
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sequential data). In an interesting but dated paper, Ahonen et al. [141] propose
the use of episodes rules and episodes (a modification of association rules and
frequent sets) with textual data to discover phrases, co-occurring terms and
interesting regularities. The approach shows reasonable results. It can be used
to meet different objectives depending on preprocessing, but weighting is not
always discriminating enough. In general, association rules are not sufficiently
expressive for the broader purposes of descriptive analysis.

4.2.2 Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis

In its basic version, sentiment analysis is considered a classification problem.
However, more and more applications require a level of detail that a document
or phrase level classification of opinionated text cannot provide. As shown in
Figure 4.1, an overall rating should be a summary of the opinions addressed to
the individual attributes of the entity itself (such as cleanliness, food, quietness
and kindness for a hotel). Consequently, a positive opinionated document
about a particular entity does not mean that the author has positive opinions
on all aspects of the entity, and vice versa. Aspect-based sentiment analysis
(ABSA) is to all intents and purposes a specific case of a more general task
which is descriptive text mining. In both cases, it is crucial to build trustworthy
explainable text classification models that are capable of explicitly generating
fine-grained information for explaining their predictions. One of the most
critical sub-tasks of aspect-based sentiment analysis is the “aspect expression
extraction”. In many applications, the selection of the aspects to be evaluated
is carried out manually by an expert user, who specifies them in a supervised
manner. A list of the main unsupervised methods is instead reported in the
survey of Liu and Zhang [142]. In general, four main lines of work can be
identified.

• Frequent nouns and noun phrases identification [143, 144].
Since multiple words can refer to the same aspects, this kind of approaches
still requires human evaluation. In addition, it is based on the assumption
that infrequent nouns are likely to be non-aspects or less important
aspects. Frequent nouns not corresponding to entity aspects can be found
with low metrics scores regarding meronymy discriminators (like “has”,
“of”, “comes with”).

• Relationships with opinion words [145].
Nouns in conjunction with opinion words in a sentence can be extracted
as aspects. For example, from sentence “this treatment is incredible” it
can be deduced that “treatment” is an aspect.
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• Topic modeling [146, 147, 148, 149, 150].
Kind of solutions typically based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[151] or its extensions.

• Associations between aspects and opinion/sentiment ratings [152, 153,
154, 155].
Statistical methods aimed at discovering aspects from documents expres-
sing opinions.

It is worth nothing that the primary focus of the work presented in this chapter
(even if independent of the sentiment analysis task) concerns the approaches
supported by the fourth group of the methods listed above.

Figure 4.1: Example of Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
Obtained from “A Hierarchical Model of Reviews for Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis, Sebastian Ruder, 2016”

4.2.3 Foundational Concepts in Explainable AI

Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) is a young and rapidly growing
research area that aims to better understand the behavior of algorithms. A
great historical background on the reasons that led to the birth of this field
is reported in [156]. According to Samek, Wiegand, and Müller [157], there
are four main reasons why we need explainability: trust from users (to be
sure about the correctness of the decisions), modification of the system (to
facilitate debugging and improve performance), learn from the system (to
extract knowledge and strategies unexpected by human), and moral and legal
issues (to solve problems such as assigning responsibility in case of wrong
decisions).

Explainability is closely related to the concept of interpretability. Although
many articles consider explainability and interpretability as two interchangeable
terms, some authors believe that there are important reasons to distinguish
between them [135]. In the latter case, interpretability is often seen as a property
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with which an explanation can be assessed, together with completeness (i.e.,
the accuracy of an operation description from a mathematical point of view).
Doshi-Velez and Kim [158] consider the interpretability as the ability to explain
or to present the decision-making process of a model in understandable terms
to a human. Another elegant definition of interpretability from Miller [159]
states that interpretability is the degree to which a human can understand the
cause of a decision.

4.2.4 Explanation Methods Taxonomy

In recent years several methods have been proposed to deal with the problem
of explainability, in particular for deep neural networks. Given the broad set
of existing approaches for achieving varying degrees of interpretability and
completeness, different taxonomies have also been outlined. An interesting
categorization of the solutions available in the literature is defined by Gilpin et
al. [135]. Considering the way the explanation is returned, they identify three
major classes.

• Processing. Explanations that, while admittedly non-representative of
the underlying decision processes, provide some degree of justification for
emitted choices.

• Representation. Explanations that provide insights about the internal
operation of a network.

• Explanation Producing. Networks that are specifically built to explain
themselves and designed to simplify the interpretation of an opaque
subsystem.

Another useful observation for an overall picture, before briefly describing the
main techniques usually adopted, is that of Chhatwal et al. [137]. In reviewing
the work previously done in the explainable text classification, the authors
describe the various approaches they have identified: intrinsically explainable
models (such as decision trees and If-Then rules), and approximated explana-
tions for complex models not directly understandable by humans (such as deep
learning models).
As evidenced in [138, 156], there are two other major distinctions made in XAI
research. Firstly, there are both general explanation methods applicable to mul-
tiple models (model-unaware explanations) and specific explanation methods
that can analyze the construction of a specific model in depth (model-aware
explanations). Secondly, there are both explanation methods for specific instan-
ces (local explanation methods) and explanation methods for the whole input
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space (global explanation methods).

4.2.5 Explanation Methods Review

Existing approaches for explainable machine learning systems are mainly
built around the interpretation of the outputs or the connections between inputs
and outputs.

Local Interpretable Model-Agnostic Explanations (LIME) is a robust and
model-unaware framework that can be applied to a wide range of ML and DL
algorithms. Proposed by Ribeiro et al. [160], it uses a simple linear model
(proxy model) to imitate the behavior of the complex one, on a region around a
single instance. It can highlight the features in an image or a text which are
responsible for a prediction. Therefore, this method has the benefit of yielding
simple explanations, such as whether a particular word in a document or a
shape in a photo is driving the model’s predictions. More in detail, it attempts
to determine the most salient features behind any decision by feeding through
the black box model inputs similar to the original ones (inputs perturbation)
and observing how the predictions change. It has also disadvantages like
inconsistency among explanations of different samples. Ribeiro et al. also make
global explanations by presenting a set of representative local explanations to
users one at a time. Obviously this is not a real solution to the problem, since
the construction of an overall vision is left to the user himself. This method is
easy to fail when there is too much training data, and users cannot remember
a large number of local explanations.

Samek et al. [157] directly built connections between the inputs and the
outputs, using heatmap analysis to visualize how much each hidden element
contributes to the predicted results.

Other methods of explaining complex models, such as Deep Learning Im-
portant FeaTures (DeepLIFT) [161], peer into the inner workings of a neural
network to extract the most crucial parameters for the model’s output. SHapley
Additive exPlanations (SHAP) [162], a recent addition to this set of methods,
unifies these prior attempts at interpreting model output.

Landthaler et al. [163] discussed an explanation approach similar to LIME,
called eXplainable Semantic Text Matching (XSTM), for an unsupervised
machine learning pipeline. This method is aimed at solving the Semantic Text
Matching (STM) problem, or the identification of implicit logical or semantic
relationships between fragments of text. So it can be used to understand the
behavior of similarity measures between text with TFIDF and word embeddings.
In fact, while word embeddings’ characteristics are intriguing, to date it is not
understood why certain structures occur in the embedding spaces.
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Waltl et al. [164] investigated the application of LIME to explain the
behavior of supervised machine learning algorithms on classification tasks.

Previous work on explainability for NLP was primarily focused on text
classification problems. Recent research found that a prediction-based approach
is often used to identify snippets of text (usually ranging from 50 to 200 words,
and called “rationales”) as an explanation for the classification of a document.

Zaidan et al. [165] proposed a machine learning method to use annotated
rationales (text snippets and their corresponding classes) to boost text classifi-
cation performance. Using SVM and annotate rationales as training data, their
experiments show an important performance improvement over the baseline
SVM variants.

Martens et al. [166] described a method in which the explanation of a
document classification is a minimal set of the most relevant words, such that
removing all the words in the set from the document itself would change the
classification result.

Zhang et al. [167] presented a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model
where the explanation for the predictions is given by a probability value
associated with each sentence, indicating the support of the document-level
classification.

Lei et al. [168] introduced a new solution for explainable text classification.
Their approach combined two components trained to operate together: a ratio-
nale generator and a rational encoder (in order to decide the class to associate
with each text snippet candidate). This explanations methods outperformed
the baseline on multiaspect sentiment analysis and was also successfully applied
to a question retrieval task.

Although LIME method and other approaches are promising and mathema-
tically reasonable, many papers criticize their inability to generate explanations
in natural forms. In fact, fine-grained information (e.g., textual explanations
for the labels) is often not considered and the systems do not explicitly produce
explanations in a human-readable way. Some works therefore try to overcome
this problem. In [169], Liu et al. introduced a model-agnostic generative expla-
nation framework for text classification. However this approach is supervised
and, although it can theoretically be applied to multiple problems, it is highly
class dependent and requires a great effort in building a suitable training set.

In [137], Chhatwal et al. proposed a rationale generation method consisting
of two phases and starting from a set of training documents tagged with a
responsive label. In the first phase, a traditional classification model is generated
using the training set and is deployed to identify the potentially responsive
documents. In the second phase, the same model is applied to generate one or
more rationales for each of the identified responsive documents, assigning also a
probability score between 0 and 1. The interesting aspect of the work concerns
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the determination of the optimal size of the text snippets. The authors adopt
an iterative approach, breaking a document into relatively large snippets and
continuing to break those with large probability scores into smaller sizes. This
process continues until probability scores stop increasing. The experiments
show much better results considering also manually highlighted snippets in the
training set.

Wallace et al. [170] recently presented AllenNLP Interpret1, an opensource,
extensible toolkit built on top of AllenNLP [171] for interpreting NLP models.
Considering the importance of this framework in the scientific community,
it is interesting to note the solutions chosen by the authors to have flexibili-
ty. AllenNLP Interpret considers two types of instance-level interpretations:
gradient-based saliency maps (similarly to [129]) and adversarial attacks, which
can be HotFlip [172] or Input Reduction [173]. HotFlip replaces words to
change the model’s prediction; Input Reduction removes word to maintain
the model’s prediction (like [166]). Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 provides two
interesting examples.

Figure 4.2: Gradient-based interpretation for BERT model on Masked Language
Modeling task, using AllenNLP Interpret. The interpretation shows that BERT
uses the terms “from” and “fine” to predict “suffer”.

Obtained with https://demo.allennlp.org/

In summary, many open-source implementations exist for instance-level
interpretation methods, but in literature global explainable approaches are
almost totally absent. In addition, many solutions are model- or task-specific
(e.g., sentiment analysis). A large number of labeled data is often required for

1See https://allennlp.org/interpret

https://demo.allennlp.org/
https://allennlp.org/interpret
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good results. In conclusion, although there are already numerous works, much
research is still needed in this area.
The contribution presented in this dissertation concerns a global unsupervised
knowledge explanation method for descriptive text mining, without a strict
dependency to a specific model or task.

Figure 4.3: Gradient-based and adversarial attacks interpretation for a LSTM
model with GloVe embeddings on a binary sentiment classification (positive
or negative), using AllenNLP Interpret. The interpretation shows that “suffer”
is the term responsible for the predicted negative class, also highlighting the
weakness of the model operating at document-level (which does not consider
the word “fine”).

Obtained with https://demo.allennlp.org/

https://demo.allennlp.org/
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4.3 A novel Descriptive Text Mining Method
The definition of an original method of descriptive text mining is the core

contribution of this thesis. The whole process ranges from the preprocessing
stage till the evaluation of the final results. The overall approach comprises
several phases, some fundamental and some useful for a more complete analysis.
In the following, all the phases are discussed in detail, paying attention to the
importance of their combination in the context of the presented method. The
work is described in three steps with the aim of providing a clear exposure of the
contents. Section 4.3.1 illustrates the method in its interactive version (where
the user is part of the learning process). Section 4.3.2 shows the transition to a
fully automatic version. Finally, Section 4.3.3 presents some observations on
the level of modularity, reflecting on how some phases can be pursued with a
different technique (also based on the application cases) without altering the
structure of the method itself. Some final considerations are instead reported
in 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Interactive knowledge extraction

The various phases are listed below in chronological order.

Named Entity Recognition

Nowadays more and more advanced NER systems are available, capable of
supporting numerous domains, pre-defined categories, and languages. Some
of them also return information such as the identifier of the entity detected
within Wikipedia and other knowledge bases. Furthermore, the limit of having
only one type associated with an entity has also recently been crossed. Under
this point of view, the choice of an ontology is necessary for the organization of
the categories, overcoming the sub-problem of names classification according to
the type of entities to which they refer. If the first works in literature focused
on flat and relatively small type systems, the most recent publications address
very fine-grained types organized in a hierarchical taxonomy [174, 175, 176].
Modern solutions are based on neural models such as machine learning. Their
goal is to develop practical and domain-independent techniques in order to
detect named entities with high accuracy automatically.

The union of all these advances in terms of research make the labeling of
entities recognized by a NER within documents a phase of great importance.
The use of tools with pre-trained NERs (also on specific domains) allows the
unsupervised categorization of terms contained in the corpus of documents (e.g.,
places, foods, symptoms). This gives the opportunity for more in-depth analyzes
of entity types, a better understanding of the description for the phenomenon
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of interest, and the possibility of being able to connect these concepts to those
of already existing knowledge bases (thanks to any identifiers).

Its placement as a first step within the method is justified by the typical
dependence of NER systems on preprocessing operations, which could make
them ineffective. For example, both spaCy and Stanford NER models rely
on letter casing for identifying named entities [177]. Most of the time the
Named Entity Recognizers are designed to be applied directly on the untreated
text, and any preprocessing operations required by a specific implementation
(e.g., part-of-speech, lemmatization) are carried out directly behind the scenes.
Furthermore, since this type of computation requires some time to be performed
on a large number of documents, it is advisable to think of saving the results
and reusing them in multiple analyzes.

Documents filtering by date

Applying a filter to select only the documents in a date range of interest
for analysis is fundamental. If temporal information is available in the star-
ting dataset, this stage enables the possibility of extracting descriptions of a
phenomenon in specific time windows (task often required).

Quality preprocessing

Unstructured text typically has numerous imperfections (such as gramma-
tical and spelling errors), and various types of noise. Documents from the
same corpus can also have different encodings. These problems are particularly
frequent in the case of sources such as blogs and social networks. The stage
of quality preprocessing concerns the application of a sequence of operations
aimed at transforming the textual content of documents in order to increase
their quality. By cleaning up the text (e.g., encoding uniformization, symbols
normalization, word lengthening fixing), it promotes the identification of the
concepts and relations between them, improving the results of all subsequent
phases. In fact, the quality of the data provided as input to a model determines
the quality of the results themselves. Furthermore, the normalization operations
obviously allow to reduce the dimensionality. Table 4.1 illustrates an example
of text preprocessing pipeline and shows its effects on an Italian text snippet.

Documents filtering by concept

This step consists of applying a filter to select only documents containing
a certain concept (e.g., through regex patterns). For instance, in this way it
is possible to carry out the analysis taking into account only the documents
mentioning a specific keyword (such as the name of a medical treatment
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Step # Transformation Transformation Description Text

0 / /

Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avrò l’interventooo
hellerDor :(
https://bit.ly/2Tzdjcm

1 Encoding uniformization
Standardize encoding for all
documents and handle
accented characters

Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l’interventooo
hellerDor :(
https://bit.ly/2Tzdjcm

2 Symbols normalization Standardize symbols for all
documents

Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l'interventooo
hellerDor :(
https://bit.ly/2Tzdjcm

3 Emotes normalization Replace emotes with standard
sentiment tags

Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l'interventooo
hellerDor EMOTEBAD
https://bit.ly/2Tzdjcm

4 Attached words splitting /

Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l'interventooo
heller Dor EMOTEBAD
https://bit.ly/2Tzdjcm

5 URLs removal /
Io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l'interventooo
heller Dor EMOTEBAD

6 Case-folding Convert text to lower case
io soffto di acalasia e
la prox sett avro l'interventooo
heller dor emotebad

7 Internet slang translation
Convert abbreviated internet
slang into the corresponding
term or phrase

io soffto di acalasia e
la prossima settimana avro
l'interventooo heller dor
emotebad

8 Extra spaces removal
Remove extra spaces
at the beginning, at the end
and between words

io soffto di acalasia e la prossima
settimana avro l'interventooo
heller dor emotebad

9 Word lengthening fixing Rip offs repeated characters
more than two

io soffto di acalasia e la prossima
settimana avro l'interventoo
heller dor emotebad

10 Spelling correction /
io soffro di acalasia e la prossima
settimana avro l'intervento
heller dor emotebad

11 Language translation /
i suffer from achalasia and
next week i will have the heller
dor operation emotebad

Table 4.1: Example of quality preprocessing pipeline for Italian text

or a food). Despite its simplicity, this operation allows the possibility of
distinguishing global analyzes (aimed at investigating the phenomenon in its
entirety, regex “*”) from local analyzes (focused on a particular aspect).
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Entities preprocessing

Similarly to the quality preprocessing phase on the textual component of
the documents, it is necessary to carry out transformations also on the labels
returned by the NER. These operations include encoding setting, case-folding
and replacement of spaces with underscores (to avoid the separation of terms
describing the same concept during tokenization).

Entities reconciliation

If the NER used takes into account the context of the terms for their
recognition and labeling, a reconciliation phase may be needed. In fact, the
NER system could label the same entity in different documents with dissimilar
types. More specifically, if the Named Entity Recognizer adopts a hierarchical
classification by assigning one or more types of a single branch to an entity,
the same entity could be labeled with more or less specific types depending
on the context (e.g., “Rome” in some documents could be labeled as “Capital”
and in others only as “City”). Similarly, if the Named Entity Recognizer is
able to assign types of different branches to an entity, the same entity could
be labeled with more or less types depending on the context (e.g., “Rome” in
some documents could be labeled as “City;Sport” and in others only as “City”).

Despite being very useful, a NER system can therefore create information
fragmentation (albeit correctly in some cases). The same concepts labeled
differently are seen as different concepts during the analysis. Labeling produced
by a NER, if not managed, can have the effect of significantly increasing the
terms to be considered in the process (as if the documents used different words
from each other). The goal of the reconciliation phase is to reduce heterogeneity
for terms related to the same concept (i.e., reduce the number of concepts
with different tags). This offers the possibility of not limiting the power of the
language model, highlighting latent correlations, and consequently improving
the results obtainable from the descriptive analysis.

The resolution of different types within the same hierarchical branch can
be done with generalization and specialization operations. Depending on the
macro-type (e.g., place, food), it may be more appropriate to standardize the
tags with the more specific one identified on all documents or with the more
general one. For instance, for places it might be appropriate to bring all types
to the lowest hierarchical level (if “Rome” is labeled once as “Capital” and the
others as “City”, all labels are replaced with “Capital”). Since a type-node may
have multiple children, the specialization operation is more complex than that
of generalization and requires context. A simpler approach (which does not
take semantics into account), even in the case of mixed types among multiple
hierarchical branches, is to choose the most frequent label on all documents.
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Entity tagging in documents

After having carried out the reconciliation phase of the entities recognized
by the NER, the standardized information of the entities themselves must be
reported directly in the textual content of the documents. To this end, the
text that allowed the NER system to identify a certain entity (also known as
“matched text”) is replaced with a tag containing all the necessary data (e.g.,
entity id, entity types, ids for external knowledge bases). If the NER can assign
more than one type to an entity, it may be useful (especially for visualization
purposes) to insert a summary macro type inside the tag.

It is important to note that a NER system may not always be able to
identify a concept in all the documents in which it appears (e.g., “Rome” could
be recognized in certain documents but not in others if the context is not
sufficient to allow it). Together with the problem of multiple labeling for
the same concept (already addressed with the reconciliation phase), this fact
contributes significantly to the reduction of the language model’s power (with
a much lower number of labels than the actual ones). In order to solve this
weakness in an automated way, all the terms making perfect lexical matching
with one of the matched texts recognized by the NER system for a certain entity
are also labeled. In this way, if the Named Entity Recognizer detects “Rome”
as a place entity in a certain document, all the terms “Rome” in the documents
are labeled in the same way (also if not originally recognized). Although this
correction applied to the results of the NER is likely to make some mistakes,
overall the resulting benefits should be significantly more. An example of this
stage with documents in Italian language is shown in Figure 4.4.

Lemmatization

Lemmatization allows to increase the similarity between the terms and
therefore their frequencies. For most applications, where it is important to
keep the meaning of the word, lemmatization is preferred over stemming. For
example, “meeting” (noun) and “meeting” (verb) would be both stemmed to
“meet”, thus losing its original meaning, while the respective lemmas would be
“meeting” and “meet”.

Within the method, lemmatization is not performed before the application
of the NER, in order not to compromise its effectiveness. In fact, as already
mentioned, it is directly the NER system to include this operation if it is
considered necessary according to its approach. Similarly, lemmatization is
positioned after quality preprocessing to benefit from the corrections made on
text. Obviously, for the terms representing NER tags, lemmatization is applied
only to the entity identifier (i.e. its standardized name).
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Figure 4.4: Labeling of documents with reconciled entities (Italian text)

Documents classification

The way in which a certain class is distributed on documents represents a
phenomenon that can be investigated with a descriptive analysis, to understand
the reasons behind it. From this point of view, the attribute to be considered as
a class could already be available within the dataset, or it could be calculated
for each document at this stage. In any case, even if the classification technique
should be supervised, the descriptive text mining method presented in this
document is not.

This flexibility means that applications can be truly numerous. The clas-
sification could refer to a category of air accidents and the description could
be aimed at investigating the factors that lead to destructive ones. Similarly,
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the classification could be understood as an opinion mining task on restaurant
reviews, and the description in this case could have the objective of understan-
ding why the opinion of a certain restaurant is overall negative. Furthermore,
the classes could concern politicians, and the descriptions could be aimed at
capturing the most semantically representative terms of their speeches (without
the limits of the simpler approaches, based only on counting of occurrences or
term weightings).

Analysis preprocessing

Unlike quality preprocessing, analysis preprocessing has the objective of
preparing data for analysis. It typically includes transformations such as case-
folding, replacement of punctuation and numbers with spaces (except for entity
tags), extra white-spaces removal and stopwords removal. Depending on the
application, the operations can be different and also concern the elimination
of HTML tags, the conversion of number words into numeric form, and so on.
The text is therefore normalized after labeling, reducing any form of noise (i.e.,
elements irrelevant for the purposes of the subsequent phases). An example is
reported in Table 4.2.

Tokenization is another central aspect in this step. The descriptive text
mining method illustrated in this document can be used in general with any
N-Gram tokenization (e.g., Unigram, Bigram, Trigram), both at the word and
character level. Although less intuitive, subword models have recently shown
that they are capable of capturing and exploiting semantic text properties, and
the results are very promising [178, 179, 180]. Even in the case of a statistical
approach, character-level models can be very powerful, significantly increasing
the correlations between tokens and therefore the ability to bring out latent
associations. However, with N-Gram at character-level, it is necessary to face
the problem of having to reconstruct the words (in order to return a meaningful
description of the phenomenon). This issue can be solved with solutions based
on matrix products. Since character-models would require additional steps, the
next stages of the method refer to a unigram word-level approach for simplicity
(remembering how it is still possible to adopt different tokenizations). With
a unigram word-level model, each entity term also includes the tag with the
reconciled data (obtained from NER results).

Term-document matrix construction

A term-document matrix is extracted from the corpus, where each row
stands for a unique term t, each column stands for a unique document d, and
each cell contains the frequency with which t appears in d. Consequently,
the resulting occurrence matrix is large and typically very sparse. Along
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Text after
quality preprocessing
and entities tagging

l’<e>acalasia<t>Disease</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acalasia</wl></e>
e una delle piu importanti cause di <e>disfagia
<t>Disease;Symptom</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disfagia</wl></e>
e di disturbo motorio dell’<e>esofago
<t>AnatomicalStructure</t><c>AnatomicalStructure</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esofago</wl></e>.
puo essere trattata anche per via <e>endoscopia
<t>DiagnosticTest</t><c>DiagnosticTest</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endoscopia</wl></e>.

Text after
lemmatization

il <e>acalasia<t>Disease</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acalasia</wl></e>
essere una del piu importante causa di
<e>disfagia<t>Disease;Symptom</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disfagia</wl></e>
e di disturbo motorio del <e>esofago<t>AnatomicalStructure</t>
<c>AnatomicalStructure</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esofago</wl></e>
puo essere trattare anche per via <e>endoscopia<t>DiagnosticTest</t>
<c>DiagnosticTest</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endoscopia</wl></e>.

Text after
analysis preprocessing

<e>acalasia<t>Disease</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acalasia</wl></e>
importante causa
<e>disfagia<t>Disease;Symptom</t><c>Disease</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disfagia</wl></e>
disturbo motorio <e>esofago<t>AnatomicalStructure</t>
<c>AnatomicalStructure</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esofago</wl></e>
trattare <e>endoscopia<t>DiagnosticTest</t>
<c>DiagnosticTest</c>
<wl>http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endoscopia</wl></e>

Table 4.2: Example of analysis preprocessing for Italian text, before tokenization

its rows there are both labeled (“entity”) and unlabeled (“standard”) terms.
Maintaining standard terms as well as entity terms is important for describing
a phenomenon. In standard terms, in fact, we can also find adjectives (e.g.,
“good”, “bad”) and highly specific terms of a domain (not recognizable by a
non-specialized NER system). These types of terms are obviously fundamental
for interpretation purposes. Having labeled versions for terms corresponding
to entities constitutes an added value as regards method effectiveness, quality
of the result, non-flat description, analytical possibilities and integration with
other knowledge bases.
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Feature selection

This stage involves the removal of sparse standard and entity terms, selecting
only those of interest. Term selection is used for several reasons: simplifies
the model and makes it easier to interpret, reduces training times, avoids the
curse of dimensionality, and promotes generalization. Therefore, irrelevant
or partially relevant terms can have a negative impact on the model. In this
context, in addition to stopwords, terms with a significantly reduced number
of occurrences (below a certain percentage threshold, such as 1%) can also
be considered irrelevant and discarded. From a co-occurrence point of view,
each term should appear at least twice. However, the percentage threshold for
standard terms should be distinguished from that for entity terms. Depending
on the domain and the specific data source, a concept of an interesting type
(e.g., a drug) could be of fundamental importance for the purposes of the
analysis even if it is scarcely mentioned in the documents. So, for example,
the minimum presence threshold for entity terms may be lower than that for
standard terms. In any case, this phase must be performed with caution because
the more terms are eliminated, the more the latent correlations become weak.

Term weighting

Raw counts do not consider the significance a term has in the document
in which it appears. To better represent the importance of each term in each
document, term weighting methods are applied to the cell values of the term-
document matrix (e.g., tf-idf). A good comparison of the available schemes
is proposed in [181]. This is a crucial phase within the method as it strongly
affects the production of the description for the phenomenon investigated.
More specifically, it determines the norms of the vectors in the new space and
therefore their impact on the result.

Word clouds and word frequency analysis

Word Clouds (or Tag Clouds) are visual representations of text data in the
form of tags, which are typically single words (or terms) whose importance
is shown by way of their size and color. The role of this technique (and that
of word frequency analyzes in general) is secondary to that of other phases
belonging to the proposed method. However, they can be useful to provide a
general and quick overview of the data that can act as a guide for subsequent
deep qualitative investigations. This acquires even more value considering the
possibility (thanks to filters on concepts) to carry out more “local” analyzes.
Moreover, a series of word clouds can be a good way to show changes in popular
themes over time (e.g., terms used by patients when talking about a specific
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medical treatment, terms used in political speeches, terms used to compose
newspaper headlines). This possibility of representing trends that are not
exclusively “large” further justifies the importance of considering time-related
filters. For what concerns frequency analyzes, it is known how these can be used
to establish the “signature” of a certain author, the cultural level of the writer,
its use of technical jargon or slang, and other writing features. Obviously, word
clouds also have different limits and are not suitable for performing accurate
analysis. It should be noted that, despite their traditional use consider only
the frequency of a word to judge its importance (without managing context,
meaning, and derivations), in general they can also take into account any
weighting schemes applied. For this reason they are placed at this point in the
method. So, they are ideal for exploring large amounts of text and creating
simple informative visualizations, shareable and easy to understand. Within a
descriptive analysis, the word clouds of documents belonging to different classes
can also be compared with each other. They can also be used to show the
most frequent terms for each macro typology recognized by the NER system.
Although based only on the weighted occurrences of terms, these tools can offer
a first idea of the most significant terms in both classes.

Language Model and Latent Semantic Mapping

In this phase the method involves the application of a language model (LM),
which forms the basis for the whole analysis. LMs go beyond the representa-
tion of the text in a machine-understandable form. They are techniques of
transformation and dimensionality reduction that allow the construction of a
semantic vector space from which perform knowledge extraction, such as the
detection of latent similarities between terms and documents.

LMs can be constructed in three ways:

• algebraically (e.g., LSA + SVD);

• probabilistically (e.g., P-LSA, LDA);

• neural network based (word embeddings such as word2vec and BERT).

The terms and documents are thus embedded into a new common space
with a Latent Semantic Mapping operation, depending on the chosen LM.
For example, with LSA the positions of all terms and documents in the new
space are obtained respectively from the products of the UΣ and V Σ matrices
(resulting from SVD). In the case of a neural network-based LM, the concepts
of word embeddings and document embeddings must be merged. There are
several ways to calculate document embeddings. One of the most intuitive
approaches to calculating a document embedding is to derive it directly from
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the execution of some arithmetic operations on all the vectors corresponding
to the words of the document itself, in order to summarize them into a single
vector in the same embedding space. Two such common pooling operators are
average and sum.

Within the new space, the prevalent way to estimate the semantic similarity
of two vectors (be these terms or documents) is to apply the cosine similarity
between them (a measure commonly used in IR and Text Mining).

sim(A,B) = cos(θ) =
A ·B
‖A‖ ‖B‖

=
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(4.1)

2D space representation

The visualization of terms and documents in the latent semantic space
(built in the previous step) is useful for several reasons. Starting from it, it is
possible to:

• identify the correlations between terms and terms, documents and docu-
ments, and terms and documents;

• have a graphical feedback on the distribution of documents based on their
class;

• recognize the presence of any clusters;

• understand the effectiveness of the model and whether it is necessary to
intervene again on the previous preprocessing phases to make adjustments.

Although the new space is made up of k dimensions, a 2D representation
must be adopted to make the graph suitable for human observation. Under this
point of view, t-SNE [182] can be useful for mapping high-dimensional data to
two dimensions (compressing all the original ones so as to minimize divergences).
However, this task can be achieved independently of it. For example, with LSA
as LM, the choice of the two dimensions to be adopted for visualization purposes
can be made directly from the singular values in the matrix Σ. Since the latter
are in descending order and indicate the importance of their dimensions in the
transformed space, a good choice concerns the dimensions associated with two
high singular values without too much difference between them (to have a good
approximation and avoid a strong crushing of data on one axis with respect to
the other). In any case, generally it does not go beyond the fourth dimension,
because the information captured is much lower than the previous ones. The
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Figure 4.5: 2D visualization of the latent semantic space starting from the
power law curve obtained after the SVD decomposition (LSA). In the example,
the left image shows the distribution of the terms in the semantic latent space
considering the dimensions 1 and 2, while the right one refers to the dimensions
2 and 3. In the first case there is very little variability on the second eigenvalue,
and the resulting distribution is not satisfactory (takes the form of an ellipsoid).
In the second case, the distribution is less concentrated and consequently it is
better for visual observations.

power law curve formed by the singular values in Σ is a valid tool to make this
decision, as shown in Figure 4.5.

The coordinate values of the terms may have a wider range than that of the
documents. To prevent terms and documents from being displayed at different
scales, a good practice is to normalize vectors (make their length 1).

From the graph it is possible to identify the semantically correlated terms on
the basis of their cosine similarity (Figure 4.6). The more a pair of terms forms
a small angle with the origin, the greater the similarity between them (i.e.,
terms placed along the same straight line). These terms often appear together
in documents because they are synonyms or often associated. However, having
compressed an originally high-dimensional space into only two dimensions,
close terms in the graph could actually be far away considering also the other
unselected dimensions (which is why the use of t-SNE is recommended).

In order to better understand the distribution of terms in space and the
quality of the correlations, at the time of visualization the entity terms can be
colored according to their macro-class or their detailed combination of types
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Figure 4.6: Similarity between terms in the latent semantic space

(obtained as result of the reconciliation phase). Similarly, documents can also
be colored according to their class. A complete graph of the latent space
can therefore be obtained by considering the overlapping representation of
normalized terms and documents, accompanied by their class (Figure 4.7).

Selection of the number of dimensions

If the use of only two dimensions is suitable for visualization purposes, in
the rest of the analysis it could involve a significant loss of information. In fact,
due to the strong approximation of the data, the distinction between terms
that are not semantically related could be lost.

In general it is necessary to choose an optimal number k of dimensions to
be used in the analysis. If k is too high, many details are retained and noise in
the data does not reveal semantic correlations between terms. If k is too low,
those dimensions that differentiate distinct terms are also removed, causing
incorrect correlations to emerge.

The three classes of LMs have different ways to do it. In SVD you choose
the rank. In word embeddings, the size of the vectors is defined [183]. In
P-LSA there are probabilistic parameters with which it is possible to reduce
the number of dimensions. In LDA you choose the number of topics and the
number of keywords for each topic.

Specifically, for what concerns LSA with SVD, the choice refers to the
k dimensions with the highest singular values, as they represent the most
recurrent correlations in the analyzed data. So, after applying the decomposition
by choosing a number of dimensions for the new space (through heuristics,
reasoning about the domain, or other approaches), a further reduction in
dimensionality can be made to lighten the computational load required by the
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Figure 4.7: Graph of the latent semantic space with normalized and overlapping
terms and documents

subsequent analytical phases. To decide an optimal value of the number of
dimensions to use, it is possible to analyze the descending sequence of singular
values to search for a knee point in the progression. This can be done both
visually and formally. In fact, a knee point is a point where the radius of
the curvature of the function that interpolates the hyperbola corresponds to
a local minimum. Considering that the curvature of a function y = f(x) is
c = y′′/(1 + (y′)2)3/2, a valid number of dimensions k can therefore coincide
with one of the local minima (Figure 4.8). The idea is that the informative
contribution given by the dimensions associated with the eigenvalues that follow
a knee point is lower, making an approximation possible.

In general it is advisable to perform tests with multiple ranks by selecting
some of the potentially optimal ones, with this or other methods. In any case, in
practice it has been seen that it is not necessary to use a number of eigenvalues
greater than 300. One way to conduct these tests is to verify the consistency
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Figure 4.8: Selection of the number of dimensions in LSA, through the search
for knee points in the curve of the sequence of singular values

with respect to a particular query of the first N documents semantically most
similar to it, and so the precision of the query itself (this step will be explained
later). For example, given a query mentioning a place, the documents most
similar to it are expected to have textual content related to this place. Since
SVD (and so LSA) is based on co-occurrences, it is important to note that
during these checks, real positives documents (actually related to the query)
may be listed although these do not directly contain the query term(s). This
could not happen with a Boolean research model where one works lexically and
not semantically.

The operations described in the following phases involve only the dimensions
selected in this step.

Interesting correlations

Once the correct number of dimensions has been ascertained, some intere-
sting correlations can be quickly searched (e.g., the terms / documents most
similar to the concept of interest in the case of local analysis).
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Qualitative analysis of the graph to identify unexpected concentra-
tions

In the case of uniform distribution, imagining to divide the space into
quadrants, a quantity of documents proportional to the original one should
be found for each class. The areas of the space outlined by the LM in which
there are unexpected concentrations (different from those foreseen in the case
of random distribution), indicate the presence of elements of interest for the
analysis (Figure 4.9). By researching which terms are found in these areas,
it is possible to interpret them to identify the causes that contribute to the
phenomenon. This phase of the method therefore has the aim of recognizing
the possible presence of areas to be investigated.

Figure 4.9: Example of unusual concentration of documents belonging to a
certain class, in the 2D representation of the latent semantic space

Iterative search of terms related to documents of a certain class

This last phase represents the heart of the descriptive analysis method
proposed in this thesis. By following the operations explained below, it is
in fact possible to construct a probabilistic description (step by step) for the
phenomenon we have chosen to analyze. In particular, the resulting description
will consist of the set of terms that best characterize the distribution of the
class representing the phenomenon in the latent semantic space.

First, the most representative term must be visually identified in the area
highlighted in the previous stage. In doing this, it is necessary to focus on
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the terms placed in a central position within the area itself and at a greater
distance from the origin (with a high norm and therefore a high relevance).
Figure 4.10 shows an example.

Figure 4.10: Example of first-term selection, according to the proposed descrip-
tive text mining method. As can be seen, “weather” is among the terms with
the highest norm, positioned at the center of the concentration of documents
labeled with the class associated with the red color. Consequently, it is a valid
choice.

The selected term (and in general the set of key terms to be composed) can
be seen as a query. In fact, a query is made up of text and can therefore be
equated with a document, which can be folded-in2 to the transformed space.
For what concerns LSA, as said in 2.1.3, the representation of a query in vector
form is dependent on that of the original documents: the terms considered in
the vector must be the same and must be weighted with the same criterion.
The query is first transformed into a vector indicating the presence/absence
of each term (bag of words), and then subjected to the same term weighting
scheme used initially. The query vector q can be converted to a new line of the
matrix V with the formula qk = qTUkΣ

−1
k . Instead, the position of the query

in the latent space is obtained with qTUΣ−1Σ = qTU (similarly to the product
V Σ for mapping documents in the transformed space). The most relevant
documents for a query are the vectors of the V Σ matrix having a high cosine
similarity with the query itself.

2Folding is the process of adding new documents to a space after its construction.
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In order to mathematically demonstrate the correlation between the query
q (currently made up only of the arbitrarily chosen term) and the class c
representing the phenomenon for which an explanation is sought, the chi-
squared (χ2) test3 can be used. In particular, we do not want to verify the lexical
correlation in the original space (where only the documents mentioning t would
be considered), but the semantic one in the transformed space. Consequently,
we do not adopt a Boolean search model, but a ranking search model (in which
the results are sorted on the basis of a coefficient). To this end, it is necessary
to set the maximum number of ranked results (i.e., semantically more similar
documents to the query) to be considered (R-precision). In establishing the
threshold we must give the query the opportunity to retrieve all the documents
it wants to represent. Consequently, R-precision is valued with the number of
documents in the class linked to the phenomenon being investigated.

So, in this case the two events correspond to the occurrences of documents
satisfying q and c, within the R-precision. Starting from the contingency tables
(Table 4.3) with the observed and estimated frequencies for the combinations
of the two events and their complementaries, the correlation can be calculated
in the following way.

ec = 0 ec = 1
eq = 0 N00 N10

eq = 1 N01 N11

ec = 0 ec = 1
eq = 0 E00 E10

eq = 1 E01 E11

Table 4.3: Contingency tables structure for chi-squared test between a query
and a class

χ2(D, q, c) =
∑

eq∈{0,1}

∑
ec∈{0,1}

(Neqec − Eeqec)
2

Eeqec

(4.2)

where:

D = corpus (repository of documents)
q = query
c = class
eq = variable indicating the presence or absence in the top-R identified by q
ec = variable indicating the presence or absence of the class in the corpus
Neqec = number of documents observed with et and ec
Eeqec = number of documents expected with et and ec

3A general and common statistical method for verifying independence between two events
under the null hypothesis, providing reliable answers for researchers [184].
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In other words, the formula estimates the difference between the observed
and expected values for q and c in D, assuming that q and c are independent.
While the number of documents observed is directly reflected in the data, the
expected frequencies are calculated as Eeqec = |D| · P (t) · P (c). For example,
E11 = |D| · ((N11 +N10)/|D|) · ((N11 +N01)/|D|).
The higher χ2, the lower the probability that the hypothesis of independence
between t and c holds. To establish whether an index value is high or low (i.e.
whether the null hypothesis is rejected or not), a threshold must be set. To do
this, the degrees of freedom must be considered, calculated as df = (i−1)(c−1).
For each degree of freedom there is a distribution table of χ2 which indicates
the confidence associated with the index value. The one for degree of freedom
equal to 1 (as in the method described here) is shown in Table 4.4. So, if
the χ2 between the chosen term and the class associated with the unusual
concentration is greater than a critical value (e.g., χ2 > 6.63 and independence
probability < 1%), the null hypothesis can be rejected. In this case, let nc be
the number documents belonging to class c in top-R and |c| the number of
instances of class c (used as R-precision), it is possible to say that the query
characterizes a number of instances related to the phenomenon being described
equal to nc/|c| · 100, with a probability corresponding to the p-value for the
calculated χ2.

p-value χ2

0.1 2.71
0.05 3.84
0.01 6.63
0.005 7.88
0.001 10.83

Table 4.4: Distribution table χ2 with 1 as degree of freedom

The effectiveness of the query can also be ascertained graphically, displaying
the distribution of the classes for the top-R retrieved documents (i.e. sorted by
decreasing semantic importance), as shown in Figure 4.11.

After having verified with a formal approach the relevance of the term
chosen for the class linked to the phenomenon for which an explanation is
sought, it is possible to proceed with the extension of the description (currently
only consisting of this first term).

The analysis therefore continues with the search for terms closest to the
query. For each term ui in U , we calculate the similarity between ui and q as
cos(uiΣ

1/2
k ,Σ

−1/2
k UT

k q). Among the terms with higher similarity, we choose one
that also has a high norm and we insert it as a second element in the query.
Like before, the chi-squared test is rerun to verify the correlation between
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Figure 4.11: Example of R-precision visualization for a query. The red dots
indicate the relevant documents, and their concentration in the first results
confirms the correlation between the query and the class.

the new query and the class of interest. To verify that the query gave results
similar to those of the previous step, we can see the number of documents in
the intersection. The process is repeated iteratively, as long as the correlation
between the query and the class does not fall below a set p-value threshold. The
query is progressively made more specific, observing the terms most relevant
to it and therefore most often associated with the phenomenon. Once the
analysis is complete, the method allows you to obtain a set of terms similar to
a sentence (e.g., “adverse weather instrument meteorological continued vfr” in
a domain linked to plane crash reports). Figure 4.12 shows an example.

Finally, some observations on visualization approaches and Language Models
- different from those adopted as examples - are reported.

• The interactive method guided by the observation of the 2D graph related
to the latent semantic space cannot be directly replicated with a visuali-
zation realized through t-SNE. In fact, this algorithm tends to produce
clusters and the distance metric commonly used with it is the Euclidean
distance. However, it is an excellent solution to bring out similarities
between the terms, to be used in conjunction with the proposed technique.
Given its ability to take into account all dimensions, in fact, it can lead
to different results and integration is of undoubted interest. In addition,
it should be noted that, despite some still prototype attempts focused on
position prediction, it is currently not possible to fold-in new documents
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Figure 4.12: Example of description construction. At each step the query is
enriched with a semantically close term, and the correlation with the class
tends to decrease.

on a t-SNE map without having to perform a new training.

• Fold-in is also possible with other Language Models, in addition to LSA.
This property in any case is precious and not obvious. With Word
Embeddings, in fact, it is possible to load a pre-trained model and use it
without having to re-train it.

Evaluation

There are several ways to evaluate the correctness of the results produ-
ced by the method in its various parts. One could interpret the description
itself and compare it with existing scientific reports or data. A more formal
approach is based on the definition of a file containing a set of gold standards
(i.e. known correlations expressed by an expert user). It can be made up of
elements having a structure of this type: x1, . . . , xn → y1, . . . , ym. For exam-
ple, smartphone, apple ↔ iphone. Consequently, each correlation generally
involves two documents (sets of terms). The effectiveness of the model can be
proven by researching the semantic similarity between these documents in the
latent semantic space and verifying that it is above a certain threshold. Again,
clusters of similar terms in the transformed space can be manually evaluated. It
is worth noting that, in the case of LSA, the use of a purely mathematical model
makes the method entirely explainable. Observations proven by statistical tests
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are directly reflected by the co-occurrences of the data (regardless of whether
the semantic similarities highlighted are also reflected in other sources).

4.3.2 Automatic knowledge extraction

This section describes a possible solution to fully automate the execution of
the presented method.

Dimensionality calibration

A fundamental point within the analysis is the choice of the number of
dimensions to work with. This concerns both the transformed space generated
by the language model and the reduction of dimensionality aimed at lightening
the computational load. Making this decision according to the domain is not
always easy, and for automation purposes it cannot be standardized for all
application cases.

Within this thesis we argue that an interesting approach is that focused
on the reuse of gold standards as training set. The idea is to iterate over the
parameters, make multiple attempts and choose the values that most bring
out the known correlations. In particular, some known facts can be used for
calibration, while the rest as tests. In addition, they can be used in k-fold cross
validation. This mechanism simulates that of back-propagation (which would be
done automatically using deep learning methods). Similarly to the evaluation
phase, it can be carried out by calculating the semantic similarity between the
pairs of documents involved in the correlations, for the various combinations
of parameters. Compared to more basic implementations (such as the choice
of the parameters returning the maximum average of the cosine similarities
obtained on the permutations of the terms belonging to known correlations),
this procedure is efficient, coherent with the analysis, and capable of overcoming
the problem related to work with only pairs of terms. This semi-supervised
approach (requiring a very small amount of information) allows the choice of
the most suitable dimensions for the modeling of terms and domain documents,
obviously also providing the opportunity to discover new correlations.

Clustering similar terms

Visual identification of term clusters directly from the 2D graph of the
latent semantic space is difficult, imprecise and time consuming. However their
extraction can be very useful in certain contexts. In LSA this corresponds to
finding semantically similar groupings of row vectors in UΣ.

To automate this process a Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA) is perfor-
med. HCA allows the discovery of relationships between data in an unsupervised
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way. The agglomerative strategy (bottom-up) puts each data point in its own
cluster, identifies the closest two clusters and combine them into one, and
repeats this step till all the data points are in a single cluster [185]. For the
purpose of the descriptive text mining method, the cosine distance (orthogonal
to the cosine similarity) is used as metric. Instead, the distance between sets
of observations can be calculated with several linkage criteria (e.g., minimum,
maximum, unweighted average, weighted average, centroid). From this point
of view, a very common criterion in libraries is Ward [186]. Many implementa-
tions of HCA require to provide data in the form of distance matrix, where the
number in the i-th row j-th column is the distance between the i-th and j-th
terms. So, a distance matrix is symmetric and its diagonal elements are zero.
Heatmap can be used to display it. Finally, the main output of this kind of
analysis is a dendrogram, which shows the hierarchical relationships between
the clusters. Figure 4.13 shows an example.

Figure 4.13: Example of heatmap and dendrogram obtained from a cosine
distance matrix

Starting with the dendrogram, term clusters can be calculated in various
ways. Some of these require the specification of a parameter. In the contexts
in which the proposed method can be applied is unlikely that the number of
clusters is known a priori. So, one possible way to automatically obtain these
groupings is to cut the hierarchy to a certain height h. A more interesting
approach is the one proposed by Suzuki et al. [187], focused on assessing the
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uncertainty of an HCA. For each cluster in HC, p-values are calculated via
multiscale bootstrap resampling. Higher is the number of bootstrap replications,
more confident is the estimation accuracy of p-values. So, the p-value of a
cluster is a quantitative value between 0 and 1, which indicates how strong it is
supported by data. In this case, the only parameter required is the minimum
p-value of the term clusters to be searched (e.g., 0.95).

HCA can also be applied to automatically obtain the clusters of terms
recognized by t-SNE, but with the Euclidean distance as a metric.

Relevant term adjacencies computation

By calculating the correlation between each pair of terms, it is possible
to build a very useful data structure for subsequent tasks (e.g., query auto-
completion) and researches. For each term, in fact, it is possible to keep track of
the top N terms related to it, in descending order and with a positive correlation
above a certain threshold. The inverse correlations between terms, in fact, are
not always significant and, depending on the specific case, it is possible to
evaluate whether to consider them or not.

The correlations can be expressed in the form of probability (p ∈ [0, 1]).
Using P-LSA as LM, these data would be immediately available. Alternatively,
there are two main ways to calculate them.

• Cosine similarity (remapped from [−1, 1] to [0, 1]).

• P-value associated with chi-squared test.
This represents a more formal and rigorous theoretical model from a
mathematical point of view. It consists in calculating the χ2 index
starting from a 2x2 contingency matrix between two terms (instead of
a term and a class). With this approach, we observe and estimate the
number of times the two terms appear together, do not appear or appear
alternately in the latent semantic space.

Starting query

Within a latent semantic space, there may be multiple areas of concentration
(with non-random distributions) linked to the documents of the class of interest,
and not necessarily just one.

When considering the automation of the method, it is therefore necessary
to identify an approach that allows repeating the analysis on multiple areas
(recognizing them through clustering) or that provides the user with the pos-
sibility of indicating the branch from which to start (through a query). The
latter mode is very interesting. In a medical domain, for example, a patient can
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initially express some personal information (such as symptoms and treatment
performed), and then see if there are terms semantically associated with them,
based on the experience of other patients. Even if the description could not be
further enriched without falling below the established p-value threshold, this
still constitutes a result (absence of correlations). As a result, even queries
located in areas of low interest are not a problem.

First term selection

If a user-specified starting query is not available, the automated version of
the method must still be able to manage the choice of the initial term.

This task can be solved by considering all the terms with norm higher than
a certain threshold, and applying the chi-squared test on them in order to
calculate their correlation with the class. The term chosen is the one with
minimum p-value and highest norm.

The risk linked to the automation of this phase is the choice of a term that is
not particularly interesting or significant. In this regard, a valid preprocessing
is fundamental.

Choice of the next term

Another aspect of the method that needs to be automated concerns the
choice of the term with which to enrich the description at each step.

This can be done by searching for the N terms semantically closest to the
current query, but in any case respecting a minimum cosine similarity threshold.
Among them, the term used to extend the query is the one with the highest
norm, capable of reaching a description with a sufficiently low p-value.

PDF report

Although the automation of the proposed descriptive text mining method
allows the subsequent realization of numerous applications (such as the know-
ledge graph learning, described in Chapter 5), having access to the intermediate
information is still very useful to understand how the method itself came to
a certain result. The automatic creation of a PDF report at the end of the
analysis can therefore constitute an added value.

4.3.3 Modularity

Another strength of the proposed method lies in its flexibility. As observable
from Figure 4.14, it consists of several modules that can be replaced according
to the specific case, without compromising the analysis in its entirety.
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• NER.
The method is not strictly related to NER and its use is optional. De-
pending on the domain, it is possible to adopt the technology that is
considered more appropriate.

• Quality preprocessing.
For example, in social contexts it may be necessary to manage slangs and
emojis, correct errors, and translate the text. Other scenarios may have
different needs.

• Analysis preprocessing.
Similarly to the previous case, it must be possible to apply specific
transformations (often based on the language). Furthermore, a different
tokenization technique could be adopted.

• Document classification.
Depending on the type of phenomenon to be described, the classification
logics can be manifold. For example, you might want to explain the
reason behind negative comments about a particular concept. In this case
the classification phase consists in the application of a opinion mining
algorithm. Furthermore, within this specific subcategory, you might want
to compare the results obtainable by multiple techniques. The method,
although requiring classes, is independent of the single classification logic.

• Language Model.
As already noted, the choice of the Language Model is crucial. The use of
one approach rather than another can always be seen as a module. This
is a great advantage for the proposed method, which therefore also allows
to compare algebraic models, with those probabilistic or based on neural
networks. From this point of view, there is a perfect 1-to-1 matching.
All have as their objective the vector modeling of terms and documents,
albeit adopting completely different solutions.

• Visualization.
The 2D visualization techniques of the latent semantic space can be
different. For example, we have seen how in LSA it is possible to select 2
dimensions starting from the observation of singular values. The use of
t-SNE in this case becomes another component to be put on and off, to
show what happens.

The combination of these modules with the setting of the various parameters
associated with them, allows to respond to the needs of many application cases.
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Figure 4.14: Proposed Descriptive Text Mining Method
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Parameters summary

After providing a complete illustration of the text mining contribution, it is
observed how the specific parameters depend in particular on the chosen LM.
As for LSA, a summary of the inputs and the main parameters that can be
considered for improving the results is reported in Table 4.5.

Parameter Description
documents The corpus of documents to analyze.

entities Optional. The data of the entities extracted from the
documents.

stopwords Optional. The stopwords to remove from the dataset.
known_terms_correlations The list of known correlated term groups.

qualityPreprocessingFun The preprocessing function to be applied to
documents in order to increase their quality.

concept
Regex for selecting only the documents
mentioning a certain concept (local analysis).
If set to "*", consider all documents (global analysis).

min_creation_date
max_creation_date

Optional. Dates for carrying out the descriptive
analysis only on documents belonging to a specific
time window.

lemmatization Indicates wheter the documents’ texts should be
lemmatized or not.

dimensionality_calibration_mode

The technique to use for dimensionality selection
(e.g., maximum average of cosine similarity between
all term permutations inside known correlations, or
cosine similarity between folded-in documents).

starting_query Optional. The document query from which start
during descriptive analysis.

classificationFun The function to apply for document classification.

min_standard_term_freq
min_entity_term_freq

The minimum value of standard / entity feature
frequency, expressed as percentage
(e.g. 0.01 ->at least 1%).

min_term_norm_threshold The minimum norm that must be possessed by
a term to be considered relevant.

min_similarity_closeness The minimum value for cosine similarity that
must be satisfied during step-by-step analysis.

n_query_neighbors The number of terms similar to the query to
research.

min_pvalue_threshold The minimum pvalue that must be satisfied by
a class description.

Table 4.5: Main parameters for the descriptive text mining method based on
LSA as LM
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4.3.4 Final Considerations

By identifying the most representative terms of a phenomenon (intended
as a distribution of a certain class, typically different from randomness), the
proposed method provides a global explanation.

Moreover, it produces a description similar to a natural language sentence
(an aspect particularly appreciated in literature).

Although the final result needs to be interpreted (requiring domain exper-
tise), the approach is very powerful and flexible, opening the door to experi-
mentation with different combinations of technologies and implementations.
The joint use of LSA with modern solutions to different NLP tasks offers still
unexplored possibilities.

The correlations between documents, terms and arbitrary queries can be
analyzed numerically for confirmation.

The main part of the solution is totally unsupervised. Known correlations
are required only if you want to automate the choice of the optimal number of
dimensions to work with, adopting an original approach focused on semantics.
In fact, the calibration phase is not essential and could for example be replaced
with the use of heuristics and with the choice of the first minimum in the
curvature. In any case, the amount of data required is minimal and inexpensive
to produce compared to that frequently needed by other solutions.





Chapter 5

A New Unsupervised Methodology
for Knowledge Graph Learning

“Our most pressing problems
require multidisciplinary solutions.”

- Jim Breyer

In recent years, knowledge graphs have gained a lot of popularity for their
ability to organize and make easily accessible the ever-increasing amount of
digital information, enabling logical reasoning above. The joint use of this
promising technology with text mining techniques opens the doors to the
automatic modeling of knowledge extracted directly from unstructured text
(combining Statistical AI with Symbolic AI). Most of the methodologies used in
state-of-the-art ontology learning are based on solutions strongly dependent on
the domain, often requiring large labeled datasets and using machine learning
models with a lack of explainability. This chapter presents an original unsuper-
vised methodology for knowledge graph learning, starting from the descriptive
text mining method already discussed.

5.1 Introduction

As mentioned in 3.7, in 2019 Gartner places knowledge graphs (KGs) among
the innovation triggers on which higher expectations lie, forecasting a peak in
5-10 years. This growth in popularity is also accompanied by the evolution
of graph neural networks, which in a few months have become a subject of
great attention in the scientific world [188]. The high availability of unstruc-
tured data on the web has made the automatic acquisition of ontologies and

89
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knowledge graphs from text an important research area. In fact, handcrafting
big knowledge representations is an extremely intensive and time consuming
process, and it is impossible for all domains. Ontology learning (OL) studies
the mechanisms and processes to transform heavy tasks like creation and main-
tenance of ontologies, into a semi or complete automatic process. Knowledge
Extraction (KE) has become key to the Semantic Web, but interest in OL is
not new (see e.g. [189], which dates back to 2001). It can be seen as a reverse
engineering task, where domain model is reconstructed from input text by
exploiting the formal structure saved in author’s mind [190] (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Ontology learning from text: a reverse engineering task
Obtained from [190]

One of the greatest challenges is therefore represented by the extraction of
entities, relationships and knowledge in general from natural language. In
many respects, the evolution of ontology learning goes hand in hand with that
of text mining, and more specifically with that of natural language processing
(NLP) [190]. This is also observable from the trends provided by Google for
these concepts (Figure 5.2). Therefore, ontology learning is a multidisciplinary
task that involves techniques of various fields. The union of Statistical AI
and Symbolic AI (aimed at combining the advantages of both) is becoming
increasingly frequent in terms of research, and represents a winning approach
for the resolution of complex problems [13].
Knowledge modeling mainly refer to descriptive text mining (and not predictive
one). In fact, in this case the objective is typically to represent knowledge that
explains a certain phenomenon (and not that estimate the likelihood of a future
outcome).

Several attempts have been made to bring some level of automation in the
process of ontology acquisition from unstructured text, adopting several techni-
ques to deal with various sub-problems. However, the proposed methodologies
often require human intervention. Moreover, they are usually based on solutions
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Figure 5.2: Interest over time for knowledge graphs, ontologies and natural
language processing. The spread of ontologies has dropped significantly over
years. In contrast, after the announcement from Google in May 2012, the
attention toward knowledge graphs is constantly growing (with a positive
correlation to the progress of the natural language processing).

Obtained with https://trends.google.com/trends/

strongly dependent on domain, or use tools that are ineffective in non-general
contexts. As already noted in Chapter 4, large labeled datasets are often
required to obtain better results. The integration of modern approaches (such
as deep neural networks) can lead to advantages but their black-box nature does
not make them particularly suitable for ontological modeling (where correctness,
comprehension and reliability are required). Work on Explainable Artificial
Intelligence (XAI) is still in a very early stage. Considering that descriptive text
mining is a topic poorly covered in literature, new explanation-based methods
and improvements in NLP techniques need to be merged into ontology learning
systems for better results and performance.

Starting from the contribute described in Chapter 4, we propose an original
methodology for unsupervised knowledge graph learning.

This methodology is highly flexible and enriches those already discussed in
literature. It requires a truly negligible quantity of information compared to
most other approaches, making it particularly suitable in contexts where there
is no labeled data available.

https://trends.google.com/trends/
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5.2 Related Work

5.2.1 Ontology Learning Techniques

OL techniques have been widely investigated for various domain purposes
and application scenarios. The whole process of ontology acquisition can be
divided into several distinct steps, forming the so-called “ontology learning layer
cake” [191] (Figure 5.3). This divide and rule vision arises from the desire to
reuse and take advantage of the work already done in text mining and NLP
fields. The process includes the extraction of terms and their synonyms from the
underlying text, the combination of them to form concepts, the identification
of taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships between the found concepts,
and finally the generation of rules. Each stage is dependent on results of the
previous stage. So, one of the motors that drive OL itself is the recognition of
patterns in the data that could originate new knowledge to further evaluation
[53]. The main problem consists in understanding the meaning of concepts and
related semantic relationships in an automated form, starting from the limited
amount of information contained in a single document (especially in a social
context such as that examined in this thesis).

Figure 5.3: Ontology Learning Layer Cake

The papers published in literature can be distinguished on the basis of how
they deal with the various stages. A great categorization has been proposed
in a recent survey [190], which recognizes the presence of three classes of
techniques: linguistic, statistical and logical. These are usable at different
levels of the ontology learning layer cake. Although several researches have
provided approaches for semi-automatic methodologies, the automatic learning
of ontologies still requires a lot of work.
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An efficient preprocessing of data using good linguistic techniques (such
as part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing and lemmatization) is often
necessary to have higher accuracy [192].

Terms and concepts are generally captured by extracting sentence-level
syntactic structures (such as noun phrases or verb phrases). More complex
terms can be detected by searching for those that contain hypernyms [193].
Others solutions are based on a subcategorization frame approach, which is
a linguistic concept that aims to recognize the words selected by another
word when it appears in a sentence [194, 195]. Seed words research is another
common linguistic technique focused on the extraction of domain-specific terms
[196, 197, 198]. Regular expression patterns (sometimes with weightings) are
also very popular [199]. Linguistic filters (based on part-of-speech patterns) can
be used to get composite terms [199]. From a statistical point of view, C/NC
value is used for multi-word terminology extraction [200, 201], and contrastive
analysis can be applied for the removal of terms not relevant to the domain (also
adopting domain relevance and domain consensus measures) [202]. Similarly,
co-occurrence analysis and latent semantic analysis can be very useful for the
extraction of concepts and the identification of implicit associations between
them [203, 204, 205]. Clustering can also be used as an unsupervised learning
approach for this sub-task [206]. Moreover, named entity recognition systems
are a great way to obtain interesting terms, and can be implemented with
linguistic grammar-based techniques or with statistical models [207].

The techniques proposed in literature for the construction of a hierarchy of
concepts use term subsumption (algorithms based on equations with conditional
probabilities) [208], formal concept analysis (where the interconnections are
focused on the attributes shared by the objects) [209] and hierarchical clustering
[210, 211, 212].

A simple class hierarchy with only “is_a” relations is not sufficient. To
understand the meaning of a class or what is a class, the definition of its
properties is also required. In the end, it is the way in which a concept relates
to other knowledge to define the meaning or semantics. Relation extraction
as a part of ontology generation and population is a challenging task, and
has been pursued for more than a decade. An approach widely used in the
ontological field for the discovery of non-taxonomic relationships is association
rule mining, an unsupervised data mining method based on finding rules to
predict the co-occurrences of elements [209, 213, 214]. There are also supervised
machine learning algorithms, requiring training examples for relation extraction
from domain text: bootstrapping methods (weekly supervised) [215], logistic
regression methods [216] etc. A simpler alternative is to use regular expressions,
patterns and rules crafted by human experts to identify relationships of various
types (e.g., synonymy, hyponymy, causality) between concepts [207, 199]. A
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pattern learning for relation extraction using FreeBase is presented in [217].
Open information extraction (OIE) systems identify the relations between
two terms by extracting and analyzing the text(s) occurring between these
terms in the corpus. They are based first on the search for potential groups of
words related to each other (using statistical approaches based on frequency
distribution, or semantic approaches focused on the WordNet path similarity
measure), and then on the extraction of text patterns [199].

The solution mainly adopted at the final stage of ontology learning layer
cake is inductive logic programming, a subfield of machine learning that uses
first-order logic to derive hypotheses based on background knowledge [218].

A summary of the techniques typically used at the various levels of the
ontology learning layer cake is shown in Table 5.1. In [190], after reviewing
140 papers, the authors observed that a hybrid approach comprising of both
linguistic and statistical techniques produces better ontologies.

TechniquesStep # Step Description Linguistics Statistical Logical

0 Pre-processing
Part of Speech Tagging
Dependency Parsing
Lemmatization

1,2,3 Term/Synonym/
Concept Extraction

Regular expressions
Syntactic Analysis
Linguistic filters
Subcategorization Frames
Seed words extraction
Named Entity Recognition

Named Entity Recognition
Term Weighting
C/NC value
Contrastive Analysis
Co-occurrence analysis
Latent Semantic Analysis
Clustering

4 Concept Hierarchy

Regular expressions
Dependency Analysis
Lexico Syntactic Pattern
WordNet-based

Term Subsumption
Formal Concept Analysis
Hierarchical Clustering

5 Relation Extraction
Regular expressions
Open Information Extraction
WordNet-based

Association Rule Mining
Bootstrapping
Logistic Regression
Open Information Extraction

6 Rules and axioms Inductive Logic
Programming

Table 5.1: Summary of Ontology Learning Techniques

It is important to be careful not to use rigid techniques that require changes
in the algorithm or data to support knowledge extraction from future concepts,
now unavailable and unknown (e.g., new medical treatments). Dictionary-based
methods lack in accuracy after several years because of the arrival of new entities
to the field. Especially in the medical domain, there is a higher necessity for
knowledge bases capable of dynamically evolving over time and with data. New
biomedical entities (such as diseases and symptoms) are frequently introducing.
In [207] it is presented an approach for the automatic update of the numerical
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probability values related to each relationship, evolving the ontology with the
arrival of new patient entries.

In conclusion, many of the available techniques are supervised (require
labeled datasets for training) and highly domain-specific (especially with regards
to patterns and dictionaries). Therefore, their applicability in other domains is
generally difficult, if not impossible. Some disregard the frequent grammatical
errors in text. The integration of the coreference resolution for the management
of pronouns can in several cases improve the results in terms of recall. A manual
inspection is often necessary to remove irrelevant concepts or relationships
between the extracted ones. In fact, determining suitable thresholds to automate
this process is difficult [199]. WordNet-based solutions have the limitation of
being able to manage only elements included in the supported synsets (sets
of cognitive synonyms consisting of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs).
Furthermore, composite terms cannot be processed using WordNet, as they are
not managed by synsets [199].

5.2.2 Ontology Learning Tools

Several tools for OL were born over time and the best known are listed
below.

• TERMINAE is a tool to facilitate the creation of domain ontologies.
Uses linguistic and knowledge engineering to extract terms, synonyms,
taxonomic and non-taxonomic relations. With regard to the state-of-the-
art, it is one of the most supervised methods in the trend of ontology
learning [219]. Although it has been updated several times, it was first
designed about 20 years ago.

• Text2Onto1 is the official successor of TextToOnto, a framework for su-
pervised ontology learning from text. Developed at the University of
Karlsruhe, it is considered an hybrid tool as it exploits both linguistic
and statistical techniques in order to extract terms and relations from
underlying corpus. Text2Onto uses GATE 4.02 for sentence detection,
tokenization, POS-tagging and application of pattern rules. It is based
on Probabilistic Ontology Model (POM), i.e. all learned objects are en-
hanced by calculated probabilities in such manner that a user can decide
whether to include this object into the ontology or not. It implements
some text mining algorithms on textual data and includes several data

1http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/1.x/Text2Onto.html
2An open source software toolkit capable of solving several text processing problems.

https://gate.ac.uk/

http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/1.x/Text2Onto.html
https://gate.ac.uk/
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processing: concept extraction (with relative term frequency, TF-IDF,
Entropy, C/NC), concept inheritance (Wordnet and its hypernym net-
work), relation extraction (lexico-syntactic patterns), equivalence (context
similarity) [220].

• OntoGen3 is an editor focused on the use of text mining and machine
learning techniques for the extraction of terms, concepts and taxonomies
[221]. Supports the visualization of concepts.

• CRCTOL is a semantic-based domain ontology learning system. It uses
statistical lexico-syntactic association rules to extracts concepts, taxo-
nomies and non-taxonomic relations. At the component level, quan-
titative evaluation by comparing with Text-To-Onto and its successor
Text2Onto has shown that CRCTOL is able to extract concepts and
semantic relations with a significantly higher level of accuracy [222].

• DBpedia Spotlight4 is a tool for automatically annotating mentions of DB-
pedia resources in text. It is available as a REST service, or downloadable
[223].

• OntoPop is an ontology population system based on LSA[224].

• FRED5 is a tool for automatically producing RDF/OWL ontologies
and linked data from text. The method is based on deep semantic
parsing. It leverages Natural Language Processing components for perfor-
ming Named Entity Resolution Coreference Resolution, and Word Sense
Disambiguation [225].

The main objective of almost all of these tools is not to automatically build
an ontology by learning on a body of texts, but help user to do it. According to
[207], dynamic ontology construction is a complicated and tedious process using
existing solutions such as Text-to-Onto and Text2Onto. These systems detect
relations using association rule mining and predefined regular expressions to
expand the ontology dynamically. As a result, they are not very flexible and it
is difficult to use them for extracting domain specific concepts. Text2Onto is
one of the most mentioned OL tools in academic documents [190], but together
with OntoGen it is frequently criticized for his great limitations [226]. FRED
stands out for its functionality, but does not provide the possibility to manage
and customize the semantics of relationships (limiting its applicability). A
comparison of other KE tools can be found in [227]. Finally, a very interesting

3http://ontogen.ijs.si/
4http://dbpedia-spotlight.github.com/demo
5http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred

http://ontogen.ijs.si/
http://dbpedia-spotlight.github.com/demo
http://wit.istc.cnr.it/stlab-tools/fred
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product is Ontotext Platform6, which provide an enrichment suite for text
mining and semantic annotation.

5.3 A new Knowledge Graph Learning Metho-
dology

In this section we propose an original methodology for the formalization of
ontologies or knowledge graphs starting from the results obtained by means of
descriptive text mining solutions. More specifically, we show how it is possible to
automatically represent the knowledge extracted with the mixture of linguistic
and statistical techniques adopted for the unsupervised method presented in
Chapter 4. So, the proposed knowledge graph learning methodology inherits
all the advantages of the previous contribution, especially in terms of flexibility
and modularity.

5.3.1 Preprocessing

This step is directly included in the descriptive text mining method. It
generally concerns NER handling, application of filters, quality preprocessing
(noise removal), lemmatization, documents classification, analysis preprocessing,
term-document matrix construction, and term weighting. However, the specific
transformations vary according to the domain, the characteristics of the data
available, and the objective of the analysis.

5.3.2 Term/Synonym/Concept extraction

After the labeling of the documents with the tags linked to the results of
the Named Entity Recognizer, the terms (word-level unigrams with a frequency
greater than a minimum threshold) are distinguished between standard and
entity ones. In the field of ontology/knowledge graph learning, the definition
of term can be compared to that of standard term in the case of descriptive
analysis. Similarly, a concept corresponds to an entity recognized by the NER
system (for which types, class and optional links to external knowledge bases
are known). Terms linked by high cosine similarities in the latent semantic
space generated through the LM can be considered synonyms. Consequently,
the latter can be identified through clustering operations.

6https://www.ontotext.com/

https://www.ontotext.com/
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5.3.3 Concept hierarchy

The adoption of a NER based on hierarchical types or the prior definition of
a hierarchy capable of extending in this sense the implementation of a certain
NER system, also respond to the need to create a taxonomy of concepts. It is
therefore possible to extract is_a relationships from the flat results provided
by a Named Entity Recognizer.

5.3.4 Relations

In addition to hierarchical relationships, it is possible to model the corre-
lations between the terms emerged with a global analysis. By making use of
rules or by training a classifier, it is also possible to extract/infer more specific
relations from correlation ones. For example, in the case of a strong correla-
tion between a medical treatment and a specialized center, the relation type
“has_correlated_term” can be replaced with “is_performed_at”. Moreover, by
launching local analyzes on specific concepts (requiring only the corresponding
regex), it is also possible to represent the membership relationships of a term
to its class descriptions.

The relationships extracted with text mining techniques are not certain, but
probabilistic. The use of cosine similarity remapped on the interval [0, 1] or of
the p-value associated with the chi-squared test relative to the term-term/term-
class correlation, allows access to this probability value (directly available in the
case of P-LSA). This methodology therefore proposes the labeling of relations
with the respective probability (as already discussed in 3.6).

5.3.5 Linked Open Data

The use of NER systems returning the references to external knowledge
bases for the tagged entities or the application of tools for the pursuit of this
purpose, enables the connection with other controlled vocabularies (e.g., DBpe-
dia, GeoNames).

In conclusion, this hybrid methodology is able to identify and properly define
a set of relevant concepts that characterize a given application domain, capturing
also the semantic relationships among them from textual data. Depending
on the design choice, this methodology can lead to an ontology (if the terms
are modeled as classes and relations as an object property) or to a knowledge
graph (if the terms are modeled as individuals and the relationships managed
with OWL2 punning7).

7Technique focused on creating an individual with the same IRI as a class.



Chapter 6

Case Study

This chapter shows the application of the contributions to a case study in the
medical field, specifically focused on the domain of rare diseases. Experiments
are conducted on unlabeled conversational posts about a rare auto-immune
disorder, called “Esophageal Achalasia”. With the collaboration of Associazione
Malati Acalasia Esofagea (AMAE) Onlus1, the main Italian association for this
disease, a descriptive analysis is applied with the aim of collecting useful infor-
mation to improve patients’ living conditions. In particular, we demonstrate
how it is possible to obtain scientific medical correlations directly from the
large set of short dialogue messages shared on social networks. Through the
discovery of statistically significant evidences from the data, we also learn a
knowledge graph in an unsupervised way (by extending the disease node on
ORDO with a patient-centered vision).

6.1 Esophageal Achalasia Overview

This section provides a brief overview of the disease, so that the results of
the analysis can then be better appreciated.

6.1.1 Disease description

Achalasia (ORPHA:930 ) is a rare disorder of the esophagus. It has an
annual incidence2 of approximately 1/200,000 to 1/59,000 and a prevalence3

1http://www.amae.it/
2A measure of the probability of occurrence of a given medical condition in a population

within a specified period of time. It conveys information about the risk of contracting the
disease, and it refers to new cases.

3The proportion of cases in the population at a given time. It indicates how widespread
the disease is.
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rate estimated to be 1/10,000 [228].
Esophageal Achalasia is characterized by impaired ability to push food

down toward the stomach (peristalsis). This problem is due to the failure of
the ring-shaped muscle at the bottom of the esophagus, the lower esophageal
sphincter (LES), to relax (Figure 6.1). In fact, the movement of food through
the tube is made possible precisely by the contraction and relaxation of the
sphincter [229]. The slow decompensation of the muscular layer causes severe
dilatation in the long term, which is a characteristic of megaesophagus.

Figure 6.1: Constant contraction of the LES in patients with Esophageal
Achalasia

Obtained from https://anatomy-medicine.com/gastroenterology/219-achalasia.html

Achalasia is a heterogeneous disease categorized into 3 distinct types based
on manometric patterns: type I (classic) with minimal contractility in the eso-
phageal body, type II with intermittent periods of panesophageal pressurization,
and type III (spastic) with premature or spastic distal esophageal contractions
[230] (Figure 6.2).

Although the precise etiology is unknown, it is often thought to be either
autoimmune, viral immune, or neurodegenerative. Some familial cases have
been reported, but the rarity of familial occurrence does not support the
hypothesis that genetic inheritance is a significant etiologic factor. Esophageal
Achalasia has been associated with viral infections and auto-antibodies against
myenteric plexus have been found, but the casual relationship remains unclear
[228].

The main symptoms of achalasia are dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing),
regurgitation of undigested food, chest pain behind the sternum, and weight
loss. Disphagia tends to become progressively worse over time and involve both

https://anatomy-medicine.com/gastroenterology/219-achalasia.html
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Figure 6.2: High-resolution manometry showing the 3 subtypes of Esophageal
Achalasia

Obtained from [230]

fluids and solids. Some people may also experience coughing when lying in a
horizontal position. The chest pain experienced, also known as cardiospasm
and non-cardiac chest pain can often be mistaken for a heart attack. It can
be extremely painful in some sufferers. Food and liquid, including saliva, are
retained in the esophagus and may be inhaled into the lungs (aspiration) [231].

Due to the similarity of symptoms, achalasia can be mistaken for more
common disorders such as gastroesphageal reflux disease (GERD), hiatus hernia,
and even psychosomatic disorders.

Specific tests for achalasia are barium swallow and esophageal manometry.
In addition, endoscopy of the esophagus, stomach, and duodenum (esophagoga-
stroduodenoscopy or EGD), with or without endoscopic ultrasound, is typically
performed to rule out the possibility of cancer [231].

Treatment is to ease the symptoms of achalasia by decreasing the outflow
resistance caused by a non-relaxing and hypertensive lower esophageal sphincter.
Current treatment modalities for achalasia are nonsurgical (pharmacotherapy,
endoscopic botulinum toxic injection, and pneumatic dilatation) or surgical
(laparoscopic heller myotomy, abbreviated LHM, and peroral endoscopic myo-
tomy, abbreviated POEM). Pharmacologic treatments provide only short-term
relief of symptoms, and are primarily reserved for patients who are waiting
for or who refused more definitive therapy or surgery. Endoscopic injection of
botulinum toxin can be used in high-risk patients or those who relapse after
myotomy. Pneumatic dilatation of the esophagus via endoscopy is the most
cost-effective nonsurgical therapy for achalasia. Is the first treatment option for
a patient in whom surgery fails. The recommended step for reducing pressure
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across the lower esophageal sphincter is surgical myotomy. This procedure will
cut the circular muscle fibers running across the lower esophageal sphincter,
leading to relaxation. LHM can potentially cause uncontrolled gastroesophageal
reflux, so it typically pairs with an anti-reflux procedure such as Nissen, the
posterior (Toupet), or the anterior (Dor) partial fundoplication. The anterior
fundoplication is the most common choice. POEM is an effective minimally
invasive alternative to laparoscopic Heller myotomy to treat achalasia at limited
centers. Dissection of the circular fibers of the LES is achieved endoscopically,
leading to relaxation of the LES; however the risk of gastroesophageal reflux is
high because it does not include an antireflux procedure. Esophagectomy is
the last resort [232].

6.1.2 Patient Organisations

In Italy there are only two patient organisations for Esophageal Achalasia
[233]:

• AMAE - Associazione Malati Acalasia Esofagea ONLUS;

• ALMA - Associazione Libera Malati Acalasia e altre malattie dell’esofago
ONLUS.

AMAE

Born over fifteen years ago at the behest of a group of patients, AMAE
has as principal statutory purposes the representation of the instances of
subjects affected by the rare pathology, the support to family caregivers, and
the construction of proactive interactions with the health professionals involved
in the care path. The actions carried out by the association are therefore aimed
at conveying a correct and usable knowledge to the community of patients and
carers, hoping to obtain a significant social impact and a real improvement in
the rare sufferer’s quality of life.

The project presented in this thesis fits perfectly with AMAE’s research
objectives. For this reason, a collaboration has immediately been reached, in
the interests of researchers, patients and their caregivers.

6.1.3 Patient Communities

The main patient communities on the Web for Esophageal Achalasia can be
found on Facebook. Although in the past ad-hoc platforms have been created
for the dialogue between rare patients, many of these have fallen into disuse,
or are sparsely frequented and poor in content compared to the most popular
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social networks. The community dedicated to Achalasia on RareConnect4, for
example, at the time of writing has only 5 members and 7 posts.

Facebook Groups, in particular, are the most popular communication
tool. Although not specifically designed for this, they benefit from one of the
largest user bases in the world, have a high margin of personalization, and are
maintained with high frequency.

There are two Italian groups dedicated to Esophageal Achalasia.

• Acalasia esofagea... I malati “rari” non sono soli...! 5

Creation Date: October 16, 2008
Number of users: ≈ 2000

• Acalasia esofagea: pazienti a confronto6

Creation Date: March 4, 2015
Number of users: ≈ 900

They are managed respectively by AMAE and ALMA.

AMAE Facebook Group

Acalasia esofagea... I malati “rari” non sono soli...! is the group with the
largest amount of data. Being the one directly handled by AMAE, it also
constitutes the source for the creation of the dataset. Thanks to its private
nature, administrators exercise control on the quality of published posts (which
need approval). This filtering operation is very valuable as it strongly limits the
presence of fake news and in general of harmful content towards other patients.
As a result, this also prevents these data from compromising the results of the
analysis. A large part of the users are patients and doctors. Many issues are
discussed within the group. People discuss the symptoms felt, their experiences,
the effectiveness of the treatment carried out, the best intervention technique,
the foods to avoid and those recommended instead, the most accredited medical
centers and doctors, drugs, exemptions, etc. Some examples of posts extracted
directly from the group are shown in Figure 6.3. The idea is to take advantage
of the large amount of data accumulated over time, offering an original research
contribution. Creating a system for the automatic extraction of knowledge
contained within posts and comments, and for the relative representation of
it, can have a strong social impact. Patient opinions are very valuable for
researchers and pharmaceutical companies, but also for doctors and patient
organizations. Furthermore, having direct access to what has been expressed
on a certain topic by all the other users is of incredible utility even for the

4https://www.rareconnect.org/en/community/achalasia
5https://www.facebook.com/groups/36705181245/
6https://www.facebook.com/groups/413624182145929/

https://www.rareconnect.org/en/community/achalasia
https://www.facebook.com/groups/36705181245/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/413624182145929/
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patient himself (who is able to obtain a targeted response in a short time,
statistically proven on a high number of documents). In the literature there
are no automated solutions to meet these needs.

Figure 6.3: Examples of posts shared by patients in Acalasia esofagea... I
malati “rari” non sono soli...!

6.2 Patient Survey
Understanding what patients want and need from rare disease research

and data sharing is important to ensure their participation and engagement
in the process, checking that these wishes and needs are embedded within
research itself [8]. In order to be able to direct the analysis towards obtaining
information as useful as possible for the community, we first chose to administer
a survey to the users registered in the group. More in detail, 282 responses
were collected on the degree of interest (released as a score in the range [0, 10])
in various research topics, distinguishing between patients (252) and caregivers
(30). The results are shown in Figure 6.4. As can be seen, many areas of
research have a high interest and these values are often similar to each other (to
justify the sufferers’ need for answers). The subjects on which patients require
more investigations are, in order, medical treatments, diagnoses, symptoms and
medical centers. The opinions expressed by the caregivers do not differ much.
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In both cases, gestation and drugs are the least voted topics. Having this data
is important for understanding what are the requirements that the analysis
must try to satisfy and what are the best technological tools to do it.
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Figure 6.4: Interest in the main research areas related to Esophageal Achalasia,
expressed by patients and caregivers

6.3 Preliminar Technical Choices

R and Python are the two most popular programming languages for data
science. From a systemic point of view, we chose to use them together, in
order to combine the strengths of both. In fact, they have advantages and
disadvantages depending on the specific task to be faced. For example, R
has a strong memory optimization and is able to manage extraordinarily well
sparse matrices with less than 1% of cells containing information (a frequent
requirement in genomics contexts). Python is popular for its speed and most
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code-side functionality due to the general-purpose nature of the language. R is
widely considered the best tool for making beautiful graphs and visualizations.
Moreover, Python is great for mathematical computation, but it doesn’t have
as many libraries as R, and there are no module replacement for the hundreds
of essential R packages. Finally, learning both of them is the ideal solution.

To combine and make the two worlds work together, we used Reticulate7

(a package which provides a comprehensive set of tools for interoperability
between Python and R). It includes facilities for translating objects, and calling
Python from R in a variety of ways (e.g., R Markdown). A Python session is
therefore embedded within a R session, offering the possibility for developers
to never leave RStudio as a development environment.

6.4 Dataset Construction

6.4.1 Posts and Comments

Most modern social systems allow some form of access to their data through
an Application Programming Interface (API), often accompanied by additional
utilities such as keyword and date filters. Automatic retrieval of posts and
comments can be achieved with the Facebook Graph API8, the primary
way to get data into and out of the Facebook platform. Although the Graph
API is HTTP-based, access to it by means of R is simplified thanks to the
RFacebook9 package. A preliminary step for the use of the functions contained
in this package is the creation of a new Facebook App (Figure 6.5). Once
the application is provisioned and configured appropriately, it is possible to
connect to it from a R session and perform authentication. A test user with
the necessary permissions has been created for the project, the most important
of which is groups_access_member_info.

The two main functions provided by RFacebook that have been used are:

• getGroup, for the acquisition of the Facebook group posts;

• getPost, for finding all the information associated with a specific post
(including the list of comments).

It is important to note that RFacebook is no longer maintained and issues
are not monitored, as indicated in the official repository10. The security updates

7https://rstudio.github.io/reticulate/
8https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/
9http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Rfacebook

10https://github.com/pablobarbera/Rfacebook

https://rstudio.github.io/reticulate/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Rfacebook
https://github.com/pablobarbera/Rfacebook
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Figure 6.5: Dashboard of a Facebook App

of the Facebook API in April 201811 made many libraries obsolete and incorrect.
For this purpose, the code of the files hosting the two previously mentioned
functions has been completely rewritten.

By carrying out the download in compliance with the threshold limits, two
CSV files were created containing respectively all the data of the posts and
first-level comments. Specifically, the data refer to 6,917 posts and 61,692
comments, published between 21/02/2009 and 05/08/2019.

6.4.2 Named Entity Recognizer

Given the high amount of data and the intention to carry out multiple
analyzes, NER is not applied on every occasion. It is therefore performed on
the original documents and its results stored on files, expanding the dataset
and providing the possibility of being able to use them when necessary.

Considering the heterogeneity and specificity of the entity types linked to
the topics of interest from the patient’s point of view, it is necessary to adopt
a NER system sufficiently flexible and expressive to allow the pursuit of the
objectives.

TextRazor12 is an excellent solution for this task. It is a technology making
use of state-of-the-art NLP and AI techniques to parse, analyze and extract
semantic metadata from textual content. In particular, TextRazor offers a
complete cloud or self-hosted text analysis infrastructure, taking advantage of
a huge knowledgebase of real-life facts to help rapidly extract the value from

11https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/
12https://www.textrazor.com/

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/
https://www.textrazor.com/
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documents. It supports 12 languages, including Italian (ensuring compatibility
with the case study). Although TextRazor’s API is able to manage different
components, for the purposes of this application case we focus only on that of
Entity Recognition. TextRazor achieves industry leading NER performance
by leveraging the knowledgebase already mentioned (extracted from various
web sources, including Wikipedia, DBPedia and Wikidata). The system uses
a matching engine to perform a quick lookup in the text, starting from a
dictionary made up of millions of different possible entities. At present (model
version: 2019-11), the known entities are 28,037,058. Consequently, it is the
most comprehensive Named Entity Recognizer to the best of our knowledge.
Furthermore, it takes into account disambiguation, thanks to a deep under-
standing of the context. It also combines a number of different signals into
a single confidence score for each entity, which ranges from 0.5 to 10 (with
10 representing the highest one). Finally, TextRazor has two fundamental
characteristics for the proposed descriptive text mining method:

• it can identify thousands of taxonomy types13 in both Freebase and
DBPedia;

• it disambiguates and links entities to canonical IDs in the linked web
(returning where possible a link to Wikipedia, the disambiguated Freebase
ID, and the disambiguated Wikidata QID).

To take full advantage of the data returned by TextRazor’s Named Entity
Recognizer, therefore, it is necessary to know the difference between DBpedia
and Wikidata. They fulfill very different tasks. DBpedia extracts structured
data from the infoboxes in Wikipedia, and publishes them in RDF and a few
other formats. Wikidata on the other hand provide a secondary database of
structured data that everyone can edit. So, instead of extracting structured
data from infoboxes, it will allow infoboxes to be created from structured data
[234].

Figure 6.6 shows an example of Entity Recognition component, with the
illustrated functionalities.

In conclusion, TextRazor’s REST API is used to complete the NER task
on the textual component of the posts and comments previously downloaded.
The results of this operation are also stored on CSV files, and concern 15,687
entities for posts and 73,095 for comments.

Thanks to Toby Crayston, founder of TextRazor, for facilitating the de-
velopment of this academic project by increasing free limits, and for showing
enthusiasm in its realization.

13https://www.textrazor.com/types

https://www.textrazor.com/types
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Figure 6.6: TextRazor’s Entity Recognition with disambiguation and linking
to other knowledgebases

Obtained from https://www.textrazor.com/

6.4.3 Dataset Structure

The original dataset is made up of 4 CSV files, for a total size of 36.9MB.
The structure of the dataset itself is shown below, describing the content and
organization of each file inside it, as well as explaining the meaning of the
various fields where necessary.

dataset
posts_ita.csv
comments_ita.csv
textrazor

textrazor_ner_posts_ita.csv
textrazor_ner_comments_ita.csv

1. posts_ita.csv
Size: 2,773 KB.
Content: posts data.
Fields: id (the Facebook post identifier), message, created_time, upda-
ted_time, type (a string indicating the object type of this post; es. status,

https://www.textrazor.com/
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photo, link), status_type (description of the type of a status update; e.g.
added_photo, shared_story), is_published, is_popular (indication of the
popularity of the post, calculated by Facebook on the basis of the exceeding
of a threshold by the set of actions carried out in terms of interaction), pla-
ce, event, link, link_name, link_caption, comments_count, likes_count,
love_count, wow_count, haha_count, sad_count, angry_count, thank-
ful_count, shares_count.
Fields used for analysis: id, message, created_time.

2. comments_ita.csv
Size: 14,053 KB.
Content: first-level comments data.
Fields: parent_post_id, id, from_id, from_name, parent, message, atta-
chment, created_time, updated_time, likes_count, comments_count.
Fields used for analysis: id, message, created_time.

3. textrazor_ner_posts_ita.csv
Size: 3,997 KB.
Content: entities extracted from posts throguh TextRazor’s API.
id (progressive identifier locally to the single post for the recognized entity),
dbpedia_types (es. Person, Food, Place, Disease), matching_tokens
(list of token positions that granted the entity recognition), entity_id
(identity identifier from the localized version of Wikipedia with respect
to the language of the document), freebase_types (Freebase types list),
confidence_score (the confidence that TextRazor is correct that this is a
valid entity, between 0.5 and 10), wiki_link (link to Wikipedia for this
entity), matched_text (original textual component that granted the reco-
gnition of the entity), relevance_score (relevance of the entity within the
text, from a minimum of 0 to a maximum of 1), entity_english_id (enti-
ty identifier in English Wikipedia), starting_pos, ending_pos, post_id,
freebase_id (entity identifier on Freebase), wikidata_id (Wikidata QID
for the entity), unit (es. Number), crunchbase_id, lei, permid, figi, sour-
ce_id, custom_entity_id (identity of the entity, if belonging to a custom
dictionary), data.entity_english_id, data.wiki_link, data.wikidata_id.
Fields used for analysis: id, matched_text, entity_id, dbpedia_types,
freebase_types, freebase_id, wikidata_id, wiki_link.

4. textrazor_ner_comments_ita.csv
Size: 17,026 KB.
Content: entities extracted from first-level comments through TextRazor’s
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API. It is structured in the same way as “textrazor_ner_posts_ita.csv”
and the attributes used for the analysis are the same.

6.5 General aspects
This section briefly illustrates some general observations related to the

application of the descriptive text mining method on the case study.

6.5.1 Text Razor NER Filtering and Mapping

As already noted, TextRazor’s Entity Recognition supports a large amount of
data types in terms of labeling. However, three problems need to be addressed.

1. Entities could be labeled with a low confidence score. So, we would like
to eliminate uncertain results.

2. Some terms may be labeled with types not of interest in the rare disease
domain (e.g., /american_football/football_player, Asteroid, Bank, Mo-
torcycle). Therefore, we would like to have the possibility to filter only
entities having a significant type for analysis purposes.

3. The types assigned by the NER system follow two distinct taxonomies
(Freebase and DBPedia). The Freebase hierarchy is much more detailed
and structured than that of DBPedia, and therefore they are not directly
comparable. Given an entity within a document, the Named Entity Reco-
gnizer is not necessarily able to associate a type of both hierarchies with
it. In other words, a recognized entity could have either Freebase types,
DBPedia types, or both. Maintaining this diversification is inconvenient
within the text mining method. We would like to map the NER tags into
a new and unified taxonomy.

Looking at the data, we saw how it is sufficient to remove the entities with
minimal confidence to reduce noise. Consequently, only recognized entities with
a confidence score greater than 0.5 are maintained. In addition, we only select
entities that have at least one type of interest for analysis.

Then we define our own list of types, which we consider suitable for the
domain and which we want to use during the analysis. Each type is associated
with the corresponding set of Freebase and DBPedia tags. This allows a
mapping from the results of TextRazor to our modeling. Specifically, each
occurrence of an original type within an entity is replaced with the unified
version, eliminating any duplicates. Table 6.1 shows the unification scheme
used within the thesis.
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Freebase Types DBPedia Types Unified Types
Beer, Vodka, Wine AlcoholicBeverage

/food/beverage,
/food/beverage_type Beverage Beverage

/food, /biology/animal Food, Animal Food
Species Species

/chemistry/phase_of_matter PhaseOfMatter
/location/it_comune
/location/citytown Settlement City

/location/it_region Region Region
/location/country Country Country
/location/statistical_region PopulatedPlace Place
/medicine/hospital Hospital Hospital
/medicine/risk_factor RiskFactor
/medicine/disease
/medicine/infectious_disease Disease Disease

/medicine/disease_cause DiseaseCause
/medicine/contraindication Contraindication
/people/cause_of_death DeathCause
/medicine/type_of_infectious_agent InfectiousAgent
/medicine/symptom Symptom
/medicine/icd_9_cm_classification Icd9Classification
/medicine/condition_prevention_factors PreventionFactor
/medicine/medical_treatment MedicalTreatment
/medicine/anatomical_structure AnatomicalStructure AnatomicalStructure
/biology/protein Biomolecule Biomolecule
/medicine/drug_class DrugClass
/medicine/drug Drug Drug
/medicine/drug_ingredient DrugIngredient
/medicine/drug_formulation DrugFormulation
/chemistry/chemical_compound
/chemistry/chemical_element ChemicalSubstance ChemicalSubstance

/medicine/biofluid Biofluid
/medicine/diagnostic_test DiagnosticTest
/medicine/medical_device MedicalDevice
/medicine/medical_specialty MedicalSpecialty

Medicine Medicine
/education/educational_institution_campus
/education/university University University

/organization/organization Organisation Organization
/education/field_of_study FieldOfStudy
/people/ethnicity EthnicGroup Ethnicity
/sports Sport Sport
/time/holiday Holiday Holiday

Table 6.1: Translation of the types associated with entities from TextRazor in
a unified version, for the domain of rare diseases
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Since an entity could be tagged with multiple unified types, it is useful to
consider the presence of a macroclass for display purposes.

6.5.2 Preprocessing

Italian language issues

Many NLP tasks are language dependent. Often the language limits the
use of certain techniques or libraries, forcing the translation or the search for
alternative solutions. So, the complexity of a single problem further increases
when considering the need to deal with it in multilingual contexts. Only in recent
years (or months sometimes) researchers have started working on extending
the linguistic support of multiple models and solutions, thus increasing their
applicability. The Italian language, which characterizes this case study, is
poorly supported by online tools (mainly designed for English).

Social messages issues

Facebook text is known for its large, unbounded lexicon in addition to other
distortions like misspellings, slangs and made up words. In social contexts, the
concepts observed by patients are often described in imprecise way. Emojis are
frequently used and can play a decisive role in interpreting the meaning of the
text. Moreover, conversational messages are typically short. Understanding
the quality characteristics of the text contained within the dataset is very
important. In particular, it must be taken into account during the preprocessing
transformations, since it could be decisive for the success of the analysis.

Quality preprocessing

To increase the quality of the data, the same pipeline defined in Section
4.3.1 was adopted, with the exception of the spelling correction and language
translation phases. The latter constitutes a particularly complex task within the
case study in question, where there are many particular terms, some vertical on
the domain and others easily ambiguous (linked to names of doctors, specialized
centers, etc.). For example, “policlinico gemelli” would be incorrectly translated
into “twins polyclinic”. Similarly, “dottor familiari” would be translated into
“family doctors”. Such a transformation would compromise the ability to
interpret the result of the descriptive analysis. After several attempts, it was
decided to limit the translation to the final sequence of terms related to the
explanation of the phenomenon.
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Analysis preprocessing

In this phase (immediately prior to the construction of the term-documents
matrix) the following transformations took place: lower casing, removal of
punctuation and numbers (with the exception of entity tags), and removal of
extra white-spaces. A special mention must be made for stopwords removal.
Given the variety of stoplists existing on the net for the Italian language, it
was decided to merge them together in order to create a list as comprehensive
as possible. In particular, those of tm, quanteda, iso14, and the translated
version of Hu and Liu have joined, together with the content of a custom
file. The lemmatization was implemented but not used during the analysis
for problems similar to those mentioned for the translation, as well as for the
expensive computational time required in this case.

Documents classification

A common need among patients is to know whether other users’ thoughts
on a certain topic are positive or negative, and why. As verified with the survey
(Section 6.2), the most common questions from this point of view concern
medical treatments. In this case, therefore, the classification corresponds to an
opinion mining task on the documents, and the description aims to explain the
reasons why patients speak well or badly of a certain concept (local analysis)
or of the disease in general (global analysis). As stated in [142], “knowing that
some documents have positive or negative opinions but not about what, is of
limited use”.

To estimate the opinion score associated with each document, we made use
of a very simple algorithm based on opinion words count. Opinion words
are words known for their semantic expression of polarity, commonly used
to communicate positive or negative sentiments [142]. For example, “good”,
“excellent” and “amazing” are positive opinion words, and “bad”, “poor”, “terrible”
are negative opinion words. In particular, we used the opinion lexicon (i.e.,
list of opinion words) published by Hu and Liu15 (containing 6800 positive
and negative words), appropriately translated into Italian to cope with the
mismatch of the language. The specificity of the case study also made it
appropriate to insert additional opinion words (both positive and negative).

# Adds some other specific opinion words
# to positive and negative lists
pos.words = c(hu.liu.pos, 'rinata', 'ripresa', 'scende',

'scendere', 'commosso', 'commossa', 'sorpreso', 'record',

14https://github.com/stopwords-iso/stopwords-iso
15https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon

https://github.com/stopwords-iso/stopwords-iso
https://www.cs.uic.edu/~liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html#lexicon
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'dimessa', 'dimesso', 'buon', 'buon segno', 'buona',
'giovamento', ...)

neg.words = c(hu.liu.neg, 'recidiva', 'reflusso', 'patema',
'bruciore', 'collaterale', 'spiazzante', 'acido',
'sofferenza', 'tosse', 'singhiozzo', 'rigurgito', 'blocco',
'fastidio', ...)

The score associated with each post and comment is therefore obtained by
making the difference between the number of positive matches and the number
of negative ones, as indicated by the following formula.

score(d) = nMathces(d, pos_words)− nMatches(d, neg_words) (6.1)

Figure 6.7 gives a practical example related to the assignment of the opinion
score.

(a) Message with positive score

(b) Message with negative score

Figure 6.7: Examples of posts and opinion score assignment based on opinion
words
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Term Weighting

To highlight the importance of each term within the term-document matrix,
it was decided not to adopt the classic tf-idf as weigthing scheme. In fact, a
variation has been used (making use of entropy, as defined by Shannon) in
the non-local part of the formula. Although apparently similar to idf, entropy
leads to better results.

As stated in [235, 236], “entropy global weighting is generally superior to
normalized weighting, and both are better than the inverse document frequency
function. The choice of the global weighting function affects the correlations
more than any other characteristic. The use of idf global weighting produces
correlations with human pairwise judgments that are uniformly worse than those
achieved using entropy.”

tdmle <- lw_logtf(tdm) * (1 - entropy(tdm))

In our case we combine two factors:

• the term frequency log (i.e., occurrence log + 1);

• a factor inverse to the entropy of the term: high (i.e., close to 1) if the
term appears in many documents and therefore is not very informative.

6.6 R packages and Python libraries
Below are the main R packages and Python libraries used for the implemen-

tation of the proposed text mining method (Table 6.2 and 6.3).

R package Use within the project
reticulate R and Python integration

plyr
dplyr

Tools for efficiently manipulating datasets

stringr Tools for string manipulation
(e.g., replacement of occurrences of a matched pattern)

qdap Multiple slang substitution
purrr Functional programming toolkit

ggplot2 Plotting charts
ggpubr Multiple charts combining
doBy Data frame sorting

tm Text Mining utilities
(e.g., content transformation, common feature selection)

quanteda Quantitative text analysis
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koRpus Wraps third party products, like TreeTagger
for lemmatization and POS tagging

lsa LSA analysis
Rtsne t-SNE

arrangements Iteration on permutations of list items
lubridate Date filtering

proxy Similarity / dissimilarity measures for ’dist()’
dendextend Dendrogram editing
pvclust Hierarchical clustering eith bootstrapped p-values
reshape2 Correlation matrix reshaping and heatmap creation
tinytex LaTex installation
Rserve Accessing R from Java

Table 6.2: Main R packages used for the implementation

Python library Use within the project
langdetect Language detection
collections Most common item detection

treetaggerwrapper Lemmatization
symspellpy Spelling correction
textblob Language translation

re Regex handling

Table 6.3: Main Python libraries used for the implementation
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6.7 Experiments
This section presents the results obtained through the application of the

proposed Text Mining method on social data shared within the Facebook group
Acalasia esofagea... I malati “rari” non sono soli...!.

It shows the extraction of knowledge through a global analysis (i.e., conside-
ring all posts and comments as a whole). The output of each step is examined
and commented. The scientifically known correlations are thus researched
within the latent semantic space to ascertain the effectiveness of the method.

6.7.1 Global Analysis

The R command to launch the analysis is as follows.

analysis_res <- automaticOpinionMiningLSA(
documents = amae_data,
entities = amae_ner_data,
concept = list(

concept_name = "all",
concept_regex = "*"),

min_creation_date = as.Date("2009-01-01"),
max_creation_date = as.Date("2019-12-31"),
lemmatization = FALSE,
knee_point_calibration_mode = "lsa",
known_terms_correlations = gold_standard_partition,
starting_pos_query = NULL,
starting_neg_query = NULL,
qualityPreprocessingFun =

function(texts) { return(cleanAndTranslate(texts)) },
stoplist = complete_stopwords,
opinionMiningFun = function(texts) { return(

score.sentiment(
texts,
achalasia.pos.words,
achalasia.neg.words,
F, .progress = 'text')) },

pos_opinion_min = 2,
neg_opinion_max = -2,
min_standard_term_freq = 0.001,
min_entity_term_freq = 0.001,
n_most_freq_terms = 20,
n_concept_neighbors = 40,
norm_threshold = 0.8,
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min_similarity_closeness = 0.9,
semantically_closest_terms_n = 10,
min_pvalue_threshold = 0.005)

As can be seen, there are no concept filters and the time range covers that
of all data.

Number and distribution of documents
The total number of documents, considering the union of posts and comments,
is 67,653. Their distribution over years is represented in Figure 6.8. The usage
of the group has increased over time, reaching a peak in 2014. The number of
shared posts and comments has then decreased again and has remained stable
since 2016.

Figure 6.8: Global documents distribution over years

NER results before and after reconciliation
The total number of entities recognized by TextRazor’s Entity Recognition
in all documents is 41,958 (2,605 excluding duplicates). After the stages of
reconciliation (the result of which is shown in Figure 6.9) and labeling of the
text, the number of recognized and labeled entities is raised to 199,934.
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Figure 6.9: Example of entities data after reconciliation. For each entity there is the identifier corresponding to the
local language, the list of unified types, the macro class, the Wikidata identifier, the link to Wikipedia, and the set of
matched text that allowed recognition.
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Documents classification
With the completion of the opinion mining task they are obtained 11,760
positive documents (score > 2) and 4,573 negative documents (score < −2),
72% and 28% respectively. The distribution of the opinions expressed in the
documents, for each year, are shown in Figure 6.10. It can be observed that
recently the positive posts have decreased significantly in proportion.
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Figure 6.10: Global opinion distribution over years

Feature Selection
By applying the filter on the minimum frequency of terms (0.001), we obtain a
document-term matrix made up of 1321 standard terms and only 192 entity
terms.

Word Clouds
Frequency analysis, despite its simplicity, highlights several aspects of interest.

Figure 6.11 indicates how users frequently talk about treatments and dia-
gnostic tests. From this point of view, manometry proves to be among the most
discussed. In terms of treatments, pneumatic dilation has a higher number
of occurrences than actual surgical interventions such as POEM and Heller
Dor (despite the fact that the most cited doctor is Constantini, from Padua).
Water, in its important role for the descent of food, is confirmed among the
most mentioned terms.

Figure 6.12 is also interesting. The topic of treatments, requested by
patients, is once again further confirmed in terms of importance on the data.
Many more words with negative connotations appear from entities (such as pain,
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Figure 6.11: Word Cloud formed by standard terms (global analysis).

fear and gastroesophageal reflux). Padua (main reference center for Heller-Dor)
is significantly more widespread than Rome (main reference center for POEM).

Figure 6.12: Word Cloud formed by entity terms (global analysis)

Figure 6.13 shows the Word Cloud given by the union of the two just
analyzed (i.e., taking into account both standard and entities terms).
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Figure 6.13: Word Cloud made up of both standard and entity terms (global
analysis)

From Figure 6.14 it emerges that pain related to the disease is the most
recurring term in documents labeled with a negative opinion class. The other
symptoms of achalasia, such as regurgitation, reflux, chest pain, cough, muscle
spasms, hiccups, headache and nausea (accompanied by stress, anxiety and fear)
also find ample space. The ability to isolate such a large number of symptoms
with frequency counting is undoubtedly relevant (without considering precision,
observing the overall results). The most frequent terms in positive documents
largely refer to messages of good wishes for a speedy recovery. Even in this case,
however, Padua appears with higher frequency than Rome. This information
also confirms how much the opinion mining classification based on word lexicon,
although based on exact lexical matching and not capable of handling negations
and propagations, can still lead to satisfactory results.

LSA Execution

Within the experiment we chose to use LSA as Language Model. For timing
reasons, the calibration by Gold Standards was adopted only for the choice of
the knee point (and not also for the determination of the number of dimensions
k inside the new space). Consequently, the heuristic released within the lsa
package was used to choose k, applying some modifications with repeated tests
aimed at identifying a suitable value for the analysis.
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Figure 6.14: Word Cloud of comparison between the terms present in positive
and negative documents (global analysis)

We used k = 100.
Automatic calibration selects 5 as the minimum capable of capturing the
best known correlations expressed within the Gold Standards, similarly to an
interactive approach (Figure 6.15). 2D visualizations are reported in Figures
6.16 and 6.17.
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Figure 6.15: Curvature function for global analysis
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Figure 6.16: Global Analysis, LSA on dimensions 2 & 3
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As can be seen from the two-dimensional graphic representation, within the
latent semantic space two areas of concentration can be recognized, distinct for
the positive (right) and negative (left) classes of opinion. Continuing with the
automatic analysis, we can see how the terms characterizing the negative area
concern the difficulty in descending the food and the consequent retrosternal
pains. Conversely, those who most identify the positive concentration refer to
the doctors of Padua and Rome with their respective intervention techniques.

6.8 Knowledge Graph Construction
For the realization of the knowledge graph we have chosen to work with

Protégé16 and Apache Jena17. Through the latter framework, it was possible
to connect to the R session with the aim to submit the commands necessary to
launch the analysis (both globally and locally). Communication between Java
and R was made possible by RServe18. It acts as a socket server (TCP/IP or
local sockets) which allows binary requests to be sent to R.

Figure 6.18: From Apache Jena to Protégé through RServe

16https://protege.stanford.edu/
17https://jena.apache.org/
18https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Rserve/index.html

https://protege.stanford.edu/
https://jena.apache.org/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Rserve/index.html




Conclusions and Future Challenges

6.9 Discussion and Conclusions

This thesis has presented two main contributions, respectively in the research
areas of Text Mining and Semantic Web. In the first one, we have proposed
a novel unsupervised method of descriptive analysis. By modeling terms and
documents together in a latent semantic space, we have shown how it is possible
to automatically generate textual explanations for a phenomenon of interest,
starting from unlabeled data and accompanying the results with accurate
probabilistic information. Secondly, we dealt with the problem linked to the
representation of knowledge extracted with the first contribution, demonstrating
how the flexibility and modularity of the latter can be exploited to define a
knowledge graph learning methodology.

We demonstrated the effectiveness of the work through a case study in
the medical field, specifically focused on Esophageal Achalasia. We conducted
experiments on short conversational posts mainly shared by patients and
caregivers, using LSA as Language Model. Through the discovery of statistically
significant evidences, the analyzes have allowed the identification of scientific
medical correlations directly from the patient’s posts. Finally, it was possible to
create a knowledge graph, extending the disease node on ORDO and adopting
a patient-centered vision.

As future works, we plan to apply the descriptive text mining method to
Language Models based on neural networks (comparing the results with the
current ones). Moreover, we are going to develop a Shiny19 application to make
available the work done. We also intend to extend the work on the ontological
part, introducing tags towards HPO and HOOP. Research and experiments
on the application of contributions to subword tokenization (and not at word
level) could also significantly improve the ability to highlight the presence
of latent semantic relationships between data. Finally, the thesis also lends
itself to an extension towards BigData technologies, with the aim not only of
creating a knowledge graph automatically, but also of maintaining and evolving

19https://shiny.rstudio.com/
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it dynamically over time.

6.10 Open Challenges and Future Potential
It is also observed that the issue of explainability treated in this thesis is

extremely topical. The trend of research towards “breaking the black box” has
also recently been expressed by Yoav Goldberg (Figure 6.19). He points out
that, in the evolution of NLP, solutions have moved from rule-based systems
(patterns) to models of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL), with
a loss of transparency and with a substantial increase in labeled data required.
In the next few years the goal is to have tools that do not require users to be
experts in linguistics or automatic learning. One way to achieve this is to work
on returning to rule-based systems, this time aided by ML / DL with the hope
of obtaining models that are again transparent, understandable, debuggable,
easy to control, fast and requiring little labeled data.

Figure 6.19: The importance of understanding what deep learning models are
doing

Obtained from “The missing elements in NLP (spaCy IRL), Yoav Goldberg, July 2019”
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Code examples

A.1 Latent Semantic Analysis Utils

#' Performs a normalization (to unit vector conversion) of each
#' row of a dataframe
#'
#' @param x The dataframe with unnormalized vectors as rows
#' @return The dataframe with normalized vectors
normRows <- function(x) x / apply(x, 1, norm, "2")

#' Calculates the cosine similarities between a vector and
#' each row of a matrix
#'
#' @param x The matrix
#' @param q The vector
#' @return The vector with the cosine similarities
cosines <- function(x, q) apply(x, 1, cosine, as.vector(q))

#' Gets the highest n values of a vector
#'
#' @param x The vector
#' @param n The number of top item to consider
#' @return The top n items inside x
top <- function(x, n) order(x, decreasing = TRUE)[1:n]

#' Gets the terms in the latent space with a norm higher
#' than a threshold
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#'
#' @param tls_coordinates The coordinates of the terms in the
#' latent space
#' @param tls_names The names of the terms (textual representation)
#' @param norm_threshold The minimum norm for a relevant term
#' @return A complete dataframe with term-norm pairs (tls_norms)
#' and another one with the highest norm terms (tls_high_norms)
searchHighNormTerms <- function(tls_coordinates, tls_names,

norm_threshold) {

# Calculates the norm of the terms in the latent space
tls_norms <- apply(tls_coordinates, 1, norm, "2")
tls_norms <- data.frame(

term = tls_names,
norm = tls_norms,
row.names = NULL)

# Sorts decreasingly terms in the selected dimensions
# of the latent space by their norm
tls_norms <- orderBy(~-norm, tls_norms)

# Filters only the terms with a sufficiently high norm
tls_high_norms <- tls_norms %>% filter(norm > norm_threshold)

list(tls_norms = tls_norms, tls_high_norms = tls_high_norms)

}

#' Performs all the preliminary operations for the calculation
#' of the similarity between a query and the terms in the
#' latent space
#'
#' @param q The query
#' @param tdm The term document matrix
#' @param lsa The components of the latent semantic space after SVD
#' @return
#' - The original string query (q)
#' - The binary query document in the latent space (bin_q)
#' - The query document after tf-idf entropy weighting (w_q)
#' - The query document in the latent space (ls_q)
#' and its normalization (lsn_q)
#' - The query document equivalent to a V matrix row (dk)
#' - The V * Sigma^1/2 element for semantic similarity calculation
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#' between query and terms (dksrs)
makeQuery <- function(q, tdm, lsa) {

# Creates the query vector (binary vector)
bin_q <- lsa::query(q, rownames(tdm))

# The query is like a new document to add to the latent space
# So it applies all the transformations made to those already
# inside (term weighting) in order to fold it into the LSA space
w_q <- lw_logtf(bin_q) * (1 - entropy(tdm))

# Calculates the position of the query in the latent space
# (V * Sigma)
ls_q <- t(w_q) %*% lsa$tk

# Calculates the normalized query vector in latent space
# for visualization purposes
lsn_q <- normRows(ls_q)

# Transforms the query vector in a new document (row of V matrix)
# q_k = q^T * U_k * Sigma_k^-1
dk <- ls_q %*% diag(lsa$sk ^ -1)

# The similarity between a query and a terms is calculated as
# cosine(V * Sigma^1/2, U * Sigma^1/2) =
# cosine(dk %*% diag(sqrt(lsa$sk), lsa$tk %*% diag(sqrt(lsar$sk)))
# dksrs is so one of the two necessary elements for similarity
# calculation
dksrs <- dk %*% diag(sqrt(lsa$sk))

# Returns a named list with the results
list(

q = q, bin_q = bin_q, w_q = w_q,
ls_q = ls_q, lsn_q = lsn_q,
dk = dk, dksrs = dksrs)

}

#' Calculates the correlation between a query and a class
#' inside a latent space, using chi-squared test
#'
#' @param q The query to consider for correlation calculation
#' @param tdm The term document matrix
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#' @param lsa The components of the latent semantic space after SVD
#' @param dls The documents' positions in the latent space
#' @param lsa_dimensions The LSA dimensions to use for the computation
#' @param class The class to consider for correlation
#' @param classes The classes related to each document of the entire
#' dataset
#' @return The chi-squared result for the correlation between
#' q and class, and the query object.
calculateQueryClassCorrelationLSA <- function(q, tdm, lsa, dls,

lsa_dimensions, class, classes) {

# Converts the query as a document in the LSA space (query document)
qd <- makeQuery(q, tdm, lsa)

# Calculates the number of occurrences of the target class
# between all classes. It fixes the maximum number of results
# returned from the ranking-based semantic search model (R precision)
class_count <- sum(classes == class)

# Verifies objectively if there is a semantic correlation between
# the query and the class. In the latent space, the documents
# considered could also not contain the terms inside the query
# but terms semantically related to them

# Builds the contingency table
q.vs.class <- table(

1:nrow(dls) %in%
top(cosines(

dls[, lsa_dimensions],
qd$ls_q[lsa_dimensions]),

class_count),
classes == "Positive")

dimnames(q.vs.class) <- list(
q = c("No", "Si"), class = c("No", "Si"))

print(as.character(q))
print(q.vs.class)

# Performs a chi-squared test between the query and the class
chisqtest <- chisq.test(q.vs.class, correct = FALSE)
cat('Expected: ', chisqtest$expected, "\n")
cat('Observed: ', chisqtest$observed, "\n")

list(chisqtest = chisqtest, query = qd)
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}

#' Performs a descriptive analysis for a certain opinion class
#' in LSA space.
#'
#' @param starting_query Optional. The query document from which
#' start the analysis
#' @param opinion_class The opinion class for which build a
#' description
#' @param opinion_class_count The number of documents with the
#' opinion class to analyze
#' @param opinion_classes The opinion class of each document
#' @param docs_ids The identifier of each document
#' @param tls_norms The norm of each term in the latent space
#' @param tls_high_norms Terms with sufficiently high norm in the
#' latent space
#' @param lsa The components of the latent semantic space after SVD
#' @param lsa_dimensions The LSA dimensions to consider during the
#' analysis
#' @param dls The documents' positions in the latent space
#' (used for computation)
#' @param dlsn The documents' normalized positions in the latent space
#' (used for 2D representation)
#' @param tlsn The terms' normalized positions in the latent space
#' (used for 2D representation)
#' @param tksrs The U * Sigma^1/2 element for semantic similarity
#' calculation between query and terms
#' @param min_similarity_closeness The minimum value for cosine
#' similarity that must be satisfied during step-by-step analysis
#' @param semantically_closest_terms_n The number of semantically
#' closest terms to consider during step-by-step analysis
#' @param min_pvalue_threshold The minimum pvalue that must be
#' satisfied by a class description
#' @return The list with the results of the descriptive analysis:
#' - The description for the opinion class in original language (cd)
#' and in english (cd_en)
#' - The p-value score related to the opinion class description
#' (pvalue)
#' - The position of the opinion class description document in the
#' latent space (ls)
#' - The normalized position of the opinion class description document
#' in the latent space (lsn)
descriptiveAnalysisLSA <- function(
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starting_query = NULL,
opinion_class, opinion_class_count,
opinion_classes,
docs_ids,
tls_norms, tls_high_norms,
tdm,
lsa, lsa_dimensions,
dls, dlsn, tlsn,
tksrs,
min_similarity_closeness,
semantically_closest_terms_n,
min_pvalue_threshold) {

if (is.null(starting_query)) {

# The starting query document is not specified...

# For each term with an hign norm, performs a chi-squared test
# in order to verify the correlation (low p-value) between
# them and the opinion class
tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class <- lapply(

tls_high_norms$term,
function(x) calculateQueryClassCorrelationLSA(

x, tdm, lsa, dls, lsa_dimensions,
opinion_class, opinion_classes))

tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class <- data.frame(
term = tls_high_norms$term,
norm = tls_high_norms$norm,
pvalue = unlist(

lapply(
lapply(

tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class,
`[[`, "chisqtest"),

`[[`, "p.value"),
use.names = FALSE),

# The I marker allows the creation of a dataframe without
# a new column for each coordinate but with only one
# vector column
ls = I(lapply(

lapply(tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class, `[[`, "query"),
`[[`, "ls_q")),

lsn = I(lapply(
lapply(tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class, `[[`, "query"),
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`[[`, "lsn_q")),
dksrs = I(lapply(

lapply(tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class, `[[`, "query"),
`[[`, "dksrs"))

)

# Orders high norm terms from those most correlated
# with the opinion_class to those less correlated
tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class <- orderBy(

~pvalue, tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class)

# Selects the high norm term with the lowest pvalue
# as the starting one
top_pvalue_term <- head(tls_high_norms_chisqtest_class, 1)
top_pvalue_term <- list(

text = as.character(top_pvalue_term$term[[1]]),
pvalue = top_pvalue_term$pvalue[[1]],
ls = top_pvalue_term$ls[[1]],
lsn = top_pvalue_term$lsn[[1]],
dksrs = top_pvalue_term$dksrs[[1]]

)

# Initializes opinion_class description query data
# with top pvalue term data
oc_description_query <- top_pvalue_term

} else {

# The starting query document is already specified...

# Calculates the correlation between
# the starting query document and the opinion class
sq_chisqtest_opinion_class <- calculateQueryClassCorrelationLSA(

starting_query, tdm, lsa, dls, lsa_dimensions,
opinion_class, opinion_classes)

sq <- list(
text = starting_query,
pvalue = (sq_chisqtest_opinion_class[["chisqtest"]])[["p.value"]],
ls = (sq_chisqtest_opinion_class[["query"]])[["ls_q"]],
lsn = (sq_chisqtest_opinion_class[["query"]])[["lsn_q"]],
dksrs = (sq_chisqtest_opinion_class[["query"]])[["dksrs"]]

)

# Initializes the opinion_class description query
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oc_description_query <- sq

}

analysis_finished <- FALSE
while (!analysis_finished) {

# Checks how opinion classes are distributed in the
# semantic search result compared to the current
# opinion_class description, showing a graphical
# distribution
nearest <- sort(

cosines(
dls[, lsa_dimensions],
oc_description_query$ls[lsa_dimensions]),

decreasing = T)
damcols2 <- rep("black", length(docs_ids))
damcols2[opinion_classes == opinion_class] <- "red"
plot(1:opinion_class_count, nearest[1:opinion_class_count],

pch = 20, cex = 0.7,
col = damcols2[match(names(nearest), docs_ids)])

# Removes from U * Sigma^1/2 the previously selected terms
# for opinion_class description in order to not select
# them again
tksrs_ncd <- tksrs[!(rownames(tksrs) %in%

unlist(base::strsplit(oc_description_query$text, " "))), ]

# Calculates the semantic similarity between the query and
# the terms, and order them
# cosine(V * Sigma^1/2, U * Sigma^1/2)
# cosine between -1 and 1 because the vector space also
# includes the negative quadrants
closeness_terms_ranking <- sort(

cosines(tksrs_ncd[, lsa_dimensions],
oc_description_query$dksrs[lsa_dimensions]),

decreasing = TRUE)

# Selects the N semantically nearest terms that satisfy
#a minimum closeness threshold
nearest_terms <- names(

head(
closeness_terms_ranking[closeness_terms_ranking >

min_similarity_closeness],
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semantically_closest_terms_n))

# Sorts the nearest terms by norm length descending order
nearest_terms_norms <- dplyr::filter(

tls_norms,
term %in% nearest_terms)

nearest_terms_norm_ranking <- orderBy(~-norm, nearest_terms_norms)

# Navigates the nearest terms from the one with the highest norm
# to the one with the lowest norm. The first met term with a
# sufficient low pvalue is used for the query extension
# representing the opinion class description
new_term_chisqtest <- NULL
i <- 1
while (is.null(new_term_chisqtest) && i <= length(nearest_terms)) {

# Creates the new query temp (opinion_class description)
new_pos_description <- paste(

oc_description_query$text, as.character(nearest_terms[[i]]))

# Calculates the correlation between the new opinion class
# description and the opinion class
near_term_chisqtest <- calculateQueryClassCorrelationLSA(

new_pos_description, tdm, lsa, dls, lsa_dimensions,
opinion_class, opinion_classes)

# Gets the pvalue of the chisquared test
near_term_pvalue <-

(near_term_chisqtest[["chisqtest"]])[["p.value"]]

# Checks if the pvalue is low enough
if (near_term_pvalue < min_pvalue_threshold) {

new_term_chisqtest <- near_term_chisqtest
}

# Goes to the next nearest term with a lower norm
i <- i + 1

}

if (is.null(new_term_chisqtest)) {
# If no one of the nearest terms (independently by their norm)
# has a pvalue low enough, stops the descriptive analysis
# (opinion class description completed)
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analysis_finished <- TRUE
} else {

# Updates opinion class data with the selected term
oc_description_query <- list(

text = (new_term_chisqtest[["query"]])[["q"]],
pvalue = (new_term_chisqtest[["chisqtest"]])[["p.value"]],
ls = (new_term_chisqtest[["query"]])[["ls_q"]],
lsn = (new_term_chisqtest[["query"]])[["lsn_q"]],
dksrs = (new_term_chisqtest[["query"]])[["dksrs"]]

)

}

}

list(
cd = oc_description_query$text,
cd_en = translate(oc_description_query$text, "en"),
cd_en = oc_description_query$text,
pvalue = oc_description_query$pvalue,
ls = oc_description_query$ls,
lsn = oc_description_query$lsn)

}
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Gold Standards Sample

Thanks to Dr. Cristina Lanni (University of Pavia) for the collaboration
in the realization of the Gold Standards with references, where possible, to
scientific publications.

B.1 Disease - Place

1. acalasia ↔ padova
Costantini M, Salvador R, Capovilla G, Vallese L, Costantini A, Nicoletti
L, Briscolini D, Valmasoni M, Merigliano S. A Thousand and One
Laparoscopic Heller Myotomies for Esophageal Achalasia: a 25-Year
Experience at a Single Tertiary Center. J Gastrointest Surg. 2019
Jan;23(1):23-35. doi: 10.1007/s11605-018-3956-x. Epub 2018 Sep 20.

2. acalasia ↔ roma
Familiari P, Gigante G, Marchese M, Boskoski I, Tringali A, Perri V,
Costamagna G. Peroral Endoscopic Myotomy for Esophageal Achalasia:
Outcomes of the First 100 Patients With Short-term Follow-up. Ann
Surg. 2016 Jan;263(1):82-7. doi: 10.1097/SLA.0000000000000992.

3. acalasia ↔ brescia

4. acalasia ↔ rozzano, milano

5. acalasia ↔ abano_terme

6. acalasia ↔ pisa

7. acalasia ↔ napoli

8. acalasia ↔ bologna

141
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B.2 Disease - Symptom
1. acalasia ↔ disfagia

Clavé P, Shaker R. Dysphagia: current reality and scope of the pro-
blem. Nat Rev Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2015 May;12(5):259-70. doi:
10.1038/nrgastro.2015.49.

2. acalasia ↔ disfagia, solidi

3. acalasia ↔ disfagia, liquidi

4. acalasia ↔ disfagia, notte

5. acalasia ↔ tosse

6. acalasia ↔ infezioni

7. acalasia ↔ calo, peso

8. acalasia ↔ angina, esofagea

9. acalasia ↔ dolore, retrosternale, torace

10. acalasia ↔ singhiozzo

11. acalasia ↔ eruttazione

12. acalasia ↔ rigurgito

13. acalasia ↔ vomito

14. acalasia ↔ blocco, bolo

15. acalasia ↔ peristalsi

16. acalasia ↔ anemia

17. acalasia ↔ alitosi

18. acalasia ↔ debolezza

19. acalasia ↔ inappetenza

20. acalasia ↔ fitte

B.3 Disease - Doctor
1. acalasia ↔ peracchia

http://amsdottorato.unibo.it/8502/1/Tassi_Valentina_tesi.pd
f

2. acalasia ↔ fumagalli
https://www.humanitas.it/news/14253-in-humanitas-un-equipe
-dedicata-contro-le-malattie-di-esofago-e-stomaco

http://amsdottorato.unibo.it/8502/1/Tassi_Valentina_tesi.pdf
http://amsdottorato.unibo.it/8502/1/Tassi_Valentina_tesi.pdf
https://www.humanitas.it/news/14253-in-humanitas-un-equipe-dedicata-contro-le-malattie-di-esofago-e-stomaco
https://www.humanitas.it/news/14253-in-humanitas-un-equipe-dedicata-contro-le-malattie-di-esofago-e-stomaco
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3. acalasia ↔ merigliano
http://www.singem.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Programma-_-
Miotomia-Padova-2017.pdf

4. acalasia ↔ penagini
https://work.unimi.it/chiedove/cv/roberto_penagini.pdf

5. acalasia ↔ bonavina
http://www.spec-chir.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/BONAVINA
-CV.pdf

6. acalasia ↔ santi
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/79618984.pdf

7. acalasia ↔ savarino
https://en.didattica.unipd.it/off/docente/DA2C61BE134B0CD1
8B9D936D750F1023

8. acalasia ↔ sarnelli

9. acalasia ↔ ancona
https://www.ermannoancona.eu/patologie/acalasia/

10. acalasia ↔ zaninotto

11. acalasia ↔ salvador

12. acalasia ↔ costantini

13. acalasia ↔ repici

14. acalasia ↔ costamagna

15. acalasia ↔ rosati
https://www.humanitasalute.it/prima-pagina-ed-eventi/63936
-acalasia-al-via-uno-studio-multicentrico/

16. acalasia ↔ capizzi
http://556662.rivera2019.com/195213-AKWUCJTESK-Acalasia-eso
fagea-Criticita-Daniele-Capizzi-Francesco-Domenico-Capizzi/

17. acalasia ↔ mattioli https://sandromattioli.it/Patologie/Acal
asia

B.4 SpecializedCenter - Doctor
1. humanitas, milano, rozzano ↔ peracchia

2. humanitas, milano, rozzano ↔ fumagalli

3. brescia ↔ fumagalli

http://www.singem.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Programma-_-Miotomia-Padova-2017.pdf
http://www.singem.it/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/Programma-_-Miotomia-Padova-2017.pdf
https://work.unimi.it/chiedove/cv/roberto_penagini.pdf
http://www.spec-chir.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/BONAVINA-CV.pdf
http://www.spec-chir.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/BONAVINA-CV.pdf
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/79618984.pdf
https://en.didattica.unipd.it/off/docente/DA2C61BE134B0CD18B9D936D750F1023
https://en.didattica.unipd.it/off/docente/DA2C61BE134B0CD18B9D936D750F1023
https://www.ermannoancona.eu/patologie/acalasia/
https://www.humanitasalute.it/prima-pagina-ed-eventi/63936-acalasia-al-via-uno-studio-multicentrico/
https://www.humanitasalute.it/prima-pagina-ed-eventi/63936-acalasia-al-via-uno-studio-multicentrico/
http://556662.rivera2019.com/195213-AKWUCJTESK-Acalasia-esofagea-Criticita-Daniele-Capizzi-Francesco-Domenico-Capizzi/
http://556662.rivera2019.com/195213-AKWUCJTESK-Acalasia-esofagea-Criticita-Daniele-Capizzi-Francesco-Domenico-Capizzi/
https://sandromattioli.it/Patologie/Acalasia
https://sandromattioli.it/Patologie/Acalasia
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4. padova ↔ ancona

5. padova ↔ merigliano

6. padova ↔ roul

7. padova ↔ costantini

8. padova ↔ salvador

9. padova ↔ savarino

10. padova ↔ zaninotto http://www.sied.it/clients/www.sied.it/
public/files/Acalasiaesofageastrategieditrattamento.pdf

11. abano_terme ↔ ancona

12. abano_terme ↔ zaninotto

13. pisa ↔ santi

14. napoli ↔ sarnelli

15. milano ↔ penagini

16. gemelli ↔ costamagna

17. gemelli ↔ famigliari

http://www.sied.it/clients/www.sied.it/public/files/Acalasiaesofageastrategieditrattamento.pdf
http://www.sied.it/clients/www.sied.it/public/files/Acalasiaesofageastrategieditrattamento.pdf
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